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big things come 
in small packages 
Contradiction? Hardl_yl 
Microcard Editions offers to 
space conscious librarians 
eleven comprehensive reference 
packages. 
The titles in these packages are essential to 
college teaching programs. They supply the 
necessary materials for term papers and sug-
gested independent, outside, reading. Titles 
include the classics, important scholarly 
titles and the defmitive works on subjects 
of interest to the undergraduate community. 
They have been selected, by qualified ex-
perts, from Books for College Libraries, 
published by the American Library Associ-
ation, which lists approximately 53,400 ref-
erence sources. 
Microcard Editions offers these selected 
titles grouped in these packages: History of 
Great Britain, American Literature, English 
~iterature, History of the United States, 
History of Europe, Education, Political 
Science, Economics,. 
Philosophy/Psychology, So-
ciology and Religion . . . with 
more to come. 
Microcard Editions offer these on positive 
or negative 4" x 6" microfiche. Titles can be 
filed in any sequence since only one title ap-
pears on a fiche. And, the subject-oriented 
groups are independent of each other and 
can be purchased as needed or as budget 
permits. Catalog cards are also available for 
each group. 
For a complete list of titles in each group 
and details concerning the catalog cards, 
send the -coupon below to: 
• Mlcrocard Editions 
901 26 Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
.-.----------------------· I Please send me information on the following: 1 0 all eleven subject-oriented groups; 0 History of Great Britain; 0 American I Literature; 0 English Literature; 0 History of the United States; 0 History of 1 
.1 Europe; 0 Philosophy/Psychology;· 0 Education; 0 Economics; 0 Political I Science; 0 Sociology; 0 Religion. 
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XEROX 
XEROXS is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION 
By that we mean make them more 
m~nageable and accessible through 
mtcroforms. 
Take, for example, the new 
subscription service we offer for THE 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. For the first 
time, you can subscribe to both a Monthly 
Index and Guide to the Congressional 
Record, plus issues of the RECORD 
on microfiche. The comprehensive and 
easy-to-use hard-copy Monthly Index 
makes information in the RECORD 
more accessible than ever before. And 
timely, too, because both the index and 
the microfiche ~reshipped within 10 
days of the month covered. 
Our collection includes thousands of 
other government documents, many 
of them out-of-print or difficult-to-obtain. 
Among these are The Catalog of 
United States Census Publications, 
1820-1945 ... all Congressional Hearings 
from 1839 through the 83rd Congress 
of 1954 ... The Annals of Congress -
covering the proceedings of the 1st 
through 18th Congresses, 1789-1824 ... 
Session Laws for all the states and 
territories prior to 1900 ... and The 
Monthly Labor Review, 1915-1972. 
What's more, we offer many non-
governmental source materials about 
government. These include a tape 
cassette series on the Structure and 
Function of American Government, plus 
thousands of doctoral dissertations 
covering all aspects of government, its 
history and actions. 
How do we size up in relation to your 
needs? To get a better idea, write 
our Literature Services Department and 
ask for information about the types 
of documents or materials you're 
interested in. You'll receive full details. 
Xerox University Microfilms 
300 North Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
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Looking Forward/Looking Back 
The social unrest which occupied the country's attention during the late 
sixties challenged many venerated social traditions. Likewise, the profes-
sional ferment which manifested itself first during the 1968 ALA Annual 
Conference in Kansas City produced protracted professional reexaminations. 
Although the profession now seems to be backing away somewhat from the 
social related activities proposed by ACONDA and ANACONDA, many of 
the reforms advocated by the activist leadership have been implemented. 
ALA has demonstrated in numerous ways its ability to play a leadership 
role in professional concerns such as legislation, intellectual freedom, and 
personnel development. But despite the strident, often persuasive rhetoric 
which is echoed through the halls of Council, ALA has not proven itself to 
be an effective agent for producing social change. Although librarians have 
continued to labor at the grass roots level and have achieved some measure 
of success, their achievement is largely due to their own intellectual vigor 
and persistence rather than the fact that they happened to be librarians. It 
is becoming increasingly apparent that ALA is not organized as a social 
action . group. ALA might be better advised to turn its undivided attention 
to the advancement of library related objectives. In reviewing the CRL 
editorials of the last five years, I was struck by the fact that almost none of 
the concerns addressed has been solved. In fact, most are now worse. For 
example, library schools are still graduating students who cannot be ab-
sorbed into the market. The situation has become so serious in some parts 
of the country that graduates of library schools are asking, even demanding 
appointments to nonprofessional positions. What effect will this trend have 
on professional status and salaries? The list of unsolved problems is long 
and growing longer. The crisis within higher education is already upon us. 
Student enrollment and financial support are declining. It is now anticipated 
that enrollment may drop by almost 20 percent during the next decade. 
Society seems no longer as willing to pour money into higher education as 
it once was. More interest in other national priorities such as energy, 
ecology, law and order, and health have preempted our positions. Our pleas 
for more funds are falling on deaf ears. Now is the moment for ACRL to 
assume a leadership role and to develop alternative solutions to the com-
monly perceived "bottomless pit" syndrome of librarianship. It is a chal-
lenge which we cannot afford to refuse, but it is one I am .convinced aca-
demic librarians are capable of meeting. 
fuCHARD M. DouGHERTY 
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INTRODUCTION 
-THIS ARTICLE CONTINUES the semian-
nual series originally edited by Con-
stance M. Winchell. Although it appears 
under a byline, the list is actually a proj-
ect of the Reference Department of the 
Columbia University Libraries, and 
notes are signed with the initials of the 
individual staff members.1 
Since the purpose of the list is to pre-
sent a selection of recent scholarly and 
foreign works of interest to reference 
workers in university libraries, it does 
not pretend to be either well balanced 
or comprehensive. A brief roundup of 
new editions of standard works, continu-
ations, and supplements is presented at 
the end of the column. Code numbers 
(such as AA 71, 2BD89) have been used 
to refer to titles in the Guide to Refer-
ence Books and its supplements.2 
GumEs 
Ryder, Dorothy E., ed. Canadian Refer-. 
ence Sources; A Selective Guide. Otta-
wa, Canadian Library Assoc., 1973. 185p. 
$10. 73-169642. 
The result of a Canadian Library Asso-
ciation project, this selective, annotated bib-
liography designed "to provide librarians 
and students with a guide to Canadian ref-
erence material" covers "Canada in gen-
eral, the ten provinces, the territories, and 
three cities."-Introd. Emphasis is on the 
country in general, the provinces receiving 
treatment in certain selected subjects, and . 
1. Diane Goon, Rita Keckeissen, Anita Lowry, 
Eileen Mcilvaine, Nancy Schroeder, Doris 
Ann Sweet, Barbara Wendell. 
2. Constance M. Winchell, Guide to Reference 
Books (8th ed.; Chicago: ALA, 1967); 
Supplement I ( Chicago: ALA, 1968); Sup-
plement II (Chicago: ALA, 1970); Supple-
ment III (Chicago: ALA, 1972). 
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the cities-Ottawa, Montreal, and Toronto 
-receiving merely token coverage. Publi-
cations through 1971 are included. Ex-
cluded are such specialized reference books 
as those dealing with individuals or par-
ticular laws. 
The classified arrangement is presented 
in five broad categories: General Reference, 
History and Allied Subjects, Humanities, 
Science, and Social Science, with appro-
priate subdivisions. Full bibliographical in-
formation is given in each entry and the an* 
notations as well as general introductory 
notes contain many useful references to 
related sources, not only by cross refer-
ence to included listings but also to works 
(properly) excluded. Four appendixes de-
scribe in detail Canadiana, Canadian Gov-
ernment Publications ... , Canadian Peri-
odical Index, and Canadian Almanac and 
Directory. A fifty-page index of authors, 
titles, and selected subjects concludes the 
work. Supplements as well as subsequent 
editions are planned. )'his is a carefully 
edited guide, recommended for the large 
reference department in the U.S. and for 
Canadian libraries in general.-R.K. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Index Translationum. Cumulative Index to 
English Translations, 1948-1968. Boston, 
G. K. Hall, 1973. 2v. $295. 
The first inaccuracy is in the title. This 
is an index to all monographic translations 
published in seven predominantly English-
speaking countries-Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand, Republic of Eire, Republic of 
South Africa, United Kingdom, and the 
United States-as listed in volumes 1-21 
( 1948-1968) of the new series of Index 
Translationum (Guide AA91). Each listing 
includes author, title, translator, place of 
publication and publisher, pagination, price, 
and language of the original (publication 
date and original title are often included). 
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priced as this, should be more than a cut-
and-paste job from earlier volumes, but this 
is not. Typographical errors abound; entries 
are erratic (variant forms have not been 
reconciled) ; and there are no cross refer-
ences, which would have been particularly 
helpful. The translations are a mixed bag of 
literary works, monographs, doctoral disser-
tations, and conference proceedings. (Cor-
porate and conference proceedings entries 
are particularly annoying: without cross 
references, how is the user to know that he 
should look under both "SSSR. Akademija 
nauk" and "Akademija nauk SSSR"?) Li-
brarians and others have been waiting for 
a good cumulation of English-language 
translations, but at this price for this quali-
ty, many will be ,content to wait a little 
longer.-D.G. 
Moreau, Brigitte. Inventaire chronologique 
des editions parisiennes du XVJe siecle. 
Paris, Imprimerie Municipale, 1972-
v.1- . (In progress) 73-327446. 
Contents: v.1, 1501-1510. 36.00F. 
Disturbed by the slowness with which 
the volumes of the monumental Imprimeurs 
et libraires parisiens du XVJe siecle ( Suppl. 
1AA31, 3AA37) have been fated to appear, 
the compiler of this inventory has proposed 
to make at least the fundamental informa-
tion concerning sixteenth-century Parisian 
printing and bookselling available to schol-
ars within a more reasonable length of time. 
Modeled after the English and American 
short title catalogs, this chronological listing 
gives for .each entry the author and brief 
title, printer, month and day of publication 
if they can be determined, format, locations 
in both European and American libraries, 
and citations to other more specialized 
bibliographies where fuller descriptions 
may be found. It is based, like Imprimeurs 
et libraires parisilfns, on the manuscript 
notes left by Philippe Renouard at his death 
in 1934, but is not merely a transcription of 
them; Mlle. Moreau has verified each entry, 
added (in the first volume) more than a 
hundred titles not known to Renouard, and 
furnished precise dates for many previously 
undated items. The inclusion of author, 
title, printer, and geographical indexes in 
each volume (of which there are to be ten) 
greatly increases the usefulness of this 
bibliography.-N.S. 
ARCHIVES 
Iredale, David. Enjoying Archives: What 
They Are; Where to Find Them; How to 
Use Them. Newton Abbot, David & 
Charles, [1973]. 264p. £3.95. 73-
330885. 
This basic introduction to "the great 
heritage of documents in England and 
Wales," and to some of the archives where 
they are stored, "aims to describe, in out-
line, the work of the county record office, 
the repair of manuscripts, and the method 
of reading old records."-Introd. Types of 
documents included are those "most com-
monly studied by the majority of historical 
researchers." The work's clarity, wealth of 
illustrative examples, careful definitions, and 
bibliographical detail-in short, its instruc-
tional character-should make it a vade 
mecum for the beginning researcher in 
English archival material. 
Chapters cover research methods, na-
tional archives, family muniment rooms, 
cathedral, parish, company records, solici-
tor's office, newspapers, county record office, 
paleography, and handwriting in England. 
There are lists of repositories and national 
record societies, a helpful bibliography, and 
a subject index.-R.K. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS 
Great Soviet Encyclopedia; A Translation 
of the Third Edition. [A. M. Prokhorov, 
ed. in chief]. N.Y.: Macmillan; London, 
Collier Macmillan, [1973]- . v.1-
(In progress) 73-10680. 
Thirteen volumes (A- Kun) of the third 
edition of the Bol' shaia Sovetskaia entsiklo-
pediia (Suppl. 3AD10) have been received 
at this writing. The item under considera-
tion here is the first volume of an English 
translation of that work. The translation is 
"unannotated and as true as possible to the 
content and meaning intended by the edi-
tors of the original edition in Russian," and 
as such is intended to convey the scope 
and point of view of the original, bringing 
to scholars and others an unaltered "primary 
source through which they can gain a richer 
knowledge and understanding of the con-
temporary Soviet Vnion."-Publisher's Fore-
word. 
The work is being translated on a volume-
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for-volume basis (only those articles that 
can be considered simply dictionary or 
gazetteer entries are omitted) and articles 
are arranged within each translated volume 
according to the English form of the entry 
or transliterated form of personal and place 
names. Thus, while the preponderance of 
entries in v.l begin with the letter "A", 
terms such as "Diamond," "Highway," and 
"Zulu War" are also found therein because 
the Russian form of these terms begins with 
the letter "A". Although this may make for 
a certain degree of awkwardness for use 
until the set is complete and the promised 
index published, it has the virtue of making 
the translated material available relatively 
soon after the publication of the parent 
work. Even so, the editors are taking care 
to make the information as current as pos-
sible by updating figures or factual infor-
mation; when such updating is substantial, 
the translation is marked as "updated." 
Bibliographies appended to the Russian ar-
ticles are carded over into the translated 
work, with Russian titles cited in translitera-
tion and Western-language works in their 
original form. Each translated article is 
keyed to the text of the original by volume, 
page, and column. A full list of entries in 
the Russian volume is clearly marked to in-
dicate those articles which have not been 
translated.-E.S. 
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica. 15th 
ed. Chicago, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
Inc., [1974] 30v. il. $548. 73-81025. 
Contents: Propaedia (Outline of Knowl-
edge), 1 v.; Micropaedia (Ready Reference 
and Index), lOv.; Macropaedia (Knowledge 
in Depth), 19v. 
To review a major, multivolume work in 
a brief column of this kind often borders 
on the impertinent; to attempt an evalua-
tion of "Britannica 3" in so short a space 
is probably futile. One may try, however, 
to dispel some of the confusion regarding 
the tripartite structure of the new edition. 
Leaving aside, for the moment, the Propae-
dia, librarians familiar with Compton's En-
cyclopedia can easily relate the Micropaedia 
to the "Fact Index" of Compton's: i.e., the 
short factual articles of the M icropaedia 
stand in the same relationship to the longer, 
more comprehensive articles in the Macro-
paedia as do the brief entries of the "Fact 
Index" to the related, full-length articles in 
Compton's. The ten-volume Micropaedia, 
then, is both the index to the M acropaedia 
and an independent ready reference source 
offering some 102,214 articles ranging from 
a few lines up to 750 words in length. The 
nineteen-volume Macropaedia comprises 
4,207 "in depth" articles, none of which is 
less than 1,000 words in length. These are 
signed articles by a worldwide roster of 
authorities, and include selective, briefly 
annotated bibliographies. 
Topics in the Micropaedia which are 
given fuller treatment under an identical 
heading in the Macropaedia are signalled 
by a volume and page reference immedi-
ately following the boldface entry; refer-
ences to related articles in the Macropaedia 
are supplied at the end of many entries in 
the M icropaedia, and cross references are 
used freely throughout the ten-volume set. 
Users of the work would be well advised to 
begin always with the M icropaedia entries: 
salient facts and dates presented here may 
suffice, but more importantly, time will usu-
ally be saved since topical headings in . the 
Macropaedia show considerable variation 
from those of the 14th edition and the 
direct-entry approach of many other ency-
clopedias. And, while biographies abound 
in the Micropaedia, relatively few figures 
have been accorded the fuller treatment of 
the M acropaedia. 
The division between short and long ar-
ticles is, in effect, a means of having the 
best of two worlds: a return, in .the Macro-
paedia, to the longer, monographic articles 
of Britannica's 11th edition, while preserv-
ing in the M icropaedia the fragmented, 
specific-entry approach of the 14th edition. 
The Propaedia resulted from an attempt by 
the editors to construct a "workable and de-
fensible" outline of human knowledge 
which would "set forth in some orderly way 
the major topical rubrics that must ulti-
mately be dealt with in a general encyclo-
paedia." While many will view it as mere 
icing on the cake, it will also have its en-
thusiasts: its disciplinary overviews can be 
useful to the beginner in a given subject 
field, and its references to the Macropaedia 
can serve as a guide for independent study. 
A few final observations: most articles are 
newly written (those in Macropaedia usu-
.. 
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ally by a scholar other than the contributor 
of the corresponding article in the 14th edi-
tion); maps are scattered throughout the 
set rather than collected in an atlas section· 
professional jargon has been eliminated a~ 
far as possible; and the language and style 
are such that "at least some portion of the 
article should be readable to the layman to 
whom, at a minimum, the significance and 
general bearings of the subject must be 
made comprehensible."-E.S. 
PERIODICALS 
New Serial Titles; A Union List of Serials 
Commencing Publication after December 
31, 1949. 1950-1970 Cumulative. Wash., 
D.C., Lib. of Congress; N.Y., Bowker, 
1973. 4v. $190. 53-60021. 
This twenty-one-year cumulation of New 
Serial Titles (Guide AF99) represents con-
siderably more than a mere cumulation of 
the information in the earlier volumes 
(1950-60, 1961-65, 1966--69, each in two 
volumes, plus the previously uncumulated 
1970 quarterlies). The complete NST file 
has been converted to a computer data 
base, thousands of revisions have been in-
corporated, thousands of additional library 
locations supplied, and International Stan-
dard Serial Numbers (ISSN) added. The 
supplementary "Changes in Serials" section 
appears at the end of volume four. Although 
the cumulation was edited by the Bowker 
Company, utilizing that firm's computer-
produced publication system, further NST 
quarterly and annual cumulations will con-
tinue to be published by Library of Con-
gress. 
Throughout the preparation of the work 
there was close collaboration between the 
Bowker Company and the Library of Con-
gress Serial Record Division to assure that 
the product would be well up to the stan-
dard of NST. Librarians will do well, of 
course, to acquaint themselves with the in-
troductory sections "Form of entry" and 
"Arrangement of entries," particularly the 
filing variations noted in the latter. The 
benefits of having this long, augmented 
cumulation need no comment.-E.S. 
DISSERTATIONS 
Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 1861-
1972. Ann Arbor, Mich., Xerox Univer-
sity Microfilms, 1973. 37v. $2495. 73-
89046. 
Contents: v.l-4, Chemistry; v.5, Mathe-
matics and statistics; v.6-7, Astronomy and 
physics; v.8-10, Engineering; v.ll-13, Bio-
logical sciences; v.l4, Health and environ-
mental sciences; v.l5, Agriculture; v.l6, 
Geography and geology; v.l7, Social sci-
ences; v.l8-19, Psychology; v.20-24, Edu-
cation; v.25-26, Business and economics; 
v.27, Law and political science; v.28, His-
tory; v.29-30, Language and literature; 
v.31, Communications and the arts; v.32, 
Philosophy and religion; v.33-37, Author 
index. 
Few publications of recent years can 
have offered such distinct advantages as this 
one to the academic community in general. 
The time-consuming task of dissertation 
searching is drastically simplified and short-
ened through use of this computer-gener-
ated index (by key words and authors) 
which attempts to list all dissertations ac-
cepted at universities of the United States 
from the time of the first Yale dissertation 
in 1861 through 1972. (Numerous Cana-
dian and other foreign universities are 
among the schools included, but no claim 
for completeness of listing is made for uni-
versities outside the United States.) In ef-
fect, CDI supersedes the Library of Con-
gress lists of American doctoral dissertations 
(Guide AI8), the Wilson lists (Guide AI9), 
and the various indexes to Dissertation Ab-
stracts (Guide Aill, 3AI2) . It also includes 
some dissertations not found in those lists 
because the data base embraces many pub-
lished and unpublished lists provided by 
the individual universities. (The editors 
note some conflicts and discrepancies result-
ing from reliance on these varied sources 
but errors are to be corrected in forthcom~ 
ing supplements, and incorrect entries will 
be deleted from the data base.) More than 
417,000 dissertations are represented. An-
nual supplements are planned, and the pos-
sibility of regular cumulations is obvious. 
Within each subject volume the listing 
is alphabetical by keyword, as in the Retro-
spective Index ( Suppl. 3AI2) . Full cita-
tions appear in both the author and subject 
listings: these include complete title, au-
thor's full name if known, date, university, 
pagination when available, citation to Dis-
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sertation Abstracts or other printed list, and 
University Microfilms publication number 
for dissertations which are available on mic-
rofilm from that agency. Several improve-
ments over the Retrospective Index (which, 
incidentally, has trade-in value toward pur-
chase of CDI) are noted. In volumes cover-
ing a number of related disciplines such as 
"Social sciences," each of the subsections 
(Anthropology, Archeology, Folklore, etc.) 
begins on a new page and running heads 
designating the divisions are provided. Also, 
problems arising from names with "Jr.," 
"Sister," "Brother," etc., have been more 
satisfactorily handled.-E.S. 
LITERATURE 
The Romantic Movement Bibliography, 1936-
1970; A Master Cumulation from ELH, 
Philological Quarterly and English Lan-
guage Notes. Ed. and with a Pre£. by 
A. C. Elkins, Jr. and L. J. Forstner. Ann 
Arbor, Pierian Pr., 1973. 7v. $160. 
In spite of its title, this is not a "cumula-
tion" of the annual Romantic Movement 
Bibliography (Guide BD11; Suppl. 1BD4), 
but consists of reprints of the early listings, 
with the addition of a cumulative index. 
The user is still obliged to look in a number 
of different places-at least thirty-five for 
major figures covered each year-for articles 
on a single author or topic. The index, the 
most important feature of the set for li-
braries already owning the annual bibliog-
raphies, is disappointing. It is in three sec-
tions: ( 1) author I main entry I reviewer, sub-
ject index; ( 2) personal names, and sub-
ject index; ( 3) categories. The first, to be 
used for finding articles and reviews by 
modern critics, is adequate, though refer-
ence librarians will not like its use of 
idiosyncratic symbols to indicate multiple 
listings, reviews, and so on. The second, 
which lists entries on individual romantic 
authors, annoyingly fails to classify the sec-
tions on the major romantic writers, so that 
there are, for example, about 200 undiffer-
entiated entries under Shelley. The cate-
gory index is not a true subject index, but 
an alphabetical listing of the sections in 
each annual bibliography on the national 
literatures. Because the bibliographies are 
photographic reprints, no editing (notably 
where there are inconsistencies in the forms 
of names) has been done. 
We should be grateful to the publisher 
for making this fine bibliography available 
again, but the form in which it has been 
reissued leaves much to be desired, espe-
cially at such a high price. The set exem-
plifies the kind of publishing that, in an 
age of paper, space, and budget shortages, 
cannot be encouraged.-N.S. 
Herdeck, Donald E. African Authors; A 
Companion to Black African Writing. 
Washington, Black Orpheus Pr., 1973-
v.1- . il. Biennial. 73-172338. 
Contents: v.1, 130D-1973. 605p. $22.50. 
The expanding field of Mrican literature 
adds a new bio-bibliography in this guide 
to a major literature which to the present 
has been "little known and even less appre-
ciated in the West."-Introd. Short sketches, 
alphabetically arranged, of 594 poets, novel-
ists, critics, dramatists, and journalists of 
sub-Saharan Africa, Malagasy, and Mauritius 
constitute the major portion of the work. 
Biographies, designed to give a survey of a 
writer's life and work and a "reasonably 
complete summary of his achievements both 
in and outside of literature," include dates, 
education, professional training, position, 
honors, genres and languages, and complete 
citations to publications. A hundred pages 
of appendixes include essays and bibliog-
raphies on various aspects of Mrican litera-
ture, lists of authors by genre, languages, 
sex, dates, and directories of publishers, 
journals, and bookshops. Biennial publica-
tion is planned with cumulations at longer 
intervals.-R.K. 
Howard, Patsy C., comp. & ed. Theses in 
English Literature 1894-1970. Ann Arbor, 
Pierian Pr., 1973. 387p. $19.95. 
---. Theses in American Literature 
1896-1971. Ann Arbor, Pierian Pr., 1973. 
307p. $19.95. 
These two long titles (9,000 entries for 
English literature, 7,000 for American) of 
unpublished baccalaureate and master's 
theses from more than two hundred univer-
sities, mainly in the United States and Can-
ada, are intended to indicate fields of re-
search heavily covered by students and 
those relatively unexplored, and to provide 
students with "convenient bibliographies on 
highly specialized topics." Each is said to 
be "the beginning of a series whose goal 
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is to make a complete, easily accessible list-
ing of theses in literature throughout the 
world."-Foreword. Only theses concerning 
writers are included in the volumes noted 
here; they are arranged alphabetically by 
author within an alphabetic arrangement 
of the author-subjects. Entry gives author's 
name, thesis title, degree, university, and 
year. There are author and "limited subject" 
indexes. Spot checking for one university's 
essays shows omissions, unexplained, since 
no statement of years covered for a given 
institution is made. The basis for inclusion 
is stated merely as "availability," without 
explanation as to whether availability for 
site use or interlibrary loan is meant, or 
whether the bibliographical description 
alone is "available." Only those libraries 
whose readers are specially interested in 
this type of graduate paper will need these 
compilations.-R.K. 
FINE ARTS 
Literature on Byzantine Art, 1892-1967. Ed. 
by Jelisaveta S. Allen. [London], Mansell, 
for Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzan-
tine Studies, 1973- . v.1 (in 2v. )-
(Dum barton Oaks Bibliographies Based 
on Byzantinische Zeitschrift. Ser.I, v.1- ) 
( In progress) 
Contents: v.1, By location. Pt.1, Africa, 
Asia, Europe (A-Ireland); Pt.2, Europe 
( Italy-Z), Indices. £ 24. 
The first volume of this new series is a 
topographically arranged cumulation of 
items pertinent to the history of art of 
specific places as drawn from the semian-
nual lists published 1892-1967 in III. Ab-
teilung, "Bibliographische Notizien und Mit-
teilungen" of the Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 
primarily from the subdivision "Kunstges-
chichte: Einzelne Orte." Volume 2 will 
cover the same source for the history of 
Byzantine art in general and according to 
individual art form (i.e., architecture, paint-
ing, sculpture, minor arts, illuminated manu-
scripts, etc.). 
Arrangement is by geographic area, alpha-
betic first by continent, then by country, 
region, and site. Text of each entry is that 
of its original listing in BZ, with full biblio-
graphic details, BZ citations and, usually, 
critical annotation. Under a specific head-
ing, journal articles, books, and contribu-
tions to collections appear in chronological 
order. A "Key to periodicals and abbrevi-
ated titles" lists full information for journals 
cited and for selected collections. Author 
and place-name indexes are useful features. 
-R.K. 
CINEMA 
Manchel, Frank. Film Study: A Resource 
Guide. Rutherford, N. J., Fairleigh Dick-
inson Univ. Pr., [1973]. 422p. $18. 72-
3262. 
Addressing himself to teachers and to 
their questions about "whys and bows" of 
teaching about film, Manchel examines the 
cinema's claim to serious consideration as 
art and as social phenomenon. He presents 
a basic introduction to the elements of film 
and film language and to some profitable 
ways of approaching film in the classroom. 
Although the author states that the book 
is not "an attempt to list definitively the 
various sources or materials connected with 
film study," the many citations in the text, 
footnotes, and selected bibliographies and 
filmographies provide a wide survey of im-
portant sources for film study and research 
-most of them annotated and evaluated in 
considerable detail. As a result, students 
and librarians, as well as teachers, can use 
the chapters on film literature, the genre 
film, stereotypi'ng in film, themes in film, lit-
erature and film, early American film, and 
the history of film to locate relevant books, 
articles, and representative films. Seven in-
dexes facilitate access to this wealth of in-
formation.-A.L. 
SociAL SciENCES 
Goode, Stephen H. Population and the Pop-
ulation Explosion: A Bibliography for 
1970. Troy, N.Y., Whitston, 1973. 361p. 
$17. 72-87106. 
This work is a secondary bibliography, 
taking its listings of books and articles from 
a number of standard bibliographies, in-
cluding Books in Print, Readers Guide, 
P.A.I.S., Index Medicus, and Social Science 
and Humanities Index. It is the first volume 
of an annual series intended to cover each 
year's literature in the field defined simply 
as "population and the population explosion." 
There are two sections, one arranged by 
title and the other by subject, with an au-
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thor index at the end. Unfortunately the 
method of compilation fao.ilitates errors, and 
a quick comparison with the primary ·bibli- · 
ographies does turn up several, ranging 
from misspelled names to transposed num-
bers. Although the compiler describes it as 
a "near-complete world bibliography cover-
ing the book and periodical literature for 
1970" (Pref.), there appear to be no foreign-
language entries. Furthermore, the exten-
sive bibliographies in Population Index are 
not utilized, nor apparently are any national 
bibliographies outside the United States, nor 
any of the major international periodical in-
dexes one might expect to be used in com-
piling a "near-complete world bibliography." 
A work as comprehensive as this one claims 
to be would be welcome in any social sci-
ence reference collection, but its actual limi-
tations make this one a disappointment.-
D.A.S. 
Puerto Rican Research and Resource Center. 
The Puerto Rican$: An Annotated Bibli-
ography. Ed. by Paquita Vivo. N.Y., 
Bowker, 1973. 299p. $14.95. 73-8825. 
Compiled from a survey of major United 
States and Puerto Rican library catalogs, 
this ambitious undertaking brings together 
a selected, though relatively comprehensive, 
annotated list of materials designed to offer 
the English-speaking reader ••a complete 
bibliographic overview of Puerto Ricans." 
Since it would be unsatisfactory for a bibli-
ography on Puerto Rico to be comprised 
solely of English-language materials, many 
important items in Spanish are listed. En-
tries are grouped first by type of publication 
(i.e., books, government publications, jour-
nals) and then by subject, rather than the 
more traditional . classed arrangement em-
ployed by Bravo in his Bibliografia Puertor-
riquefia (N.Y., 1972). A subject index and 
an author-title index compensate for this 
arrangement which may initially confuse the 
user. A useful feature is the list of U.S. and 
Puerto Rican publishers who are, according 
to the editor, able to supply many of the 
works listed. The editor recognizes that 
many works important to Puerto Rican stud-
ies are not immediately accessible in the 
United States and urges that a greater effort 
be made on the part of the U.S. distributors 
to obtain in-print works from Puerto Rico. 
This bibliography could · be a useful selec-
tion guide for librarians wishing to improve 
their Puerto Rican collections.-B.W. 
White, Carl M. Sources of Information in 
the Social Sciences, a Guide to the Liter-
ature. 2d ed. Chicago, American Library 
Association, 1973. 702p. $25.00. 73-9825. 
The new edition of White's standard text 
reflects the growth in scope and diversity 
of the social sciences and their literature; 
it is larger than the 1964 edition by over 
200 pages. The basic format remains the 
same. Chapters on the social sciences in 
general, and on specific fields, begin with 
a bibliographic essay by a subject specialist 
on the history and methodology of the field, 
with citations to basic monographs, and 
conclude with annotated lists of reference 
works; scholarly journals, monograph series, 
professional organizations, and occasionally 
films, maps, and photographs are also listed. 
A new chapter on geography has been 
added to the basic sections on social sci-
ence literature, history, economics and busi-
ness administration, sociology, anthropology, 
psychology, and education. The table of 
contents is much more detailed than that of 
the first edition, and the index now includes 
subjects as well as authors and titles. 
Most of White's collaborators are new to 
this edition, and their bibliographic essays 
show shifts of emphasis. Much of the core 
monographic literature is classic works and 
has simply been updated, although some 
fields cite a greater number of post-1964 
items than others. The reference sources 
have often been regrouped by form, type, 
or area for greater utility. Their annotations 
are exceptionally clear and incisive; the cut-
off date seems to be early 1973. 
The content of the edition maintains the 
excellence of the previous one; the format 
far surpasses it. The organization and judi-
cious use of spacing and type make the text 
highly legible and easy to consult. Librari-
ans have eagerly awaited this new edition, 
and it is well worth the wait; it is, simply, 
an exceptional work.-D.G. 
HISTORY 
Hogg, Peter C. The African Slave Trade 
and Its Suppression: A Classified and 
Annotated Bibliography of Books, Pamph-
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Frank Cass, 1973. 409p. £ 12.50. 72-
90130. 
Here is a much needed bibliography of 
books, pamphlets, and periodical articles in 
Western languages discussing the Mrican 
slave trade participated in not only by the 
English and Americans but also by France, 
Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, 
Brandenburg (for a short time) in West 
Mrica, and by the Muslims in East Mrica 
and the Sudan. Excluded are manuscripts 
and most government documents, and Mr. 
Hogg acknowledges an "unavoidable bias 
towards English language material." 
The arrangement is by subject within two 
main sections: ( 1) Slave trade; ( 2) Aboli-
tion and suppression. Listing within each 
subject area is chronological by date of 
publication. An appendix brings coverage 
to 1972, and a second appendix lists rele-
vant master's essays and dissertations. The 
volume concludes with author, personal 
name, geographical name, and anonymous 
title indexes.-E.M. 
Martin, Geoffrey Haward and Mcintyre, 
Sylvia. A Bibliography of British and 
Irish Municipal History. Leicester, Leices-
ter Univ. Pr., 1972- . v.1- . (In prog-
ress) 73-156398. 
Contents: General works. 806p. £ 12.50. 
This handsome bibliography is a joy to 
read and to use, from its graceful acknowl-
edgments in the Preface and the well-writ-
ten Introduction giving an overview of the 
study and interest in municipal history in 
Great Britain and Ireland, to the carefully 
prepared bibliography. A continuation of 
Gross' Bibliography of British Municipal 
History (Guide DC159), this work "com-
prises printed and published works on the 
history of municipal government and mu-
nicipal services in Great Britain and Ireland 
from the earliest times to the end of 1966." 
-p.liii. 
In this first volume, books, documents, 
and journal articles are arranged in graded 
subdivisions under five general headings: 
Bibliographies and guides; General printed 
records (Texts and calendars); General his-
tory; The urban community; Municipal ad-
ministration. These are followed by sections 
for materials concerned specifically with 
Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. The volume 
ends with an index of authors, publishers, 
sponsors, and place-names appearing in the 
Introduction as well as in the bibliography 
proper.-E.M. 
The Energy Index: A Select Guide to En-
ergy Information Since 1970. N.Y., En-
vironment Information Center, 1973- . 
Annual. ( [ v.1] 522p. $50.) 73-89098. 
Although it is not specifically stated to be 
such, this is essentially a "spin-off" from 
Environment Information Access (recently 
retitled Environment Abstracts). It derives 
from the same data base and is a reassem-
bling, with cumulated indexes, of selected 
abstracts appearing in the 1971- 73 Access 
volumes. (Further volumes of the Energy 
Index are to appear on an annual basis.) 
About half the abstracts are from the "En-
ergy" section, but energy-related items from 
each of the other topical sections of Access 
have been included. There are author and 
subject indexes. In addition, there are lists 
of recent "energy books" and "energy films," 
and a section of statistical charts and tables 
gathered from a variety of sources. (The 
latter is the only substantial body of ma-
terial not found in the publisher's other 
series.) 
The index brings together a wide range of 
references from varied sources and, as with 
the materials abstracted in Environment In-
formation Access, microform or hard copy 
of the full article or report may be ordered 
from the Environment Information Center. 
The series may prove useful in smaller or 
specialized collections, but the larger library 
already subscribing to Environment Infor-
mation Access and its cumulated index, En-
vironment Index, will not need this ad-
ditional publication.-E.S. 
NEw EDITIONS AND SuPPLEMENTS 
A 1971 supplement to the Union Cata-
logue of Asian Publications edited by David 
Hall (London, Mansell, 1973. 704p. £40) 
is the first of the annual series which will 
keep the original four-volume catalog up to 
date. As in the basic set, this supplement 
covers accessions reported by the cooperat-
ing British libraries during the period cov-
ered, not merely 1971 imprints. Users are 
urged to work backwards through the sup-
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plements to the main set, since errors are 
to be corrected in the supplements and 
earlier entries repeated to add new loca-
tions. The Bodleian Library is represented 
for the first time in the 1971 volume. 
Although the content of the "Rev. ed., 
Jan. 1973" of the U.S. Government Printing 
Office Style Manual (Wash., D.C., 1973. 
548p. $4.70) is not greatly changed from 
the 1967 edition (Suppl. 2AA34), there 
has been some slight rearrangement of sec-
tions, and new or substantially altered rules 
are marked with a star. 
With the 15th edition, 1973-7 4, Ulrich's 
International Periodicals Directory (N.Y., 
Bowker, 1973. 2,706p. $46.50) reverts to a 
single-volume format. Approximately 55,000 
current titles are listed and, in addition to 
the usual directory information, the Interna-
tional Standard Serial Number is included 
for each entry. Suggested Dewey class num-
bers are also provided. David P. Wood-
worth's Guide to Current British Journals 
has appeared in a second edition (London, 
Library Assoc., 1973. $37.50) in two vol-
umes. Volume one is the list of journals with 
directory information; it retains the subject 
arrangement (by broad UDC classes) of the 
1970 edition, and has been expanded to in-
clude some 4, 700 titles. The second volume 
is called "Directory of Publishers," and 
supersedes Woodworth's Directory of Brit-
ish Journals (1971); it is an alphabetical 
listing of publishers with their addresses 
and journals published, plus an index by 
titles of the journals. 
Newspapers on Microfilm (6th ed., 1967; 
Suppl. 2AG6) has a two-part successor: 
Newspapers in Microform: United States 
(Wash., D.C., Library of Congress, 1973. 
1,056p. $30) and Newspapers in Micro-
form: Foreign Countries (Wash., D.C., Li-
brary of Congress, 1973. 269p. $10.). Both 
volumes cover the period 1948-72 and in-
clude reports from libraries and commercial 
firms through summer 1972. The United 
States volume lists more than 34,000 titles; 
the foreign volume, more than 8,600. Ar-
rangement is the familiar geographical one, 
but title indexes are a new and useful fea-
ture. These hard-bound volumes are avail-
able separately, and each is a bargain. 
Notable Names in American History 
(Clifton, N.J., J. T. White Co., 1973. 725p.) 
constitutes a third edition of White's Con-
spectus of American Biography (2d ed., 
1937; Guide AJ35). Expanded and updated 
to include information through 1972 in 
most cases, the work continues to be a use-
ful compendium of chronological lists of 
officeholders of various kinds. Although an 
index of some 50,000 names has been 
added, references to biographies in the Na-
tional Cyclopaedia of American Biography 
are not supplied, and a number of lists have 
been dropped from this edition. 
Cassell's Encyclopaedia of World Litera-
ture first appeared in two volumes in 1953, 
under the editorship of S. H. Steinberg 
(Guide BD 19) . In the new edition edited 
by J. Buchanan-Brown (London, Cassell, 
1973. 3v. £18), general articles (on lit-
erary genres, movements, terms, etc.) and 
brief histories of national literatures make 
up the whole of volume one; biographical 
articles, plus the occasional title entry, are 
now in a single alphabet (volumes two and 
three) rather than in the two period di-
visions (pre- and post-1914) of the earlier 
edition. Some new articles have been added, 
a few have been dropped, and bibliogra-
phies have been updated. 
American Students: A Selected Bibliogra-
phy on Student Activism and Related Top-
ics by Philip G. Altbach and David H. Kelly 
(Lexington, Mass., Lexington Books, 1973. 
537p. $25) is a revised and greatly ex-
panded version of Altbach's Student Poli-
tics and Higher Education in the United 
States ( 1968; Suppl. 2CB4). Books, periodi-
cal ruticles, and doctoral dissertations are 
again listed in classed arrangement; there 
is a detailed table of contents, but, unfor-
tunately, no index. Richard C. Bain's Con-
vention Decisions and Voting Records, origi-
nally published in 1960 (Guide CI67), has 
appeared in a second edition (Wash., 
Brookings Institution, 1973. 350p., plus 
tables. $14.95) under the editorship of Bain 
and Judith H. Parris. Historical notes on 
the presidential nominating conventions and 
tables of voting records by states are pro-
vided through 1972. 
A Guide to Historical Cartography, comp. 
by Walter W. Ristow and Clara E. LeGear, 
was first published by the Map Division of 
t 
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the Library of Congress in 1954 and issued 
in a revised edition in 1960 (Guide CK193). 
Ristow has now prepared a revised and 
greatly expanded version (nearly 400 en-
tries) which is published under the title 
Guide to the History of Cartography; an 
Annotated List of References on the History 
of Maps and Mapmaking (Wash., D.C., 
Library of Congress, 1973. 96p. $.75). The 
title change points up the fact that the 
bibliography is "concerned with the litera-
ture on the history and evolution of maps 
and mapmaking and not specifically with 
historical maps."-Pref. 
The first volume, "Science and Tech-
nology" (London, Library Assoc., 1973. 
615p. $17.95) of the third edition of A. J. 
Walford's Guide to Reference Material again 
covers UDC classes five and six. It has 
"main entries for about 4,300 items, plus 
subsumed entries for roughly a further 
700" (Introd.), an increase of about 30 per-
cent over the previous edition ( 1966) . -
E.S. 
WILLIAM DIX 
The Financing of the Research Library 
The following is a discussion paper presented to the National Com-
mission on the Fin,ancing of Postsecondary Education by the Associ-
ation of Research Libraries~ submitted August 1973. 
IN THE coMPLETION OF ITS MISSION the 
National Commission on the Financing 
of Postsecondary Education will be re-
viewing a broad spectrum of fiscal re-
quirements. The supporting role of li-
braries may easily cause this sector of 
the total picture to be given minimal 
notice or even to be overlooked; yet the 
significance of the library's contribution 
to the educational and research processes 
and their substantial budgetary impact 
are so great as to warrant careful scru-
tiny by the commission. 
In 1967 the American Council of 
Learned Societies published the follow-
ing statement: "'Research libraries may 
be defined as institutions whose collec-
tions are organized primarily to meet the 
needs of scholars and so to facilitate ef-
fective action on the frontier of every 
field of knowledge, traditional and novel. 
. . . At their best they are notable for the 
variety and depth of their holdings and 
for the quality of research that they sup-
port.''1 
These relatively well-stocked libraries 
make an indispensable contribution to 
higher education and research in every 
section of the country and indeed in all 
parts of the world. The research library 
is typically a university library similar 
to the eighty-plus which are members 
of the Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL). Much of what we say applies 
also to certain major nonuniversity li-
Dr. Dix is librarian at the Princeton Uni-
versity Library, Princeton, New Jersey. 
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braries which hold some of the world's 
greatest research collections, such as the 
New York Public Library and the Li-
brary of Congress. 
The seventy-eight university libraries 
who were members of ARL in 1971-72 
had in their collections from 700,000 
(Rice) to 8, 700,000 volumes (Harvard). 
In 1971-72 they added to their collec- . 
tions from 34,000 (Howard) to 387,000 
volumes (Harvard). Most of them main-
tain as well large collections of manu-
scripts, microforms, and other library 
materials not reflected in the count of 
printed books. These figures alone may 
serve to indicate that these libraries are 
quite different from most of the thou-
sands of libraries which support the edu-
cational activities of two-year colleges 
and even the best four-year liberal arts 
colleges . 
It is often said that universities exist 
for the preservation of knowledge, the 
transmission of knowledge, and the cre-
ation of new knowledge. The university 
library is deeply involved in all three 
functions. Aside from oral tradition and 
the physical monuments of art and archi-
tecture, libraries are essentially the sole 
repository of recorded civilization, and 
only the large research library performs 
the preservation function in anything 
like a comprehensive way. Collectively 
these libraries are the memory of man-
kind, organized so that it may be drawn 
upon as needed today and in all of our 
tomorrows, whether man requires infor-
mation recorded at the dawn of history 
or only yesterday. 
These libraries are essential also to the 
transmission of knowledge and the teach-
ing function of the university. A simple 
skill, such as woodworking, may be 
passed on without recourse to the writ-
ten word. More sophisticated disciplines 
(e.g., technology, science, philosophy, 
economics, literature), at least as essen-
tial as simple skills to the advancement 
of civilization, are obviously built upon 
and transmitted to a considerable ex-
tent through the intellectual discourse 
of books and serious journals. Even at 
the undergraduate level, education of 
any quality seems to require sending the 
student beyond the lecture-plus-single-
textbook process to exploration among 
many printed or pictorial sources. Econ-
omy alone prescribes that these sources 
be shared through a library. 
Graduate education demands much 
greater resources. Various studies indi-
cate that graduate students use from 
three to five times as many books as un-
dergraduates, as well as a far greater 
variety of books and other kinds of re-
corded information. The kind of library 
we are discussing is likely to be found 
in the universities whose graduate and 
professional programs have been identi-
fied in the American Council on Educa-
tion (ACE) and other surveys as pos-
sessing excellence. Indeed, in the 1966 
ACE report, An Assessment of Quality 
in Graduate Educqtion, it was noted: 
"The library is the heart of the univer-
sity; no other single non-human factor 
is as closely related to the quality of 
graduate education .... Institutions that 
are strong in all areas invariably have 
major national research libraries." 
While the market for Ph.D.'s in many 
fields may be temporarily glutted, the 
continuing health of much postsecondary 
education will obviously require contin-
ued doctoral training of quality, if only 
to provide competent staffing for thou-
sands of colleges and universities. It is 
interesting to note that the seventy-
eight universities which were members 
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of the Association of Research Libraries 
in 1971-72 produced 23,885 or 69 per-
cent of the estimated 34,600 doctoral 
degrees (excluding law and medicine) 
awarded that year in the U.S. and Can-
ada. This is another way of saying that 
a great deal of graduate education is 
concentrated in a relatively few large 
universities, as it should be in terms of 
the economics of the situation. 
The third function of the university, 
the creation of new knowledge, is shared 
with other institutions, such as the gov-
ernment or industrial laboratory, for ex-
ample, but it is clear that it is a major 
function and the element which most ob-
viously distinguishes the university from 
the college, the vocational institution, 
and other types of postsecondary educa-
tional institutions. It is equally clear that 
most research demands major library 
resources. In nearly all fields new knowl-
edge is developed only after a careful 
sifting of what is already known, and 
work in the field or the laboratory is 
interspersed with work in the library. In 
some fields the books in the library are 
themselves the sole material of research. 
The point which we wish to emphasize 
is that the three functions of the uni-
versity are inseparable and the library 
is essential to all three. That it exists to 
support the university is only part of 
the ecological balance, for it can be said 
also that the university exists in part to 
support the library. These relationships 
have an important bearing upon any 
discussion of the financing of research 
libraries and of postsecondary education. 
The university library and, even more, 
the independent research library have 
important relations outside the univer-
sity. Almost all of them, under a variety 
of arrangements, provide important re-
sources to industrial research laborator-
ies, government agencies, independent 
scholars, and the whole range of organi-
zations and activities that comprise the 
web of American society. These libraries 
are collectively the capstone of the pyra-
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mid of information resources. 
Together they constitute a single na-
tional resource of great importance. In-
creasingly and of necessity they are shar-
ing and pooling their resources, for no 
library can have everything. It has been 
estimated that by 197 4-75 the magnitude 
of loans of materials that will be made 
by academic libraries to other libraries 
would approximate 2,600,000, at an esti-
mated cost on the order of $12.1 million. 
Typically the university library lends to 
other smaller libraries four or five times 
as much as it borrows. 
A variety of devices, national and re-
gional, has been developed by librarians 
for bringing the combined collections of 
the research libraries under bibliographic 
control, for telling where a particular 
book may be obtained. The National 
Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints, now 
being published in an estimated 600 
large volumes, supplements the ongoing 
current record by indicating holdings, 
mostly monographic, reported over the 
past seventy years of more than 800 li-
braries throughout North America. The 
NUC is one of the keys to that vast na-
tional resource represented by the com-
bined collections of libraries. ( Inciden-
tally, with some 300 volumes already 
published: through the letter M, the 
project is facing serious financial prob-
lems.) The rapidly developing computer-
based technology will almost certainly 
provide the basis for bibliographic con-
trol in the future through a national li-
brary communication network. 
Librarians have for years bee_!! think-
ing of the total research library collec-
tions of the country as a single national 
resource. In 1940 Julian P. Boyd, then 
librarian of Princeton University, stated 
the issue succinctly: "The fallacy of an 
impossible completeness in any one li-
brary should be abandoned in theory 
and practice; librarians should now think 
in terms of completeness for the library 
resources of the whole country." Soon 
after, Dr. Boyd was one of the leaders 
in proposing and developing the Farm-
ington Plan, under which some fifty li-
braries have accepted responsibility for 
specific fields and geographic areas in 
an attempt to bring to the country at 
least one copy of each book of potential 
research interest from about 150 coun-
tries and territories. 
This program is now being phased out 
and the National Program for Acquisi-
tions and Cataloging of the Library of 
Congress, authorized by Title 11-C of 
the Higher Education Act of 1965, is 
beginning to achieve the objective of the 
Farmington Plan. NPAC, or the "shared 
cataloging" program, had its inception in 
the recognition of the substantial econo-
mies which could be realized if each 
book could be cataloged once only and 
the cataloging copy made available 
promptly to all other libraries acquiring 
the same book. Its import has been tre-
mendous, even though NPAC has never 
been fully funded by the Congress. 
One more example among many may 
be cited to suggest the way in which 
libraries are sharing their resources and 
serving students and scholars by draw-
ing upon collective strength. The Center 
for Research Libraries in Chicago, which 
had its origin in 1951, is an independent 
"library's library," supported by its more 
than 100 institutional members. Its func-
tion is to collect and make available im-
portant but seldom-used materials so 
that each individual library will not have 
to preserve such things as newspaper 
files, which are essential but not called 
for frequently. Currently, with the aid 
of a grant from the Carnegie Corpora-
tion, the center is conducting a pilot 
program of subscribing to several thou-
sand seldom-used journals in the hope 
that individual member libraries may 
find it possible to rely on the center for 
these titles and thus increase their avail-
able resources and stabilize the heavy 
load of carrying individual subscriptions. 
•  
One model for such an activity is the 
highly successful National Lending Li-
brary for Science and Technology in En-
gland, supported by the British govern-
ment as a national resource. 
Many other examples could be cited. 
However, it should already be clear that 
the university libraries and a few rather 
similar national and independent re-
search libraries constitute a major na-
tional resource, a de facto network cre-
ating a vast pool of recorded knowledge 
and information essential to higher edu-
cation and to the advancement of learn-
ing without which modem society could 
not exist. This network has evolved un-
systematically and without adequate 
planning and its links are at present 
quite imperfect, but we are beginning to 
see the emergence of a coherent, inte-
grated whole. Its viability will depend 
upon a judicious balance between centers 
of local excellence, immediately acces-
sible to users, and a variety of central-
ized cooperative . activities, integrated 
through a computer-based system of bib-
liographic control. 
In all of these developments and ac-
tivities the objective has been to provide 
what users need at a cost which is bear-
able, for a large university library is an 
expensive proposition. In 1971-72 the 
seventy-eight libraries upon which we 
have been concentrating spent a total 
of more than $76 millio:r for the pur-
chase of books, periodicals, and other 
materials. Since the associated staff costs 
of acquiring, orgmizing, preserving, and 
interpreting large library collections tend 
to be about tWice the amount spent for 
purchases, total -library expenditures of 
these seventy-eight libraries in 1971-72 
were $260.5 million, not including great 
capital expenditures for housing library 
collections and operations. 
It may be easier to comprehend what 
has happened if one looks at the actual 
dollar expenditures of a single university 
library. For the Princeton University Li-
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brary, actual annual expenditures over 




and binding $100,000 $1,400,000 
Salaries and wages 190,000 2,400,000 
Total library expenditures 317,000 4,100,000 
It should be noted that Princeton's is an 
old and stable library, in an institution 
which has not seen the enormous growth 
of the great state universities. The li-
brary's rate of growth has been one of 
the slowest among ARL libraries, and 
it is not one of the largest in the group. 
In 1972 it was eighteenth in the number 
of volumes held among U.S. and Ca-
nadian university libraries. 
Costs of this magnitude are impres-
sive and alarming, but their significance 
lies more in the rate of growth which 
they represent. Statistics are available 
for fifty-eight university libraries which 
have been members of the ARL through-
out the period 1950--196.9. For these li-
braries the average annual rate of growth 
was 10.5 ·percent over the twenty-year 
period. It should be underscored that 
this rate of growth represents an annual 
compounding, and that the power of 
compounding is such that at this rate a 
variable _doubles in size in less than seven 
years and in two decades gr6ws to about 
eight times its original size. 
·The principal causes of this growth 
in costs include not only general infla-
tion and higher salaries but also several 
special library factors: 
1. The increase in university enroll-
ments (probably less significant 
than the other factors). 
2. The expansion in the scope of teach-
ing and research programs. 
3. The rapid increase in the worldwide 
production of recorded knowledge. 
For example, in 1947, 7,8a7 new 
hard-cover books were published in 
the United States; in 1972, 26,865. 
To maintain the same relative sam-
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ple of this information, without re-
gard to new fields of study, libraries 
must increase acquisitions propor-
tionately. 
4. An increase in the unit cost of pub-
lications considerably in excess of 
general commodity indices for the 
period. For example, note the fol-
lowing average list prices of U.S. 
publications: 
1947 1972 
New hard-cover books 
(per volume) $3.62 $12.99 
Periodicals (annual subscription) 3.59 13.23 
We suggest that in the light of this 
evidence the financial problems of the 
university libraries and the related non-
university general research librarie~ merit 
the attention of the National Commis-
sion on the Financing of Postsecondary 
Education. While these libraries occupy 
numerically a small portion of the broad 
spectrum of educational ·activities to 
which the commission must address it-
self, this is a particularly significant seg-
ment. Libraries of this type are an ab-
solutely essential element in a very sub-
stantial amount of undergraduate col-
legiate education. Perhaps more impor-
tant, they are even more essentia!to the 
advanced and professional education and 
research upon which the nation depends. 
One cannot conceive of a modern so-
ciety without the steady infusion of high-
ly skilled manpower and creative think-
ing which -only the university can pro-
vide, and one cannot conceive of a uni-
versity of quality -without library sup-
port of equal quality. Beyond formal 
academic walls, these libraries collec-
tively are a single national resource of 
recorded knowledge organized for use, 
the collective ·memory of mankind, con-
stantly being applied to improving the 
quality of life today and tomorrow. 
We recognize that this very involve-
ment of the research library with so 
many aspects of education, with a com-
plex blend of teaching and research, 
makes it difficult to develop a single satis-
factory plan for financing libraries. Uni-
versity libraries have been supported by 
a variety of federal, state, and private 
funds. They have received a share of 
the general funds of their parent insti-
tutions, whether derived from state legis-
latures, endowment income, tuition, 
sponsored research overhead, or annual 
gifts from alumni. Some have separately 
endowed funds, and most receive direct 
gifts and grants from individuals, foun-
dations, and corporations for specified 
activities. They have received categor-
ical assistance directly from the federal 
government, such as the grants for ac-
quisitions under Title II-A of the Higher 
Education Act of 1965, or as part of fed-
eral support of specific programs, such as 
the NDEA foreign language centers. 
Some charge nominal fees for certain 
kinds of services, such as service to in-
dustry. We trust that all of these kinds 
of support will continue. We urge, how-
ever, that special attention be paid to li-
brary problems as new patterns of uni-
versity financing emerge. 
There have been discussions of gen-
eral institutional support, by which fed-
eral aid would come to the institution in 
a lump sum, to be distributed by the 
institution according to its own needs. 
If the library were merely a service 
agency, bounded by . the specific needs 
of specific classroom activities, merely 
placing books on reserve for assigned 
reading, such a program might be fairly 
effective. But the university library has 
a multitude of other functions and rela-
tionships not· bounded by the walls of a 
single institution. Furthermore, while in-
stitutional autonomy may be generally 
a worthy objective, in the case of the 
university library it runs directly counter 
not only to quality of service, for no li-
brary can have everything, but also to 
sensible economy, for it is becoming in-
creasingly clear that one of the most 
promising means of slowing the growth 
I 
I 
of library costs is the sharing of resources 
arnong institutions. 
There have been discussions of stu-
dent support, by which much of the 
funding of institutions might come from 
tuition grants from the government 
which the student might bring with him 
to the institution of his choice. This plan 
bas the great merit of encouraging free 
choice. Yet university library costs are 
related much less directly to numbers 
of students than they are to factors such 
as the number of fields offered, the na-
ture of each field, the quality of the col-
lections, and above all the research ele-
111ent. For adequate university libtary ;f support to be derived entirely in this 
'1 way the student grants would have to be 
j ~ quite large indeed. Furthermore, it 
1·, ' would be difficult to adapt this method 
of funding to the highly desirable sup-
port of the great independent research 
libraries which are an important element 
of the single national resource which has 
been described. 
We believe, therefore, that some form 
I• of categorical aid is probably essential 
for university and research libraries. For 
too long the aid which they need has 
tended to slip away because through the 
multiplicity of their involvements this 
·, 
aid has always seemed to be someone 
else's business. They. need direct and ·~ massive support as libraries, or rather as 
. ~ elements of a single national interrelated 
network of libraries, an essential national 
resource. 
~ . We believe further that, while grants 
to individual libraries are useful and wel-
come, they are not necessarily the most 
\ economical and rational way of solving 
~ the problem of the rapid exponential 
1 growth of university library costs. Per-
... 
I 
haps the most effective kind of assist-
ance is massive aid applied centrally to 
hatever operations facilitate sharing, 
and thus relieve individual institutional 
funds to do what must be done locally. 
A variety of opportunities at the federal 
! 
I 
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level suggest themselves: 
• Legislation already exists which has 
done much and could do much more if 
fully funded under existing authoriza-
tion and under increased authorization. 
The shared cataloging program of the 
Library of Congress (NPAC) has saved 
university libraries millions of dollars in 
cataloging costs and could save millions 
more if adequately funded and expand-
ed. 
• The distribution of machine-read-
able catalog copy on computer tapes 
(MARC) could be quickly extended to 
additional categories of books and made 
a free service to libraries by appropriate 
action of the Congress. 
• The development of the national 
computer network could be accelerated 
by the substantial investment of federal 
funds in developing a series of related 
networks, perhaps along the lines of the 
Ohio College Library Center or other 
tested model, which would as a federal 
service provide individual cataloging 
from MARC tapes and from pooled 
original cataloging to the major libraries 
of the country. 
• The staff costs of acquisitions and 
cataloging consume as much as one third 
of the annual budgets of university li-
braries. By applying federal funds cen-
trally for programs such as those out-
lined above, substantial savings for in-
dividual libraries might be achieved. 
• In a quite different area, the crea-
tion and operation at federal expense of 
one or perhaps several special libraries 
to which research libraries could turn 
with confidence for the loan of journal 
articles, on the model of the British Na-
tional Lending Library for Science and 
Technology, would provide for access 
by individual libraries to tens of thou-
sands of scholarly journals which might 
otherwise be unavailable to them. 
We have attempted to identify the 
nature and functions of the large uni-
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the special role these libraries play in 
postsecondary education and the life of 
the country as a unified national re-
source, to suggest the formidable costs 
and the rapid exponential growth in-
volved, to discuss alternative forms of 
financial support, and to suggest ex-
amples of centralized federal assistance 
which might be given. We would be 
happy to elaborate any of these points 
with members of the commission or its 
staff and to help develop specific legis-
lative proposals. 
We are grateful for the opportunity to 
present these views. 
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DAVID C. WEBER 
The Dynamics of the Library 
Environment for Professional 
Staff Growth 
The career development of librarians requires working conditions to 
foster this growth. Employee needs for development are summarized 
and a possible variety of developmental activities are reviewed. Prob-
lems in providing or encouraging growth opportunities are discussed. 
An outline is then provided for desirable general institutional goals 
and attitudes. 
A DIRECTOR OF A UNIVERSITY LffiRARY 
has many problems. Besides financial 
problems, he must decide how to build 
collections, what resources in the collec-
tions can best serve faculty and students, 
what kind of bibliographical control 
must be provided, how to cope with the 
growth of collections and building prob-
lems that ensue, how to make more ef-
fective public services, how to provide 
instruction in library use, and much 
more. Each of these decisions, further-
more, is dependent on persons for their 
management: the library staff is ulti-
mately responsible for creating book 
collections and providing catalogs and 
services. The people form themselves 
into an organization having common 
goals, .and it is through people that goals 
can be achieved. 
Despite the great amount of literature 
on library personnel issues, little atten-
tion has been given to the specific topic 
of how the library personnel environ-
ment itself can contribute to the develop-
ment of professional staff. It is necessary 
to examine how the organization can 
David C. Weber is director of the Stanford 
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motivate staff in their early and mid-
career years through the use of partici-
pative management, professional ad-
vancement, and continuing education so 
as to satisfy not only the institution's 
needs for an appropriate and efficiently 
operated library but also the individual's 
needs for job satisfaction and career ad-
vancement. 
This study on the dynamics of library 
environment and its relationship to pro-
fessional staff growth examines the pro b-
lem in four phases: ( 1 ) employee needs 
for professional development-what in-
house encouragement, attention, oppor-
tunities are desirable; ( 2) types of de-
velopmental activities that may be used 
toward meeting these employee needs; 
( 3) problems involved in implementing 
these various types of activities; and ( 4) 
balancing institutional and personal 
goals where they conflict, weighing cost-
efficiency versus personal benefits, and 
stimulating development action. 
EMPLOYEE NEEDS 
The librarian needs a fertile seedbed 
for his professional development. An in-
dividual usually accepts a position for 
I 259 
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more than salary reasons. For his per-
sonal integrity he wishes to feel pride in 
his work and to identify with an organi-
zation and its goals. He expects to work 
with individuals whom he can respect 
and from whom he can learn. He wishes 
to receive encouragement from his super-
visor and administrative superiors. To 
enhance professional prospects, he wants 
to be part of a group with whom he feels 
a compatible professional interest, and 
he wishes to have reasonable opportu-
nity for professional growth. He hopes 
for individual support in efforts at career 
advancement, including opportunities to 
transfer to jobs with more responsibility 
within the organization and recommen-
dations for such jobs in other libraries.1 
A summary of these needs is provided 
in University Library Administration: 
The personnel goals of a library are job 
productivity, the individuals' personal 
development and satisfaction, and over-
all library program advancement. These 
can be promoted through a program 
of personnel development grounded 
upon suitable training and supervision. 
This development is measured by for-
mal performance reviews or achieve-
ment ratings. Motivation of staff fs not 
easy of attainment. It is, however, at 
least as important as salary and fringe 
benefits in enabling goals to be achieved . 
. . . Good personnel administration will 
seek ways of satisfying the employee's 
psychological needs, giving him a feel-
ing of responsibility and accompli'sh-
ment.2 
Although these needs of the employee 
generally do not conflict with those of 
the organization, there may be some 
points of difference. To the extent that 
"job productivity" is emphasized as the 
organizational goal, most of the activi-
ties which might be included in pro-
grams for staff development could be 
precluded. This would, however, be a 
shortsighted view. Few organizations to-
day have such a narrow conception of 
efficiency, which is equated to minimum 
expense for maximum library collections 
and services. Whenever people are in-
volved, the organization will be only as 
good as its staff; line employees of today 
are the managers and administrators of 
tomorrow. 
TYPES OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
A comprehensive program to help 
meet staff development needs might in-
clude many types of activities. Ten ac-
tivities are suggested here; a reasonable 
program for a university library would 
encompass most of these. 
1. Brief reassignments can be made to 
other jobs, perhaps across departmental 
lines, in order to improve orientation to 
the library program. Such an exchange 
could be between persons in two depart-
ments of the same library or even be-
tween two persons in different, perhaps 
foreign university libraries. This experi-
ence can add a great deal beyond knowl-
edge gained in the formal library school 
training or the introductory orientation 
program offered all new employees. Such 
an exchange can provide a substantial 
learning experience, keeping within the 
framework of a regular appointment in 
the library system. 
2. Another staff development activity 
might include planned regular rotation 
within the library system during the first 
two or three years of appointment at the 
beginning level. For example, new li-
brarians might be assigned to work one 
year in the catalog department before 
going into any public service position; 
or new staff might transfer systematically 
among general reference, government 
document, and undergraduate library 
reference departments. Each of these 
moves would be a true transfer, in con-
trast to the temporary exchange of as-
signments in the arrangement above. 
These transfers probably would be at 
generally the same level of responsibility · 
and classification. 
3. Assignment to library committees 
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can play an important role in staff de-
velopment programs. Committees formed 
to study proposed policies (for example, 
confidentiality of certain information), 
to review a basic management issue 
(e.g., a complex procedure involving two 
or more departments), to fill a profes-
sional vacancy, to examine graduate pro-
grams, to design orientation for incom-
ing students, or to take part in various 
other library and academic issues enrich 
the librarian's experience and knowledge, 
as well as provide contact with faculty, 
students, and administrators. 
4. Another development activity in-
cludes membership in professional asso-
ciations. Within the library there might 
be a staff association or librarians' asso-
ciation with committees concerned with 
publications, a staff room, social and 
cultural programs promoted by the staff, 
or discussion groups on a wide range of 
professional matters. Such participation 
may lead to work with the Special Libra-
ries Association, American Library As-
sociation, a regional association, or sub-
ject-related professional associations. A 
book selection specialist or a curator in 
a particular language field may find 
work with a committee of the Modern 
Language Association. Each offers op-
portunities for library staff to work with 
colleagues with similar interests in other 
organizations. The varieties of possibili-
ties here are numerous although the num-
ber of opportunities may be very limited 
for staff in any one library. 
5. Another dimension of staff develop-
ment can derive from visits to university 
or other academic libraries. These ex-
periences can often be more productive 
than attendance at professional meetings. 
Initially, these visits are designed to 
fulfill a particular need-to develop a 
building program or to design a new 
branch library facility; to consult on 
plans for a book buying trip abroad; or 
to examine a serial records system. These 
visits may last for one or two days and 
commonly result in written internal re-
ports. They also help to serve as an in-
depth introduction to problems of other 
organizations. 
6. At mid-career levels, there may be 
occasional consultative opportunities, an-
other development possibility. Whereas 
most of the previous staff development 
activities can be initiated by the em-
ployee, this one may depend on recom-
mendation from the head librarian. In 
previous decades there was quite a use 
of surveys conducted by an expert or a 
team; nowadays institutions make far 
more use of individual consultants for 
building or automation programs with-
out their having to produce a major doc-
ument. Institutions in the region look to 
university libraries for providing the ex-
perts. 
One variation of the consultantship is 
service as a member of an accreditation 
team, available sometimes through the 
initiation of the head librarian and for 
persons in mid-career. This activity com-
monly takes the form of joining a com-
mittee composed of various specialists. 
The committee spends two or three days 
in a consultative role with the academic 
institution wishing to be reaccredited 
and submits its evaluation and sugges-
tions in a report to the accrediting asso-
ciation. These experiences not only help 
the institution visited but also materially 
contribute to the continuing education 
and professional stimulus of the partici-
pating staff member. 
7. Another development activity, which 
may be initiated either by the employee 
or by the library administration, is writ-
ing and publishing. These opportunities 
are available more often than assumed 
to be the case by the employee. Local 
library bulletins, campus newspapers, 
and state library journals are but a few 
of the dozens of outlets. Every university 
library has problems which, if properly 
analyzed and described, may make suit-
able professional contributions in the 
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published literature. This includes the 
preparation of literature bibliographies; 
which may serve a public service func-
tion of the local library and in turn may 
become official library publications. The 
experience of organizing one's thoughts 
and submitting them to public scrutiny, 
no matter how small the audience, is a 
significant dimension of staff develop-
ment opportunities. Both criticism of 
and support for published material fur-
ther the individual's analytical powers 
and reasoning. 
8. A somewhat more ambitious de-
velopment opportunity includes research 
or sabbatical leave. Although less fre-
quent than the previous opportunities, 
sabbaticals are designed to give time for 
a major study, which may include travel, 
research effort, and writing. The purpose 
is serious and scholarly, justifying the 
three to twelve months with salary sup-
port. In few institutions are they avail-
able for librarians who have passed the 
probationary period but have not yet 
been promoted to the senior grades of 
librarian. There should be many more 
institutions offering sabbaticals for li-
brarians submitting substantial research 
proposals. The opportunity for sabbat-
icals merely reflects the rapidly chang-
ing nature of librarianship and the con-
sequent need for university librarians to 
keep up with advances in their field as 
does the faculty of a university. 
9. Workshops, seminars, institutes, and 
non-credit courses provide another de-
velopment activity. A considerable range 
of library institutes and mini-courses 
now exists: ALA conference programs 
start with several institutes; the Office of 
Education has funded institutes offered 
by a great many library schools around 
the country; and many universities pro-
vide brief courses ranging from two 
days to a week, sometimes as part of 
extension programs and often as part 
of a deliberate university policy to uti-
lize the physical plant during the summer 
and bring in income at times when stu-
dents are not filling facilities. In a local 
context, courses can be part of a uni-
versity-wide staff development program, 
which may include, for example, a series 
of sessions on supervisory training -one 
of the major needs in universities and 
in their libraries. Other mini-courses can 
be specially developed within the library 
to serve particular n·eeds, such as a pro-
gram to explore staff implications of li-
brary automation, or the integration of 
micro-formats into the several depart-
mental programs of the library, or a 
brief course on utilization of social sci-
ence data tapes. 
10. Finally, formal support could be 
given for librarians wishing to audit a 
course on instruction or to pursue a de-
gree program. This would require a poli-
cy of permissible time-off and reimburse-
ment for partial or complete expense en-
tailed in the program. This is the most 
ambitious of library arrangements to pro-
mote the development of professional 
staff. 
These ten .activities can contribute sig-
nificantly to the job-related development 
of professional personnel. Although ad-
ditional activities or variations in these 
programs can be pursued, these ten are 
intended to show the very wide range 
of alternatives available to enhance de-
velopment through broader educational 
experience. They constitute a continuum, 
starting from simple, informal, and brief 
efforts and extending to far more am-
bitious, time consuming, and formal pro-
gr.ams.3 
PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION 
The actual problems resulting from 
these staff development activities de-
serve practical consideration. In contrast 
to the theory of development opportu-
nities, ten types of practical problems 
are examined in weighing consequent 
advantages and disadvantages of imple-
menting staff development programs. 
., 
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1. The quality of supervision is crit-
ical in putting development activities in-
to practice. 
The good supervisor will convey a 
se~se of the 'mission' of the library, 
will explain how each task is important 
to the overall effectiveness, will show 
interest i'n the individual's job prob-
lems, and will encourage suggestions 
for improving the organization. Par-
ticipative-management theory states 
that employees are motivated by draw-
ing them into the decision-making 
process so they can relate thei'r personal 
goals and achievements to those of the 
organization. This philosophy is in-
creasingly important in libraries as 
they become highly organized with 
hundreds on their sta:ff.4 
Where libraries have a professional staff 
of 50 to 150 persons situated in from 
ten to thirty different buildings, each 
supervisor becomes a critical person in 
the organization. 
The supervisor receives information 
and various signals from the immediate 
superior and passes them on to subordi-
nate staff. The information will be so 
conveyed as to reflect the supervisor's 
values and attitudes, which in some cases 
may be discouraging of staff develop-
ment, for whatever personal reason. The 
supervisor may subconsciously be less 
than enthusiastic about staff develop-
ment, perhaps because he or she did 
not have ample opportunity in the early 
career years, or does not now feel there 
is a chance for further development; be-
cause of a feeling of pressure from above 
for quantitative achievement; or a host 
of other reasons. As library organizations 
grow, attitudes, techniques, and leader-
ship qualities used by the supervisor be-
come more important. University li-
braries should pay more attention to the 
development of these individuals be-
cause of the effect they have on the en-
tire organization. Knowledge of the li-
brary organization, its policies and goals, 
a good working relationship with de-
partment heads, the director, and asso-
ciate directors of the library, and a sensi-
tive, responsive, judicious warmth to-
ward the individual employee are essen-
tial qualities for this staff officer. Not 
merely an advocate of the administration 
nor only a spokesman for the employee, 
the supervisor works in that difficult 
realm betwe~n both parties. Several op-
tions under a staff development program, 
such as brief reassignments or even 
transfers, depend entirely on this officer 
for effectiveness. The supervisor will not 
always be effective in this development 
role. 
2. The nature of a temporary transfer 
constitutes a second problem. The cali-
ber of exchanged employees is never 
equal. Thus, one department will feel it 
is giving up much more than it gains; 
indeed the other department may also 
hold that view. Even though the direc-
tor of libraries believes transfers are de-
sirable for the general good of the or-
ganization or for public relations, this 
may not be the case at the working de-
partment level. A reassigned employee 
requires almost as much training as does 
a regular new employee, prompting the 
supervisor or department head to have 
less enthusiasm for transfers unless he is 
confident that the person out on loan 
from his department will return with 
a great deal more effectiveness in the 
organization. 
The library school programs at the 
University of Texas and the University 
of Washington build in such field experi-
ence prior to employment and require a 
range of assignments during the month 
or two of internship. Because the pro-
gram is limited to interns, however, the 
assignments obviously cannot provide the 
same level of responsibility as for a 
permanent employee. The library trying 
to offer temporary transfers early after 
employment must find ways of minimiz-
ing the practical difficulties in their exe-
cution. 
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3. Timing often constitutes a real in-
hibition to many administrative actions, 
not least of which is staff development. 
An academic year has its rhythm with 
an established timing for committee ap-
pointments, leaves, and budgetary plan-
ning, as well as personnel decisions, 
which in tum affect reassignments or 
transfers. Work must be reassigned or 
substitutes hired if a librarian is going 
to leave. Leave for six months with full 
pay requires funds to cover temporary 
help, if indeed a suitable temporary re-
placement can be found. The individual's 
requirements may also be affected by a 
spouse's ability to get away from the 
job, or when children will be out of 
school. If the individual is operating a 
one-librarian branch library, for example, 
the library administration's support for 
that individual's sabbatical will under-
standably be less than enthusiastic. Sec-
ondary issues may demand considerable 
advance thought: deadlines that may be 
required for certain applications; ad-
vance coordination if jobs are to be ex-
changed; support requirements for cler-
ical assistants if there is heavy committee 
work. Timing, as well as the time re-
quired, are occasionally significant ele-
ments limiting the effective pursuit of 
staff development programs. 
4. Another limiting factor derives from 
the fact that a library is part of the uni-
versity. The library therefore cannot uni-
laterally adopt a staff benefit program 
which will place it ahead of other de-
partments or set a precedent that will 
cause unwanted repercussions elsewhere. 
An example may be a request for sab-
baticals for junior professional staff when 
research associates whom the academic 
vice-president considers a comparable 
group have asked and been refused. Or 
tuition reimbursement for part-time 
graduate study of full-time library em-
ployees may be vetoed if a similar bene-
fit could not be funded on a university-
wide basis. 
5. Another point is the direct costs en-
tailed. These costs include the time of 
the employee as well as other, less di-
rect, participants. It would be possible 
to put a dollar figure on each kind of 
staff development effort and each action 
under such a program, including not 
only the individual but his supervisor, 
department chief, the head librarian, 
personnel officer, and perhaps one or 
several university offices outside the li-
brary. Therefore, far more expense. is 
incurred than merely the time of one 
employee. When budgets are tight, this 
expense can exercise a considerable 
braking effect on staff development pro-
grams and their individual components. 
In terms of library budget priority, there 
may be pressure for items among which 
the adoption of some one staff develop-
ment program may have to take a lower 
budgetary priority when the consequen-
ces of not funding each are evaluated 
and compared. 
6. Time is money and it is therefore 
least expensive if one department head 
or the head librarian makes a rapid de-
cision. But this is not the way to devel-
op staff and increase the responsibility 
of young librarians. This problem de-
rives from the delay in making a decision 
and implementing the action, rather than 
the actual dollar cost. A search commit-
tee is a good example. Although the 
quality of the final decision may be im-
proved by a search committee, and it 
helps participants better understand 
management problems and decision-
making processes, it might take extra 
time to decide on a professional appoint-
ment-or to plan a branch library build-
ing, or revise its borrowing privileges 
policy statement. Some issues certainly 
can be given that extra time; as the re-
tirement date of a staff member is known 
well in advance, a search committee can 
be started in good season. On other is-
sues with close deadlines, however, the 
extra time required presents such time 
( 
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difficulties that some types of staff in-
volvement that can contribute to staff 
development may not work smoothly 
and are thus seldom pursued. 
7. Inflexibility may present a problem 
in a very small staff. In an office run by 
one person or in a branch library with 
one librarian or with an individual who 
is the sole subject. expert, the priority re-
quirement is to keep these operations 
going. An individual in such an organi-
zation thus would have more difficulty 
finding certain opportunities for staH ad-
vancement than one who is on a team of 
several in a general reference depart-
ment. These are practical inhibitions on 
staH development; and the great majori-
ty of librarians, even in a university with 
a staff as large as Stanford's 140 profes-
sionals, will find that only a small num-
ber are team members and thus can be 
more easily spared and their responsi-
bilities reassigned. Even in a reference 
department, each librarian may have a 
different set of special responsibilities 
so that arrangements to transfer such a 
person even in a large unit are by no 
means simple. 
8. A library administration must con-
sider that after investing in the develop-
ment of a staH member, the individual 
may soon resign to accept a more attrac-
tive position elsewhere. The librarian 
who has attended an institute, visited 
other institutions, given a paper at a pro-
fessional meeting, or had a research 
leave has a wider geographic visibility. 
The individual who seeks self-aggran-
dizement may use such activities to find 
better jobs elsewhere. ·Only if the em-
ployee gives evidence of unconscionable 
self-interest, if he fails to recognize that 
he is an employee with obligations to 
the institution, would the wise library 
administrator oppose a development ac-
tivity because of possible loss of the em-
ployee. 
Library administrators recognize the 
need for a reasonably stable operation. 
This does not mean, however, that per-
sonnel is stable. It is in fact volatile-5 
to 10 percent sometimes turning over in 
any one year. It is almost unheard of 
for any librarian today to come out of 
a graduate library school and stay in 
one institution until retirement. It is nor-
mal, because of the pyramidal shape of 
a library staH, for most to move a few 
times within one institution and/ or move 
on to more responsible jobs elsewhere. 
Indeed, it is for the good of the organi-
zation, the individual, and the profes-
sion for this mobility to occur. In addi-
tion, a certain proportion of the senior 
jobs in any university library will be 
filled by persons who have been brought 
in from outside, employees who have 
found ways of staff development and 
gained recognition at another institu-
tion. Yet volatility might still be con-
sidered a problem in some aspects of 
staff development. 
9. Another concern is the general ad-
ministrative burden on the library direc-
tors, department heads, and personnel 
office. It often takes an extra effort on 
their part to see how advancement can 
be facilitated, to review staff members 
for promotion to an upcoming vacancy, 
to suggest attendance at an institute, 
and so forth. Although some opportu-
nities can be initiated by the employee, 
in practice a majority are initiated by the 
administrative group. Therefore, the cali-
ber and concern of the personnel officer 
and others in the top administrative 
group are critical. For these individuals 
this is but one more administrative re-
sponsibility, and quite often it must be 
with substantial extra effort. 
10. Another problem has been pointed 
out by Guy R. Lyle, who speaks of low 
salaries, relatively long hours, and fre-
quent understaffing as three obstacles to 
the continuing education of the library 
staH. He goes on to add a fourth, saying: 
Even under the best of conditions, 
librarianship has a tendency to become 
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routine and largely automatic. There 
is routine work even in duties which 
are predominantly professional, and a 
great deal more of that in work that 
goes on behind the scenes. There is the 
ever present danger that such routines 
will induce a sense of complacency and 
an acceptance of things as they are. 5 
This preoccupation with daily routines, 
the problems of catalog records and 
book collections, the problems of a seem-
ingly petty nature on top of these that 
seem insurmountable result in a centrif-
ugal force which propels the librarian 
to the myriad mundane but practical 
matters rather than coming into the heart 
of librarianship: its philosophy of collec-
tion development, service, and the best 
utilization of staff and other resources. 
It takes a strong counterforce to over-
come this sense of tradition, this condi-
tion of complacency, the need for stabili-
ty in a major and expensive and often 
understaffed service organization. 
BALANCING INSTITUTIONAL AND 
PERSONAL GoALs 
The dynamics of this environment are 
complex. The interaction of development 
opportunities and related problems needs 
to be adjusted so as to create an effective 
personnel environment, especially for the 
early and mid-career advancement of pro-
fessional staff. The administrator must 
find a reasonable balance in priorities 
between the institution's immediate 
needs for service and efficiency and the 
employees' personal goals of satisfaction, 
recognition, development, and advance-
ment possibilities. Costs and benefits or 
time required and value derived must 
be weighed. 
There is no one answer to the set of 
problems, but a general position may be 
stated. Although during the most austere 
financial periods the opportunities for 
staff development may be curtailed, in 
more normal times an institution and its 
library should offer a great many of the 
suggested developmental opportunities. 
Not necessarily all types of staff develop-
ment can be supported in every institu-
tion or at the same time, but certainly 
a fair range should be offered. 
Libraries have growri rapidly in the 
past twenty-five years, and changing 
service requirements and economic, ma-
chine, and systems factors require that 
librarians continue to develop their pro-
fessional knowledge of theory and tech-
niques in order to serve their institu-
tions effectively. Furthermore, the direc-
tor or manager is but one person expend-
ing effort. The line staff are those many 
whose combined efforts provide the 
front-line service. The lower the level 
at which work is achieved, the more 
powerful the total accomplishments of 
the organization. To this end, when a 
manager can shift attention from the 
pressure of immediate tasks, he is inter-
ested in ( 1) raising the level of em-
ployee motivation, ( 2) increasing the 
readiness of subordinates to accept 
change, ( 3) improving the quality of all 
managerial decisions, ( 4) promoting 
teamwork and morale, and ( 5) further-
ing the individual development of the 
staff. As analyzed by Tannenbaum and 
Schmidt, most research and much of re-
cent experience "give a strong factual 
basis to the theory that a fairly high de-
gree of subordinate-centered behavior 
[,as the style of management's leader-
ship] is associated with the accomplish-
ment of the five purposes mentioned." 
They add that "to provide the individual 
. . . with greater freedom than they are 
ready for ... may very well tend to gen-
erate anxieties and therefore inhibit ra-
ther than facilitate the attainment of de-
sired objectives. But this should not keep 
the manager from making a continuing 
effort to confront his subordinates with 
the challenge of freedom."6 The success-
ful organization, then, is one which stim-
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ulates the growth of junior staff and pro-
vides them considerable participative 
freedom. 
An administrator realizes that if too 
much upward mobility were generated 
he would find that the institution is 
really running a postgraduate course 
in library administration. Individual cir-
cumstances, however, resolve this prob-
lem. Not every librarian can be or wishes 
to be part of the administrative structure 
of the library. For many librarians de-
velopment occurs in a nonadministrative 
path. Those staff who have ability and 
motivation and show initiative should be 
encouraged by all means, including the 
staff development programs here cited. 
The most effective way to increase 
the viability of a professional develop-
ment program, given the problems in-
herent in its application, depends on 
the vigor with which this is personally 
pursued among the highest levels of the 
library's administration. Those officers 
will need to keep this in mind, to find 
ways of stimulating the department 
heads, to raise the issue whenever de-
velopment opportunity presents itself, 
to understand the individual interests of 
.professional staff, and to know what ac-
tion is or is not possible in administrative 
terms when a propitious moment arrives. 
It requires a basic desire to make this 
work, Whether a staff development pro-
gram is called "continuing education," 
whether parts of it are referred to as 
"participative management" or "good 
sense," the key library officers need to 
promote this as a centrally important 
part of their program, not as an after-
thought and not as an area to be given 
token effort. 
In these times, staff development is the 
single most significant aspect of a satis-
factory long-term personnel program. 
The dynamic nature of staff relation-
ships, the host of shifting sets of prob-
lems, and the uncertain priority in bud-
get programs make its implementation 
extraordinarily difficult. It is, despite 
this, a major factor in fashioning a quali-
ty university library. 
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Too many chemistry jou·rnals* 
SIR: We are writing to communicate to 
our colleagues our joint concern over 
the recent proliferation of journals in 
chemistry. 
We shall not discuss the overall 
growth in the number of papers pub-
lished. That is another matter. We are 
concerned here with the quality of the 
literature, its cost to the libraries of our 
institutions, and how publication is or-
ganized. 
1) Today a publisher can start a jour-
nal in almost any part of chemistry and, 
by charging a high subscription price, 
can apparently make a profit, relying 
only on sale to libraries. The libraries 
are a captive market. They have as-
sumed that they must buy every journal 
published irrespective of its overall 
quality. 
2) The new journals generally do not 
require publication charges from the 
authors, but subsist on the high sub-
scription prices. In some countries the 
result of increased publication in these 
journals is a general shift of the burden 
of supporting publication from the 
government agencies (which generally 
pay the researchers' publication charges) 
to universities (which support the li-
braries). In other countries money, 
which the universities could otherwise 
use for research, goes to meet the 
blownup library costs. The budgets of 
university library systems are overbur-
dened. Several libraries have had to in-
stitute a freeze on the ordering of new 
•Reprinted from Chemical & Engineering 
NeW8, December 10, 1973 by permission of 
copyright owner, the American Chemical So-
ciety . 
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journals and discontinue subscriptions 
to old journals. 
3) We believe that lax refereeing 
standards are characteristic of some new 
commercial journals. Such journals nee· 
essarily have a vested interest in build-
ing up volume to maintain themselves. 
The quality of new journals needs to 
be compared carefully with the stan-
dards set by other established journals. 
4) The compartmentalization of 
chemistry into more and more special-
ized sections encourages these new jour-
nals and is encouraged by them. Com-
munication among specialists in any one 
field is thereby facilitated. But our gen-
eral feeling is that the literature should 
be so constructed as to deter trends to-
wards overspecialization, and should 
foster communication among chemists 
working in different areas. 
There exists also an economic side to 
overspecialization, aptly expressed by 
L. C. Cross in the May 1973 issue of 
Chemistry in Britain: "Some have tried 
to find the answer in greater specializa-
tion, dividing new knowledge haphaz-
ardly into more and more packages of 
increasingly narrow interest and smaller 
distributions. This has merely resulted 
in ever-multiplying costs to the consum-
er and greater profits to the producer. 
Such results are inevitable because the 
package is not being altered fundamen-
tally, only the label is being changed, 
with results that any housewife would 
predict.'' 
Positive action on the problem of 
journal proliferation is difficult to take. 
But we feel that the situation is suffi-
ciently critical that such action must be 
] 
undertaken. Accordingly we suggest the 
following: 
• That all scientists urge their librar-
ies to exercise the greatest reticence on 
subscription to new commercial jour-
nals. We realize that such a boycott of 
new literature will lead to some hard-
ship; and some scientific information 
may take longer to get through. But ·we 
feel that there is no quicker way than 
this to convince publishers. 
• That all scientists refrain from 
publishing in new comme;rcial journals. 
We realize in asking this that financial 
support for page charges levied by some 
national journals is not available to all, 
and that some journals deplorably have 
imposed penalties, in the form of de-
lay, for nonpayment of page charges. 
But there are, in all fields, established 
journals which do not impose page 
charges. 
• Ideally, some international agency 
ought to be constructed for examining 
and assessing the foundation of new 
journals. At the present time this is 
probably an unrealistic thought. Nation-
al chemical societies are not perfect, 
and indeed have sometimes resisted the 
formation of badly needed suprana-
tional journals. They should, however, 
be urged to set up an impartial mech-
anism for evaluating the need for a 
new journal and require that criteria 
for assuring the level of quality are 
met. A set of criteria for refereeing 
practice, statistics concerning rejection 
rates, criteria for terminating a journal, 
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restrictions on language or national ori-
gin of work, page charges, etc., would be 
the proper concern of any committee. 
Finally, we turn to the problem of 
our colleagues who staff the editorial 
boards and advisory committees of new 
commercial journals. We doubt that 
many of them have tried seriously to 
convince their respective national chem-
ical societies to establish new journals 
where need clearly existed. Some have, 
we think, instead, taken an easy, but 
ultimately detrimental path of suc-
cumbing to a publisher's enticements. 
Membership on an editorial board has 
always been universally accepted as an 
indication of scientific expertise and 
sound judgment. We should like to keep 
it that way. 
We would welcome discussion on 
these matters. For our own part we are 
of the opinion that the only way of pre-
venting the publication of these unnec-
essary journals is to discourage their 
purchase by our libraries. We also feel 
that such action is needed quickly. 
C. J. BaUhaus en, 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
F. A. Cotton, College Station, Tex. 
A. Eschenmoser, Zurich, Switzerland 
E. Havinga, Leyden, The Nether lands 
R. Hoffmann, Ithaca, N.Y. 
R. Huisgen, Munich, Germany 
H. G. Khorana, Cambridge, Mass. 
J.-M. Lehn, Strasbourg, France 
J. W. Linnett, Cambridge, England 
L. Salem, Orsay, France 
G. Wilkinson, London, England 
MICHAEL ·BOMMER and BERNARD FORD 
A Cost-Benefit Analysis 
for Determining the Value 
of an Electronic Security System 
A major problem confronting the library administrator today is the 
loss of an increasing number of books through theft. One solution to l 
this problem is met by the installation of an electronic security system 
(ESS ). Although it is refatively easy to estimate the cost of installation 
and operation of such a system, it is considerably more difficult to j 
measure its benefits. In this research, two methods are -presented for 
estimating the rate of book loss. Once the book-loss rate is determined, 
an analysis is presented for ascertaining the benefits yielded by an ESS 
relative to the cost. 
INTRODUCTION 
AT PRESENT, THERE EXISTS A CRITICAL 
NEED for improved decision making and 
planning to effectively utilize and allo-
cate the library's scarce resources. This 
need results, on the one hand, from an 
increase in the intensity and complexity 
of demands registered by users for publi-
cations which are increasing in both 
numbers and cost. On the other hand, 
the budgets allotted to libraries are not 
increasing at a rate sufficient to accom-
modate these trends. Thus, it is impera-
tive that funds be expended for those 
programs that contribute most to the 
library's effectiveness. Decisions must be 
made as to whether and at what level 
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each program merits funding. One such 
program, which is a candidate for fund-
ing in most libraries, is the installation 
of an electronic security system ( ESS) 
to protect the library's collection from 
theft. It must be determined, however, 
whether the benefits yielded by such a 
system justify the cost of installation and 
operation. 
This article reports on a study con-
ducted at the Van Pelt Library of the 
University of Pennsylvania· for docu-
ments in the collection which are per-
mitted to circulate. Two methods for 
estimating the current yearly rate of lost 
documents are compared. Based upon 
the estimated number of lost documents, 
a further estimate is made regarding 
the number lost by theft. Next, compu-
tations are presented which estimate the 
costs of an ESS. These figures include 
the costs for both installation and oper-
ation. An analysis is then made of the 
benefits gained from installing an ESS 
with the appropriate costs. 
EsTIMATING THE NUMBER OF DocuMENTS 
LosT As A REsULT oF THEFr 
Method I 
The first method involves determining 
the number of documents lost from a 
sample of doc~ments during a one-year 
period. An estimate of the number of 
documents lost for the entire collection 
during a one-year period is then extrap-
olated, based on these sample results. 
Of the total number of documents esti-
mated to be lost, an estimate is then 
made for the number lost by theft. 
A table of random numbers was used 
to select a random sample of cards from 
the University of Pennsylvania Library 
shelflist.1 In all, 925 cards were selected, 
with 662 cards listing circulation docu-
ments. The 263 cards listing documents 
not for circulation (e.g., periodicals) 
were not included in this study. For 
each of the 662 cards (referred to here 
as the Van Pelt collection) the number 
of documents listed on the card and 
the publication date of the docu-
ments were recorded. These data are 
summarized by classes according to 
publication dates in columns 3 and 4 
of Table 1. Data are grouped into classes 
in order to obtain more reliable esti-
mates. The assumption is made that the 
loss rate for documents correlates with 
the publication date of documents. This 
assumption is · based upon the fact that 
use rate of documents is correlated with 
document publication date (see for ex-
ample Fussier and Simon, or Trueswell, 
or Bommer2-4), and the belief that the 
more a document is used, the more sus-
ceptible it is to theft. 
An estimate of the number of docu-
ments in each class of the collection was 
then made. This was accomplished by 
first measuring the number of linear 
inches of cards in the entire shelflist 
( 10,442), multiplying by the average 
number of cards per inch (100), and 
then multiplying again by the estimated 
proportion of these cards pertaining to 
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documents permitted to circulate which 
are held by Van Pelt (662/925), yielding 
an estimate of 747,308 cards. The esti-
mated number of documents in each 
. class was computed by multiplying the 
number of documents in the sample for 
each class by the ratio of the total num-
ber of cards in the sample. For example, 
the estimated number of documents in 
class I is determined by multiplying 84 
by the ratio 747,308/662, yielding 94,824 
documents. These results appear as 
column 5 in Table 1. 
For each of the documents in the 
sample, thorough searches were con-
ducted in December 1971 and December 
1972. The number of documents that 
were unaccounted for is indicated in 
columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. The dif-
ference between these two columns rep-
resents the number of documents in the 
sample that were lost during this one-
year period. 
The estimated number of documents 
lost over this one-year period for the 
Van Pelt collection was determined by 
first computing the estimated proportion 
of documents lost in each class. The 
number of documents lost in the sample 
in the one-year period is divided by the 
number of documents in the sample. For 
example, for class I documents, . one 
document was lost, which, when divided 
by 84, yields an estimated .01190 pro-
portion of documents lost in the one-year 
period. These proportions appear as 
column 8 in Table 1. The estimated num-
ber of documents lost in each class was 
then obtained by multiplying the pro-
portion of documents lost by the esti-
mated number of documents in the class. 
For example, the estimated number of 
documents lost in class I in a one-year 
period is .01190 times 94,824, which 
equals 1,128 documents. These estimates 
appear as column 9 in Table 1. A sum-
mation of the entries in this column 
yields an estimate of the total number 
of documents lost in a one-year period 
from Van Pelt Library, which is 10,003. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS LosT FROM CoLLECTION DURING ONE-YEAR PERioD As EsTIMATED 
UsiNG DATA CoLLECTED OVER A PERioD oF TIME 
(1) (2) (3) (4)• (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)f 
Shelflist Sample Estimated Number of Number of Proportion of Total Number 
Class Number of Number of Number of Documents Documents Documents Lost of Documents 
Class of Publication Cards in Documents Documents Lost as of Lost as of during One- Lost in One-
Documents Dates Class in Class in Class December 1971 December 1972 Year Period Year Period 
I 1966-1970 71 84 94,824 4 5 .01190 1,128 
II 1960-1965 98 125 141,107 14 18 .03200 4,515 
III 1950-1959 108 138 153,524 9 10 .00725 1,113 
IV 1940-1949 58 68 79,765 4 5 .01471 1,089 
v 1920-1939 93 110 124,175 5 6 .00909 1,129 
VI 1900-1919 96 128 144,494 8 8 .00000 0 
VII 1870-1899 78 99 111,751 6 7 .01010 1,129 
VIII 1700-1869 60 103 116,272 5 5 .00000 0 
Total 662 905 965,912 55 64 10,003 
• A sample larger than 905 documents would have afforded a greater degree of precision in our estimate. However, because of the limit~ resources available to col~ 
lecl the sample and physically determine the status of each document, this luxury was not permitted. For a sample size of n = 905 and the proportion of documents lost 
over a one-year period of approximately p = .01 (9/905), a crude estimate of the standard error of the estimate is 
s= v'[(p)(1-p)]/n= \1'[(.01)(.99)]/905= .0033. 
It would have been more desirable to utilize a sample size in the neighborhood of 2,500, which would reduce the standard error of the estimate· to approximately 
.002 using the same formula for p = .01. . 
t The marked differences in the estimated number of documents lost in each class can be explained by the modest sample sizes for each class and by the random 
nature of the data. Although the estimate for the number of documents lost in a particular class may vary from the exact mark, the total for all classes represents 

























Because it is expected that a portion 
of the total number of documents pre-
sumed to be lost will tum up, a further 
estimate is required to predict the num-
ber of documents lost by theft. Of the 
55 documents not accounted for in De-
cember 1971, 7 have been accounted for 
after an exhaustive one-year search .. It 
is doubtful that more of these documents 
will be accounted for in the future. Thus 
we estimate that approximately 7 I 55 or 
13 percent of the documents estimated 
to be lost will be accounted for in the 
future. This would indicate that of the 
10,003 documents estimated to be lost, 
1,300 might be expected to tum up, with 
the remaining 8, 700 documents assumed 
lost by theft. 
Method II 
The major drawback in employing 
method I is that a period of time must 
elapse between the collection of the 
sample data used in the estimation pro-
cedure. Using method II, the annual 
number of documents lost from the col-
lection can be estimated using certain 
assumptions and sample data collected 
at a particular point in time. 
Using random numbers, a random 
sample of cards for documents acquired 
in the years 1968-1971 was obtained. 5 
A search was conducted to determine 
the number of these documents which 
were unaccounted for and presumed lost. 
The results appear in Table 2. 
The assumption is made that the an-
nual loss rate over the past few years 
has been constant. It is also assumed 
that the loss rate for the group of most 
recently acquired documents ( 1968-71) 
· is similar. For this group, the number of 
documents lost from a set acquired in 
a particular year is assumed to be a di-
rect function of the length of time these 
documents have been on the shelf ex-
posed to patrons. Thus, for the set of 
documents that has been on the shelf 
two years, there would be approximately 
twice as many losses as for the set of 
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documents on the shelf for one year. 
This assumption holds over a relatively 
short timespan, unless the rate of book 
loss changes. 
The sample represented in Table 2 
was taken in September-October of 1971. 
Thus, of the 1971 acquisitions in the 
sample, some had been on the shelf since 
the first of the year (approximately % of 
a year) while others had just been placed 
on the shelf ( 0 years). Therefore, the 
average time duration for 1971 acquisi-
tions on the shelf, assuming a constant 
rate of addition, was about ~ of a year. 
Similarly, the average time that docu-
ments acquired in 1970 were on the 
shelf at the time of the sample was 
about H~ years; 1969 acquisitions, 2~ 
years; and 1968 acquisitions, 33~ years. 
To estimate the yearly rate at which 
the most recently acquired documents 
are being lost, the ratios of the number 
of documents lost divided by the number 
of years the documents were on the shelf 
are summed. This sum is then divided by 
the total number of documents in the 
sample. This calculation is made for the 
data in Table 2 as follows: 
Estimated yearly proportion of documents lost 
for the most recently acquired documents 
( 1968-71) = 
51~ + 7/1% + 17/23~ + 14/3~ = 0228 
1391 . . 
Because the .0228 figure represents the 
yearly loss rate for the most recently ac-
quired documents, it is not justifiable to 
conclude that .0228 of the entire col-
lection is lost each year. A more reason-
able assumption is that the document 
loss rate is in direct proportion to the 
use rate: documents in a class with a 
relatively high circulation rate are more 
susceptible to loss than those in a class 
with a relatively low use rate. Using 
this assumption, circulation data were 
collected according to publication date 
of the document over a two-week period. 
These data appear as column 3 of Table 
3. A weekly circulation rate for . each 
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class is computed · by dividing the two-
week circulation data by two and then 
.by the estimated number of documents 
in each class. For example, the weekly 
circulation rate for documents in class 
II is 386/ ( 2) ( 141,107) = 1.368 x 1Q-3• 
These results are shown in column 
5 of Table 3. The estimated number of 
documents in each class appearing in 
column 4 is obtained from the initial 
analysis of Table 1. 
TABLE 2 
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o It was estimated at the beginning of the study 
that the proportion of documents lost of the group of 
most recently acquired documents was about p = .02. 
Again, because of the limited resources available to 
collect the sample and to physically determine the 
status of each document in the sample, it was decided 
that a standard error of estimate as high as s = .004 
could be tolerated. A crude estimate of the sample 
size ( n) required to meet this specification was 
determined by solving the following expression: 
n= [(p)(1-p)]/s2= [(.02)(.98)]/(.044)2 = 1,220 
A slightly higher sample of 1,391 documents was 
ultimately selected. 
The circulation rate of documents in 
each class is computed relative to the 
circulation rate of documents in class I. 
For example, the circulation rate for 
class II documents relative to the circu-
lation rate of class I documents is 
.1368/.2415 = .5665. Thus, in general, 
documents in class II circulate .5665 as 
much as those in class I. The relative 
circulation rate for all classes appears in 
column 6, Table 3. These results are 
applied to estimate the annual rate at 
which documents are being lost for each 
class. Assuming that documents in class 
I are being lost at the rate of .0228 per 
year (as determined previously), then 
documents are being lost in class II at 
0 lC "' OCHO lC ~ t-OC:OlClCOOOOOO 
OC:OlCOOlCOOlCO OlC~C":l~~~~ 
,.....; ...... . 
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the yearly rate of (".0228) ( .5665) = .0129 
per year. Yearly document loss rates for 
each class are shown in column 7 of 
Table 3. Although the .0228 figure was 
calculated for documents acquired in 
recent years, this rate is now applied to 
documents published in recent years. Al-
though not all documents published in 
a particular year are acquired in that 
year, the loss rate for documents pub-
lished in a particular period will not be 
significantly different from the loss rate 
for documents acquired in a particular 
period. 
Finally, given the annual loss rate for 
each class of documents, an estimate of 
the annual number of lost documents can 
be made. The loss rates of column 7 ·are 
multiplied by the estimated number of 
documents in column 4 of Table 3. For 
example, for class II, the estimated 
number of lost documents is ( .0129) 
( 141,107) = 1,820. These results are 
shown in column 8, Table 3. Summation 
of this column indicates that the esti-
mated number of documents which were 
lost from the Van Pelt collection during 
1972 is 8,820. 
As with method I, it is estimated that 
approximately 13 percent of the docu-
ments will eventually turn up. Thus, 
8,820- [ ( .13) ( 8,820)] = 7,673 documents 
lost as a result of theft. This compares 
with the estimate of 8, 700 documents 
lost by theft as computed using method I. 
The .estimates vary by a magnitude of 
approximately 1,000 documents. This 
difference probably can be attributed 
to sampling errors. 
The loss estimates of 7,673 and 8,700 
documents are slightly lower than the 
total number of documents lost from 
Van Pelt Library by theft, as these esti-
mates are only for the set of documents 
in Van Pelt which are allowed to circu-
late. These estimates do not include such 
documents as reference works or peri-
odicals, which are also susceptible to 
theft. 
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Cost of an Electronic Security System 
(ESS) 
In this analysis, only the costs for the 
outright purchase of an ESS will be 
assessed. Other plans are available, 
which allow for renting an ESS or a 
combination of renting and purchasing 
over a period of time. In general, these 
plans are slightly more expensive than 
direct purchase. 
The costs for the purchase and em-
ployment of an ESS can be conveniently 
separated into an initial cost, which in-
cludes the purchase cost and installation 
of the detection equipment and the pur-
chase cost plus cost of installing de-
tectors in documents currently held by 
the library, and annual future costs, 
which include the purchase cost plus 
cost of installation of detectors in newly 
purchased documents plus a yearly 
equipment maintenance cost. 
For each of two commercial ESSs 
studied, the price for two detector equip-
ment units-one for each of the two exits 
from the Van Pelt Library-was approxi-
mately $16,000. Subsequent installation 
of these terminals was estimated at 
$3,000. 
Rather than placing a detector in every 
document, it was reasoned that the 
presence of the detection equipment 
alone would be sufficient to decrease 
the theft rate significantly. To reinforce 
the deterrent, detectors would be placed 
in a portion of the documents currently 
held by the library. Using the assumption 
that the most used documents are the 
ones most susceptible to theft, greatest 
protection at the least cost is offered by 
inserting a detector in each document 
that passes over the circulation desk dur-
ing a future, unspecified period of time. 
Studies by Trueswell and also Fussier 
and Simon indicate that approximately 
20 percent of a library's collection re-
ceives 80 percent of the collection's 
use. 6• 7 Using these findings as a guide, 
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if detectors were purchased and inserted 
in 20 percent of Van Pelt's collection, 
( .20) ( 965,912) = 193,182 detectors would 
be required. With the cost of purchase 
( $0.13) plus insertion of each detector 
( $0.02) equal to approximately $0.15, the 
cost for placing detectors in the current 
Van Pelt collection is ( $0.15) ( 193,182) = 
$28,977, or about $29,000. 
At present, Van Pelt Library is adding 
approximately 50,000 documents per 
year. Assuming that a detector is inserted 
in each new document, the yearly cost 
for detectors is ( $0.15) ( 50,000) = $7,500. 
In addition, there is an annual mainte-
nance cost for detector equipment of 
about $500. Because the two exits are 
currently monitored by an employee at 
all times, there is no added personnel 
cost in employing an ESS. 
A summary of the costs incurred by 
Van Pelt Library to install and employ 
an ESS includes: 
Initial one-time costs 














To assess the benefits of an ESS, the 
costs currently incurred by the library 
and the library community as a result 
of the theft of their documents is ex-
amined. These costs, when eliminated or 
diminished, represent benefits attained 
by the system. 
An implicit assumption is made that 
documents have value only if they will 
be consulted by a user or users sometime 
in the future. Of the estimated 8,000 
documents lost by theft last year, some 
undoubtedly would never be in future 
demand even if they were available, and 
they would not be replaced by the li-
brary if reported missing. Therefore, the 
monetary loss incurred by the library is 
not · necessarily ( 8,000) ( $20) = $160,000 
per year, where the replacement cost of 
a document is estimated at $20.00. How-
ever, over the past three years approxi-
mately 1,000 documents per year were 
reported by users and verified by li-
brary personnel to be lost. Of these 
1,000 documents, approximately 500 were 
replaced at a cost of ( 500) ( $20 ) = 
$10,000 per year. The remaining 500 
documents were not replaced, as a newer 
edition or duplicate copy was available, 
or it was believed there would not be 
sufficient future interest in the document 
to warrant its replacement. If an ESS 
were 90 percent effective, the actual "out-
of-pocket" cost to the library in terms of 
replacing documents which could be 
saved would be approximately ( .90) 
( $10,000) = $9,000. (No ESS is assumed 
100 percent effective, particularly with 
only 20 percent of the documents initially 
protected. ) 
Another "out-of-pocket" cost incurred 
by the library results from the time con-
sumed in tracing and evaluating for re-
placement the 1,000 documents reported 
missing per year. Assuming that each 
tracer and evalulation requires ~ hour 
and that employee salary plus benefits is 
$3.50 per hour, the potential savings in 
this area would be ( .90) ( 1,000) ( ~) 
( $3.50) = $1,575. 
Often documents are requisitioned 
from other libraries via the interlibrary 
loan system (ILL) when a user requests 
a document which is missing from the 
library. In the past year, it was ascer-
tained that approximately 200 ILLs 
were for documents missing from the li-
brary. Using the cost figure of $7.61 as 
estimated by W estat Research, Inc., 8 the 
estimated cost savings in this area would 
be ( .90) ( 200) ( $7.61) = $1,370. 
The total annual "out-of-pocket" costs 
incurred by the library which could be 
saved by an ESS is then $9,000 + $1,575 + 
$1,370 = $11,945 per year. This sum does 
not include a cost to the library of c'good 
will or confidence" incurred when the 
J 
] 
library does not have a desired document 
and cannot obtain a document (out-of-
print document) to replace one lost by 
theft. This inability to serve could lead 
to a reduction in the quality of research 
and teaching conducted at a university. 
Thus the benefits derived by the library 
as a result of installing an ESS would be 
$11,945 plus an increase in the "good 
will or confidence" factor, which is diffi-
cult to equate in monetary terms. 
A cost to the user is yet another con-
sideration in estimating the benefits of 
an ESS. As noted previously, only 500 
documents of the estimated 8,000 docu-
ments lost by theft each year are re-
placed. One reason for this low replace-
ment rate is that, for the most part, the 
library is unaware of which documents 
are lost. Usually, a · user searching for 
stolen documents will never report them 
missing. Assuming that these 8,000 docu-
ments lost by theft are also in active 
demand, a significant number of frus-
trations are experienced by users seek-
ing them. These frustrations can be 
measured by the time expended to locate 
a copy of the document in a neighboring 
library, delay while waiting for a re-
placement copy or for an ILL copy to 
arrive, and, finally, loss of scholarship 
when a user is unable to obtain a copy 
of the document at all within his time 
requirements. Unfortunately, these costs 
are extremely difficult to measure ob-
jectively. The benefits reaped by the 
Cost of system 
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accrued to the library 
n 
~ ($11,945 
t = 1 
+ 
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employment of an ESS at Van Pelt Li-
brary include not only $11,945 per year 
but a confidence factor and user bene-
fits as well. 
To determine whether an ESS should 
be installed, a comparison is made of 
these benefits with the cost of installation 
and operation (see Figure 1), in which 
t = years; n = planning horizon of the li-
brary; L = subjective benefits accrued to 
the library, including confidence factor, 
etc.; and U = subjective benefits accrued 
to users as a result of eliminating delays 
in obtaining desired document, loss of 
time in attempting to locate desired · 
document, and loss of scholarship when 
desired document is not obtainable. 
Therefore, the benefit-to-cost ratio for 
employing an ESS at Van Pelt Library is 
n 
~ (11,945 + L + U) 
B t=1 C _______ n ________ _ 
48,000 + ~ ( 8,000) 
t= 1 
( 11,945 + L + U) ( n) 
48,000 + ( 8,000) (n) 
For simplicity, it is assumed that the dis-
count rate for the future stream of bene-
fits and costs is approximately offset by 
the rate of inflation. 
The value for the B I C ratio depends 
in part upon the values assessed for L 
and U by the library administrator. The 
larger the values assessed for L and U, 
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the greater the ratio of benefits . to costs. 
Thus; if the monetary benefits accrued 
to the library do not significantly exceed 
the annual operating costs of the ESS 
( as in this case ) , the decision to use 
an ESS is not clear. In this case, it is up 
to the library administrator to make the 
difficult assessment of the subjective li-
brary and user benefits, L + U. 
If, for example, a library administrator 
estimates that L + U is worth $10,000 
per year, and the planning horizon for 
the library is 15 years, then the value of 
the B I C ratio is 
B 
c 
( 11,945 + 10,000) (15) 
_:__:___ _ __.:_ __ = 1.96. 
48,000 + (15) ( 8,000) 
This implies that for each dollar ex-
pended for the ESS, $1.96 worth of bene-
fits is reaped. 
To determine whether the ESS pro-
gram merits funding, the programs of 
the library would be ranked according 
to benefit-to-cost ratios for all other al-
ternative programs. The set of programs 
with the highest benefit-to-cost ratios, 
which, if funded, would expend the li-
brary's budget, constitutes the set of 
programs actually to be funded. If the 
ESS program were included in this set, 
it would be funded and employed. 
Alternatively, using a break-even anal-
ysis, the costs of installing and operat-
ing an ESS are equated with the benefits 
derived from an ESS. This equation is 
then solved for t, which provides an 
estimate of the number of years required 
before the benefits exceed the costs of 
an ESS. 
If, for example, L + U = $10,000 and the 
discount rate is neutralized by the rate 
1. The RAND Corporation, A Million Random. 
Digits with One Hundred Thousand Normal 
Deviates ( Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, 1955). 
2. H. Fussier and J, Simon, Patterns in the Use 
of inflation as before, then equating costs 
with benefits yields 
.48,000 + ( 8,000 )t = ( 11,945 + 10,000 )t, 
which when solved for t equals 3.4 years. 
Thus at point 3.4 years the system has 
just paid for itself. If the system is em-
ployed for more than 3.4 years, the total 
benefits will exceed the total cost of the 
system. 
A procedure similar to the one used 
in the benefit-cost approach is then ap-
plied to determine whether an ESS 
merits funding. The break-even point is 
calculated for the alternative programs 
available to the library. These programs 
are then ranked according to the break-
even points. The set of programs with 
the smallest break-even points which ex-
pends the library's budget constitutes the 
set of programs to be funded. If the 
ESS program is included in this set, 
then it should be funded. 
CONCLUSION 
It is unfortunate that the problem of 
document theft has to be considered at 
all. Because of the values and actions of 
a few patrons, the library administrator 
is placed in the difficult position of either 
watching a vital portion of the library 
collection disappear or spending con-
siderable funds on an ESS. Patron be-
havior in this area will probably con-
tinue; thus, administrators must confront 
the problem and realize that a decision 
must be made about employing an ESS. 
Ignoring this problem is tantamount to 
deciding not to employ an ESS. Hope-
fully, the analysis presented in this paper 
can be used by an administrator to assist 
in making the decision that will provide 
the greatest benefit for all concerned. 
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DAVID. KASER 
Library Access 
and the Mobility of Users 
Equal access to library resources and services by users from outside 
areas has long been regarded as an ideal situation within the United 
States. As increasing numbers of scholars make use of libraries not 
affiliated with their home-base institutions or communities, however, 
the burden of financing these services to outside users weighs even 
heavier upon the libraries delivering them. This paper points to some 
of the problems raised by this growing scholarly mobility. 
THE DOMINANT TRADITIONAL CONCEPT in 
the United States regarding information 
has been that it is largely in the public 
domain and therefore should be equally 
available to all who need it. There are, 
of course, some situations where this 
general proposition is clearly excessive. 
·The public interest itself dictates that 
copyrights and other patents, confi-
dential data, and such other proprietary 
information always remain restricted. 
But, in large measure, society would ap-
pear to be best served when the infor-
mation it possesses can be equitably de-
livered where and when it is needed, 
without regard to the user's status, 
wealth, or other differentiating character-
istics. 
This ideal obviously has never been 
attained. Information is certain to cost 
someone money. Wealthy communities, 
and communities that have benefited 
from extensive philanthropies, have been 
able to develop great strength in their 
library services. Others have developed 
substantive library strength through ex-
Mr. Kaser is a professor at the Graduate 
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traordinary husbanding of lesser or local 
resources. Communities with none of 
these capabilities, on the other hand, 
have sometimes foregone library service 
entirely. In the higher education arena, 
some high quality institutions have ac-
cumulated vast library strengths, where-
as others make do with only meager li-
brary resources. In short, equal access to 
information does not exist. 
Yet among librarians it is almost an 
article of faith that equality of access to 
information should be sought-that it is 
a laudable, legitimate, and, indeed, al-
most an attainable goal. They recognize 
their responsibility to manage their li-
brary resources in accord with the best 
interests of their own institutions, a re-
sponsibility that often finds itself in 
conflict with another, perhaps higher, 
accountability, which calls for them to 
serve the larger community. It is an un-
fortunate and simplistic but frequently 
accepted notion that when a librarian 
appears over-attentive to the library's 
concerns, he manifests the Natural De-
pravity of Man, and when he leans to 
community interests, he displays the Nat-
ural Goodness of Man. What is prob-
ably more often the case, however, is that 
the librarian has made the materials 
under his stewardship as widely available 
as he feels he can without being called 
to an audit by his governing body. 
This dichotomy in the responsibility of 
librarians has probably been most obvi-
ous in interlibrary loan. As long as a li-
brary lent and borrowed at approxi-
mately the same rate there was no prob-
lem; but the librarian who found him-
self lending much more than he bor-
. rowed was soon lying awake nights 
wondering how to justify the imbalance 
to his own students, some of whom had 
gone into debt to attend this university 
rather than a less expensive one, or to 
his own community that had perhaps 
overtaxed itself in order to gain a quality 
of library service higher than that of its 
neighbors. Where is justice? 
In recent years this bibliothecal in-
somnia has been extended by the grow-
ing population of .. free-standing stu-
dents" and unaffiliated scholars. They 
are not a new phenomenon, but they are 
increasing in numbers. Peripatetic schol-
ars have existed since time immemorial, 
and more of them probably used the 
library at seventh-century St. Gall than 
scholars from St. Gall used library re-
sources elsewhere-perhaps to the con-
sternation of some unchronicled and in-
somniac abbot-but at least, in those 
days, all libraries were under the general 
oversight of the far-flung Mother Church. 
Perhaps in the new "open university" 
plan in Great Britain, the University 
Grants Committee has assumed a role 
analogous to this former responsibility 
of the Church. In the United States, 
however, where a variety of open-uni-
versity, university-without-walls, and ex-
ternal-degree experiments are springing 
up rapidly, no similar, monolithic super-
structure exists to lend fiscal as well as 
intellectual integrity to such innovations. 
The fund implications resulting from this 
growing mobility of academic library 
users deserve early attention, and they 
will not be easy to resolve. It is the pur-
pose of this paper to point out a number 
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of the more immediate concerns related 
to this issue. 
The problem is clear. Whereas the 
traditional college student incurred li-
brary cost only in his home library-a 
cost that .could be · easily predicted, 
identified, and budgeted by his home 
institution-the new "free-standing stu-
dent" seeks out and uses the library 
service he needs wherever it can be 
found or wherever it is convenient for 
him. It is important to recognize that 
his library costs are in no way diminished 
by this new mobility; they do not, as 
some funding authorities · would like to 
believe, simply merge imperceptibly into 
. the landscape. His library costs, rather, 
are relocated from a · single library-of-
residence to any number of other li-
braries, bringing along accounting prob-
lems, which no one yet knows quite how 
to handle. 
Ideally such mobility by unaffiliated 
scholars should not be impeded in any 
way, as far as they indeed need access 
to libraries apart from their own insti-
tutions. Everything reasonable should be 
done to accommodate them, as on a 
national level this would reduce the ex-
cessive costs of unnecessarily duplicating 
resources and services provided by li-
braries. Most of the larger librari~s, how-
ever, and many of the smaller ones will 
find it impossible to foster untrammeled 
access to their resources by outsiders un-
less some kind of funding comes with 
them to reimburse their total out-of-
pocket costs. Without such mobility of 
funding the whole system will eventually 
collapse under its own weight, as the 
interlibrary loan structure is now threat-
ening to do. Funding library services for 
the mobile scholar may be likened to 
funding gasoline purchases by the free-
way traveler. Oil companies frequently 
hold monopolistic franchises on sections 
of freeway so as to reduce unnecessary 
duplication of their services; yet no one 
expects travelers to carry credit cards for 
all oil companies. Rather such service 
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stations pump gasoline for all comers and 
charge the transactions against not only 
their own ·but also other oil company 
credit cards. Perhaps a common system 
could be developed among libraries so 
that all library uses were debited against 
the user's card with a similar periodic 
recharge of service costs from the ser-
vicing libraries to the user's respective 
fund bases. 
Such a scheme would require a · rela-
tively elaborate bureaucracy for imple-
mentation. Many questions would need 
to be answered, and numerous systems 
and subsystems· would need to be de-
signed before it could be instituted. Who 
would eventually pay? Presumably the 
user's home institution or company 
would ultimately pay, or perhaps his tax 
base if he lacked institutional affiliation, 
or perhaps the user himself. Should the 
serving library concern itself over a po-
tential user's "credit rating"? Should it 
fear the possibility that he might over-
run his own or his institution's ability or 
willingness to pay? Probably not; filling 
stations do not fret about such things. 
Would this mean that every user would 
have to be issued an allocation of library 
service by his home institution or other 
fund base; which he himself would be 
held responsible for not overdrawing? 
Probably not; some scholars presently 
incur heavy costs for their libraries-of-
residence without their librarians threat-
ening to cut off their service because of 
"insufficient funds." 
Among the many problems in funding 
library service for scholars "on the road," 
so to· speak, perhaps two stand out above 
all others in their complexity. The first 
questions · how scholars' · fmid bases 
would know what to budget for their 
uses' elsewhere. The vagaries of scholarly 
peregrinations are inscrutable; a some-
what predictable mobility will always 
occur from locations of bookish poverty 
to those of bibliothecal wealth. Mobility, 
however, takes place for myriad and 
seemingly imponderable other reasons 
as well, none of which would be easy 
to anticipate. Can we study them to the 
point of being able to predict and budget 
for them? 
The second major problem would be 
to determine an appropriate pricing 
structUre for the serving library. Li-
braries have always had difficulty identi-
fying the true and discrete costs of their 
several "product lines." Asking how much 
it costs to answer a reference question 
is like asking how much it costs to take 
a trip; neither question is easy to answer. 
The actual transaction cost of circulating 
a book is perhaps relatively easy to cal-
culate, but a book cannot be circulated 
unless it is owned by the library in the 
first place, and the intricate machinery 
of selection, acquisition, processing, and 
shelving the book-often over many years 
but with few uses-is more difficult to 
calculate, and is estimated in different 
ways by libraries. Furthermore the fac-
tors, and their costs, by which individual 
institutions develop their unique and re-
spective levels of library expectation 
boggle the mind. If, as some have en-
couraged, libraries could settle upon an 
"irreducible unit of productivity," in ef-
fect an .. atom" of library activity, service 
price schedules could be easily esti.;. 
mated. No libraries, however, have done 
so, and none appear likely to do so soon. 
It might be that library services are too 
diverse and too interactive for them ever 
to do it. 
The same problems, of course, inhere 
in schemes of paid inter library access 
as exist in schemes of paid interlibrary 
loan. These include 
1. the degree of the rights of the un-
affiliated user . in the library to 
which paid access is obtained; in 
the past libraries have tended to ac-
cord only "second-class" service to 
outsiders; and 
2. the comparative advantages of 
locally determined -as. opposed to 
nationally determined service price 
schedules; if the former · were 
adopted, unaffiliated users might 
"shop around" for the cheapest ser-
vice, whereas if the latter were 
chosen, the funding agency might 
impose performance standards as 
contract specifications. 
There is, however, one major cost ad-
vantage to interlibrary access over inter-
library loan. With interlibrary loans, 
staff members have to verify citations of 
requested items, determine locations if 
held, fetch them from the shelves, re-
cord their absence from the collections, 
prepare them for mailing, discharge them 
when the transaction is complete, and 
return them to the shelves. The direct 
labor costs of these activities in libraries 
are high and are unlikely to be reduced 
soon. The on-site user, however, does 
all these things for himself, thus elimi-
nating an expensive "overhead" item 
from the library's cost. If, of course, 
"total social costs" rather than library 
costs are being considered, this point be-
comes moot. 
Other ways might be conceived to 
fund unimpeded access to library collec-
tions and services. An obvious and dra-
matic alternative would be to "national-
ize" all library holdings under some kind 
of "federal library authority" and to 
operate them in accord with national 
interest. An appropriate sum would prob-
ably have to be settled upon present 
owners of libraries so taken over, and, 
to be realistic, this amount would have 
to be very high. Where nationalized col-
lections remained in their current sites 
the implications for the previous owners 
might be minimal, because they would 
continue to be easily available to the 
scholars in those areas. In other cases, 
however, the national interest might dic-
tate that whole collections or libraries 
be removed from such traditional, pas-
toral locations as Ithaca, Hanover, and 
Chapel Hill, into major population 
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centers-a move that . would totally 
emasculate the academic · programs of 
their previous owners. 
To charge for units of library service, 
as was discussed earlier, is to recover 
cost at point of output. Another way of 
funding unhampered library access might 
be to do it at point of input. Some uni-
versity libraries in state-supported insti-
tutions have already begun making their 
services available to all state residents, 
on the basis either of the fact or the 
rationalization that . part of. their total 
budgetary allocation at point of input 
was to enable them to serve unaffiliated 
users. 
Librarians must take care, however, 
that they do not commit themselves to 
incurring substantial costs at point of 
output in return for small budgetary 
increments at point of input. The total 
costs of universal access are high and 
are unlikely to differ much over time, 
whether calculated at input or at out-
put. Funding library service at point of 
input can be compared to ownership of 
a home-with taxes, maintenance, and 
liability being equated with library se-
lection, processing, and storage-and li-
brary funding at point of output com-
pared to home rental-where only use is 
purchased rather than equity. In libraries, 
as in real estate, the true total costs of 
renting are not greatly at variance with 
the costs of owning. Perhaps a more apt 
analogy would be the difference between 
paying green fees to play golf (point of 
output) and buying a membership in the 
country club (point of input). 
In the background of any discussion 
on universal access to libraries looms the 
high cost of rendering adequate library 
service under any circumstances. Many 
academic libraries presently spend in 
excess of $500 a year per student. It must 
be remembered, however, that this 
amount is an average. Many students do 
not use libraries at all, and others use 
them only minimally. The cost of serv-
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ing heavy library users, therefore, might 
exceed $2000 annually. An unaffiliated 
user is, first of all, a user, and in many 
cases it may also be assumed (because 
he has made a special effort to get here) 
that he is a heavy user. He might, more-
over, require extraordinary staff services 
because of his unacquaintance with this 
particular library, its collections, and its 
services. Thus the average cost of serving 
the unaffiliated user on a continuing 
basis seems likely to exceed the average 
cost of serving affiliated matriculants, or 
their local class equivalents. 
These are only a few of the consider-
ations that the higher education com-
munity must soon face if student mo-
bility is to be realized; there are many 
others. Although equality of library ser-
vice does not exist, nor is it likely to be 
attained, it is a deserving goal. Any 
major steps toward this goal will require 
evaluation of the costs and benefits, and 
discussion of alternative courses. Re-
search and experimentation in the field 
are needed and in order. 
Access Denied? The Use 
of Manuscript Material 
Introduction 
CLYDE C. WALTON 
Director, Northern Illinois University Libraries 
Chairman, Manuscripts Committee 
of the Rare Books & Manuscripts Section 
On June 25, 1973, at the Las Vegas Conference, the Manuscripts Com-
mittee of the Rare Books and Manuscripts Section of the Association 
of College and Research Libraries sponsored the first in a series of 
programs which will deal with problems concerning manuscript col-
lections and their use. The first program was titled "Access Denied? 
The Use of Manuscript Material Assembled to Support the Publi-
cation of 'The Collected Works of ... ,"' The topic was explored by 
three scholars: Dr. Herman Kahn, assistant director for manuscripts 
and archives, Yale University; Dr. William S. McFeely, professor of 
history, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts; Dr. John 
Y. Simon, executive director, Ulysses S. Grant Association and editor, 
The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Southern Illinois University, Carbon-
dale, Illinois. 
Unfortunately, space limitations make it impossible to publish all 
three papers. Nevertheless, the basic issues are fully developed in the 
two papers we are able to present here, with Dr. McFeely speaking for 
"open access" and Dr. Simon pointing out the problems involved in 
"open access." 
The Manuscripts Committee welcomes whatever comments members 
may care to make. 
Please direct them to the chairman. 
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WILLIAM S. McFEELY 
.. The Civility of Scholars 
The Civility of Scholars: A case for open access to historians of the 
files in the editorial offices of the projects for the publication of the 
papers of major historical figures. 
FREE ACCEss, NOT ACCESS DENIED, is the 
right policy for all of us. Librarians·~ · 
archivists, and historians have a com-
mon task. We seek to make the past ac-
cessible to ourselves and to others who 
want to know it better. Free access to 
all the materials of history should be our 
goal. This includes the need for histori-
ans to work in the files of the editors of 
the collected works of presidents and 
other major political figures. . 
It is easy for a historian to take this 
unequivocal position. The magnificent 
assistance I have had from people like 
Sara Jackson in the National Archives 
before she joined the National Historical 
Publications Commission and Richard 
Harwell when he was librarian at Bow- · 
doin is all the documentation this histor-
ian needs to acknowledge, with thanks, 
the importance of free access to the 
writer of history. 
I contend, · moreover, that the letter-
press editors could make an equally 
strong case for free access. As scholars 
we work much of the time in ·a quiet and 
even lonely way but we do so, partly 
at least, because we think that the things 
of the past, with which we spend so 
much of our lives, are important to the 
public. I am not so naive as to fail to 
recognize the strain put on an archivist 
or an editor when a pretentious senior 
historian or a brash fledgling arrives to 
disrupt the day. But, the difficulties of at-
tending to such types acknowledged, I 
contend the invasion of historical priva-
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cy is what, in the last analysis, we all 
seek to accomplish. We want to know 
as much as is possible about men so im-
portant that neither they nor other men 
of their era can be known without know-
ing what they said. The point of the let-
terpress . editions is, after all, to make 
available the whole of the writings of 
men who have made a critical difference 
in our history. To collect these works 
the editors, who are both historians and 
research librarians-they illustrate per-
fectly how connected all our work is-
had the help of archivists across the 
country. They should count on the help 
of historians as well when doing their 
collecting. 
Due in part to a laudable insistence 
on accuracy, some editors and editorial 
boards have not been willing to grant 
· free access to the collection prior to 
publication. This is an understandable 
position but since editions of collected 
papers can take decades to complete, 
there is the real possibility that myths 
about the man whose papers are being 
edited will persist. A historian has to 
use the best existing assemblage of the 
writings of the particular important his-
torical figure in question if his picture 
is to be a true one. Free access is needed. 
To grasp the principle of free access 
we must first examine the practical prob-
lems that might make it untenable. The 
editors of "The Collected Letters of . . ." 
have the job of locating all items, getting 
these photocopied, filed, and then print-
ed. The standards of editorial accuracy 
are exceedingly high and most editors 
have taken on the added responsibility 
to identify in notes every person and 
event other than the obvious. In order 
to do this some, but by no means all, 
editors claim that they must refuse ac-
cess to scholars who would like to see 
their files while the editing is under way. 
Editors assert that the intruding histori-
ans would ( 1) impede the efficient dis-
charge of the editorial responsibilities 
and ( 2) violate agreements of restricted 
access made with donors of letters. Re-
stricted letters are filed with the bulk of 
nonrestricted material and it would be 
a costly task to prevent their use by 
readers of the complete files. 
These problems are understandable to 
specialists in the field. We want and 
need the splendid annotated volumes of 
letters with the editorial finesse we have 
come to expect of them. But I contend 
that if, as scholars, we have accuracy as 
one of our goals, we cannot wait for 
these long-term projects to be completed 
before permitting access to the collec-
tions. 
Let me illustrate this by being auto-
biographical. I am interested in Ulysses 
S. Grant. Don't ask me why; I won't 
know until I get the book written. But 
certainly one reason why is the immedi-
ate curiosity I have as a historian and a 
citizen in the relationship in the United 
States between the military and the gov-
ernment-in the connection between the 
waging of war and presidents. I think I 
can make a plausible case that with the 
possible and interesting exceptions of 
George Washington and Dwight Eisen-
hower, there was no American hero-
politician who better illustrates the am-
biguous attraction of Americans to war-
riors than Grant. 
But this is an obvious op-ed page kind 
of observation. To say something use-
ful about a subject I .consider important 
I need a great deal of evidence. The 
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questions raised by my speculations are 
complex ones. They involve social, eco-
nomic, political, military, and psycho-
logical aspects of a life over its entire 
span. To get answers I need to know 
much about the men who were close to 
Grant and observed him in war and in 
peace. For this I must do the usual 
archival research, reading, for example, 
the papers of the men on his military 
staff and cabinet that are in the Library 
of Congress. 
But ultimately, I need to get to Grant 
himself. And what I want is John Simon's 
magnificent collection of the general's 
papers. I can turn to page 85 of volume 
one and read Grant writing to his wife 
in 1846 during the Mexican War: "Al-
though the balls were whizing [sic] thick 
and fast about me I did not feel a sen-
sation of fear until nearly the close of 
the firing a ball struck close by me kill-
ing one man instantly, it nocked [sic] 
Capt. Page's under Jaw entirely off and 
broke in the roof qf his mouth, and 
nocked Lt. Wallen and one Sergeant 
down besides, but they were not much 
hurt. Capt. Page is still alive." And to 
continue with his account of the battle 
of Palo Alto I can read: "It was a ter-
rible sight to go over the ground the 
next day and see the amant [sic] of life 
that had been destroyed. The ground 
was litterally [sic] strewed with the 
bodies of dead men and horses."1 
All right. There we have the general 
reflecting on war at an early date. Move 
up to the Civil War. What did he have 
to say at the time of his face-off with Lee 
when ·wounded men of Cold Harbor 
were left in ·agony on the field for two 
days. I reach for a letter dated 7 June 
1864 but unfortunately John hasn't got-
ten there yet. A lifetime of · letters has 
been collected since the project began 
in 1962 but the published letters have 
only reached 5 April 1862 in volume 
four. 2 The letter I want will be in per-
haps volume ten or eleven . . And what 
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about the general's reflections on wa,r 
when he met with Bismarck in 1878? 
What .volume will that be in? 
Very well. No definitive printed source 
exists for the later period. Therefore, go 
to the archives and read the originals. 
This is the way historians normally work. 
Perhaps there I can find Grant on Cold 
Harbor and on Bismarck's B~rlin. I can 
locate the two letters I need; I don't 
have to wait for their publication. 
The trouble with this procedure is that 
history is such complex . business. It 
deals with people. Historians do not go 
point by point logically leaping time to 
find crystal clear observations on a given 
question at various steps in a man's ca-
reer. The man one is looking for is not 
indexed yet; at least not for the ques-
tions a newly curious historian is asking. 
The scholarship of history and of biogra-
phy is a scholarship of saturation. Some-
how, despite ultimate unattainability, 
history demands completeness. 
As a .. historian, I try to be complete; 
I track General Grant to an archive in 
Iowa. The archivist looks at me as if 
I am hopelessly naive and explains that 
I should be in Carbondale where copies 
of all Grant items were long since sent. 
I explain that I was denied access. He 
shakes his head wondering why he went 
to the trouble of photocopying all those 
pieces of papers and brings out the boxes 
of the originals. I dig in. 
However, even if all the digging in all 
of the Iowas does approach complete-
ness, no specialist in the field will have 
full confidence in my printed page with-
out reference to the definitive collection 
at the Grant Association. The critic will 
ask why I have ignored the most relia-
ble source of my subject's letters. I know 
that if I were reading a book about a 
man whose papers were being published 
and the author did not use the work of 
the scholars who carefully collected all 
the letters I would be skeptical as to 
how authoritative the book could be. 
Multiarchival research is fun; I hap-
pen to love it-I recently ran across again 
Samuel Eliot Morison's good story about 
the historian who writes one lame para-
graph, dawdles through a second, and 
then in the third, discovers the need for 
a fact. Joyous he runs to an archive, has 
fun and feels virtuous, and escapes from 
having to write his paragraph. But has 
the scholar working on a man whose 
collected works are being published the 
liberty to enjoy such innocence? Can he 
pretend that the Madison or Webster 
papers are not being published or filmed 
and go on about his own search of many 
archives already culled of such items? 
Of course he can try but his critics will 
not permit him his fantasy. 
Any serious reader would know that 
the definitive editing of the papers was 
going on. That reader would expect of 
the scholarly world sufficient coopera-
tion that he could be assured that any 
piece of historical writing worth his at-
tention was built on the sturdiest of re-
search foundations. And, clearly, the let-
terpress projects meet that test of sturdi-
ness splendidly. 
The person who makes the most sense 
about this problem is Elting Morison, 
a scholar who has been on both sides of 
the fence. And he sees no need for the 
fence being there. Morison was the edi-
tor of the Theodore Roosevelt Papers 
and the author of a splendid biography 
of Henry L. Stimson. In his view, the 
letterpress editions on one hand and 
biographies on the other "have a totally 
different utility."3 Biographies and mono-
graphs based on the letters will come 
and go but with the rare exception of 
a letter incorrectly attributed or an an-
notation in need of correction the letters 
published according to the standards of 
the projects we are discussing today will 
stand as definitive. 
Precisely because these editions com-
mrtnd so much authority, the present-
day work of historians should neither 
• 
depend on less reliable and less com-
plete sources than the files of the col-
lected works nor on waiting perhaps fif-
teen years for the completion of their 
publication. When Morison was editing 
the Roosevelt Papers, the editors made 
copies of letters available right in the 
editorial shop to such writers as Carlton 
Putnam. In Morison's view, there is no 
fundamental competition between letter-
press publications and the work of his-
torians who use the letters.' 
There are, I believe, two other reasons 
beyond efficiency impairment and re-
strictions by donors why the editorial 
boards are reluctant to have historians in 
their files. One is that the project will 
be scooped if a hitherto unknown group 
of letters is used by a historian before 
the letters reach publication in chrono-
logical order. The other is the sense 
that the editorial boards are somehow 
the keeper of the only correct memory 
of the man whose works they are pub-
lishing. 
With respect to the first, I have no 
trouble putting myself in an editor's 
shoes and imagining the pride I would 
have if I uncovered a rich vein of letters. 
I wonder, however, if we don't make 
too much of the problem of a scoop. 
Every now and again the New York 
Times carries an item about some his-
torical find that exposes an eminent man 
by uncovering long-lost letters. These 
usually involve an old-fashioned sin like 
sex and there is a brief Hutter of nos-
talgic interest. How often, however, does 
this kind of expose, in which one scholar 
may have scooped another, compare in 
importance with the whole of the work 
of either an editor or a historian? Indeed 
the very nature of the letterpress publi-
cation projects, the presentation of all 
of a man's words, is predicated on the 
need to rescue an important figure from 
the distortions possible when too much 
is made of matters of small moment. 
On the second point, I have no diffi-
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culty imagining how the members of an 
association charged with the responsi-
bility of publishing the collected works 
of a man or woman would come to have 
a protective feeling. You cannot help 
feeling close to someone with whom you 
work for as long as the editors do with 
their particular man. The editors fear a 
marauding historian who will come in 
and butcher the memory of a man to 
whom they have committed so much of 
themselves. I think the only answer is 
that this is a risk the editors must take. 
Butchers there are but I can only believe 
the destruction will be greater if they are 
denied the chance to learn as much as 
they can about the man from the com-
plete files of his letters. And here again 
I would invoke my trust in the fraternity 
of scholars; editors, archivists, librarians, 
and historians do have a common bond. 
I doubt if all the users will be butchers. 
To be sure there are shabby books, but 
there is also John Clive's Macauley. Edi-
tors are not alone in wanting their man 
honorably-and honestly-handled. 
To turn from my personal remarks 
about Grant and speak about a more 
recent general, I would like to mention 
a talk I had with Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., 
who was until recently the editor of the 
Eisenhower Papers. Attractively, I think, 
General Eisenhower was exceedingly 
open about his papers; his view was let 
the words speak for themselves. In fact 
so committed was Eisenhower to this 
concept that while he was alive he made 
the Pentagon uneasy because he was 
sometimes critical that certain papers 
were categorized as Top Secret. This 
categorization does require researchers 
to get clearance, which I am told is not 
hard to obtain (and, of course, is irrel-
evant to eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century collections). In Chandler's view 
both as a historian and as an editor there 
is no reason why, if historians are will-
ing to stay out of the way of the particu-
lar papers being edited at the moment 
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and obey restrictions established by do-
nors or by national security requirements, 
they should not work in the files while 
papers are being published. And if this 
principle is sound for a man as recent 
as Eisenhower, many of whose corre-
spondents are very much alive, it is cer-
tainly sound for figures dead a hundred 
or two hundred years.5 
What Mr. Chandler and Mr. Morison 
and in fact General Eisenhower were 
counting on is the civility of scholars. 
There is an argument for free access 
based on the fact that most of the letter-
press compilations are, in large measure, 
paid for with tax revenues and are, 
therefore, in the public domain.6 I am 
persuaded, however, that what we gain 
as cooperating scholars is a mor~ com-
pelling reason for open access than the 
legal point. Historians should lend sup-
port to the research activities in the li-
braries on their campuses and in the 
public archives. They should follow the 
lead of research-librarians and help in 
the collection of documents for the letter-
press projects. When it comes to using 
the product of this searching once it is 
in the files of "The Collected Works of 
. . ." civility is the key to the question 
of access. 
A scholar seeking to work in the files of 
a project should be expected to have a 
serious and defined need to use the col-
lection. He should be expected to honor 
house rules of operation and not im-
pede the efficiency of the editorial pro-
cess. He should be told about those let-
ters that have been given with restric-
tion and agree not to use such material. 
(And shouldn't we discuss ways to dis-
courage such restrictions?) In short, his-
torians and research librarians and ar-
chivists and editors can sit down and 
work out ways to work so that each can 
get his work done. 
I suppose I should not claim too much 
for my profession or for yours but I am 
willing-indeed eager-to claim. a good 
deal for both. The scholarly world is 
quite as much the real world as is the 
world of the politician or the warrior 
or the construction worker or the gam-
bler. All of us in this room have the 
great fun of taking the disparate pieces 
of written knowledge of our civilization 
and, as they say of poets, making the 
words work. One small sign of a better 
present than that of the paper shredders 
would be for scholars to set an example 
of free access to all the writings that im-
portant men have left. Only by setting 
the words of the past to work have we 
got even a fighting chance of making 
an acceptable present. We can do this 
only with a civil regard for each other's 
different but compatible tasks. We 
should help each other because there 
is so much work to do. 
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JOHN Y. SIMON 
Editorial Projects 
as Derivative Archives 
During the last quarter century, South-
ern Illinois University at Carbondale has 
grown from a provincial teacher's college 
with an enrollment of a few thousand to 
a full-fledged university with nearly twen-
ty thousand students. Perhaps the most 
remarkable aspect of this tremendous 
growth and expansion is how unremark-
able it is: across the country state uni-
versities have followed a similar pattern. 
The metamorphosis has been accompa-
nied by explanatory literature in which 
appropriate political, economic, and so-
cial factors march in review. Somewhere 
on the list, however, modem technology 
must appear, and in explaining how Car-
bondale has become a research center 
of sorts, capable of sustaining a project 
of collecting, editing, and publishing a 
comprehensive edition of The Papers of 
Ulysses S. Grant (in some twenty vol-
umes) and a host of other scholarly en-
terprises, I am struck by the influence 
of both air conditioning and photocopy-
ing. The fact that cotton was grown 
around Carbondale during the Civil 
War should immediately suggest that 
artificial intercession with the climate is 
a precondition of year-round intellectual 
activity. The influence of photocopying, 
a bit more subtle, deserves closer ex-
amination. 
The Xerox age-a time when photo-
copying became a routine part of life 
instead of an esoteric technique-came 
upon us with such dazzling suddenness 
that all its implications cannot yet be 
.appreciated. In the study of American 
history, old distinctions between big 
league libraries ·and the bush league no 
longer pertain: reprinting through photo-
copy, a variety of microform reproduc-
tions of books, newspapers, and manu-
scripts, and easier access to extremely 
specialized material photocopied through 
interlibrary loan, have enabled new li-
braries to serve scholars as well as estab-
lished libraries which have been build-
ing their collections for decades. In li-
braries with .appropriate ambitions and 
resources, research collections can mush-
room overnight, and provinciality be-
comes a matter of choice rather than 
location. 
The Xerox age has also made possible 
massive comprehensive editions of basic 
documents in American history. By as-
sembling files of photocopies of manu-
scripts scattered across the country, edi-
tors can apply comparative analysis to 
papers housed thousands of miles apart. 
Textual accuracy is obtained by repeated 
reference to the photocopy of the origi-
nal manuscript. The diffusion of photo-
copying equipment permits a canvass of 
collections located far from the beaten 
scholarly path, and the incorporation of 
materials otherwise certain to be ne-
glected from private autograph collec-
tions and the smallest institutional hold-
ings. In other words, for the first time 
the manuscript resources of the -world 
are available to compilers and editors. In 
addition to facilitating scholarship, this 
offers to owners, both institutional and 
private, a method of making available 
their property at remote points without 
parting with it. Photocopied documents 
have textual protection against disasters 
such as fire, and owners can more easily 
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prove ownership in case of theft. 
Thanks to the Xerox age, new interest 
in documentary editing, and a greater 
demand for authenticity in American his-
tory, scholarly projects involving the col-
lecting of the papers of leading figures 
in the American past have· multiplied 
rapidly in the last twenty years. The 
files of photocopies for future volumes 
have aroused curiosity among scholars 
investigating related topics. Researchers 
who hope either to take a shortcut to 
research or wish to guarantee compre-
hensiveness in their coverage of manu-
script material are now interested in 
examining the files assembled for edi-
torial projects. 
Certainly such requests for access can-
not be denied easily. Most editorial proj-
ects are located physically within li-
braries which have a long tradition of 
providing general access to their ma-
terials and of seeking to attract visiting 
scholars. The projects themselves, estab-
lished to provide an invaluable tool to 
present and future scholarship, have 
drawn greedily on the knowledge of ex-
isting experts in the field. Most multi-
volume documentary compilations tap· 
various forms of government funds for 
aid in their expensive projects, assuming 
additional responsibility to the public. 
At the same time, requests by outside 
scholars for access to photocopies pre-
sent important problems. The explosion 
of scholarly population in the same pe-
riod when these documentary projects 
were getting underway means that con-
siderable numbers of potential research-
ers are involved. Work already demand-
ing large expenditures of time and en-
ergy might well be hampered by new 
claims on these resources. Practicing edi-
tors already find their versatility strained 
by the demands of their documents, the 
administration of office staff, the endless 
search for money, and the delicate di-
plomacy of publishing. They might well 
pause before making the transition from 
scholarship to service-from hammer to 
anvil-to consider the implications. 
The difference between mammoth edi-
torial projects involving the assembling 
of photocopies and the normal research 
of any scholar in American history is 
really one of degree rather than kind. 
Research files, once crammed with tat-
tered transcriptions and paraphrases, 
now more often testify to the wisdom of 
early investment in photocopying stock. 
Individual academics, of course, feel 
free to share their photocopies with their 
friends or not, but editorial projects as 
organizations feel obliged to set policies, 
and here a sense of generosity encoun-
ters harsh reality. Editorial offices-usual-
ly too small-are designed for editorial 
purposes rather than for library func-
tions. Projects limited in their personnel 
-and this includes almost all-will be 
pressed to provide the necessary aid to 
"qualified scholars." This last phrase, of 
course, presents its own problems: defi-
nitions of "qualified scholars" have al-
ways been elastic, though much of the 
snobbery implicit in the phrase has been 
eroded in the past few years as old barri-
cades based upon degrees and academic 
credentials (often involving jobs) be-
come increasingly untenable. As a re-
sult, open must mean open, closed mean 
closed. Time applied to the preparation 
of additional volumes would certainly 
better serve a larger number of scholars 
than aid provided to individual visitors. 
In addition, editorial project files, like 
individual scholarly files, are arranged 
for a specific purpose rather than for 
general use, and cannot be made avail-
able in their entirety to outside scholars 
without considerable rearrangement and 
the creation of additional finding aids. 
Providing half a loaf may involve con-
frontation with an enraged researcher 
with bread-knife in hand. 
Long -term projects are risky enough 
at best; the odds against their comple-
tion are increased by any alteration of 
the original purpose. They face recur-
rent problems of funding, which they 
must seek on the basis of the originality 
of their work and its unique importance, 
a case which would be weakened by prior 
publication of any substantial body of the 
documents involved. Guarding against 
this could involve checking scholarly 
credentials, integrity and intention as 
well, and perhaps even supervising re-
search. Under such conditions open ac-
cess would conflict with principles of 
free inquiry. 
But by all odds the greatest difficulty 
does not come from within the project 
itself but from those institutions upon 
which it is dependent for ·original docu-
mentary material. In making photo-
copies of manuscript material available, 
more and more libraries are granting 
only limited rights, insisting that ma-
terial be used only for specific purposes 
and not for the creation of derivative 
archives based on photocopies. The ar-
rangements between the Grant Associa-
tion and the hundreds of libraries which 
have furnished materials for its major 
project are tangled and complex; yet the 
files of photocopies cannot be arranged 
so as to take into account all these varie-
ties of conditions. When photocopies 
have not been provided with explicit 
conditions that they be used only for a 
documentary project, these conditions 
are often implicit; materials have often 
been furnished the Grant Association for 
our edition of The Papers of Ulysses S. 
Grant by libraries which would be most 
distressed to find them in wider use. 
Any policy of open access endangers the 
entire project by threatening to dry up 
vital sources of supply, and no project 
finding its chief value in comprehensive-
ness can afford this. Our policy cannot 
be based upon a consensus of policies 
of those institutions furnishing material: 
we must include documents from those 
libraries most restrictive and to do so 
must comply with their conditions. 
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By placing restrictions on the use of 
photocopies from their collections, li-
braries by no means follow a selfish or 
foolish policy. In the use of photocopied 
materials, misattribution of source is a 
constant threat stemming equally from 
carelessness and caution on the part of 
scholars. More concerned with the con-
tent than the provenance of documents, 
some writers will not distinguish be-
tween derivative archives and owners of 
original manuscripts simply because 
they do not want to take the time to 
establish the true source. Others will 
cite the derivative archive as a means of 
avoiding excessive claims to scholarship. 
After all, if a researcher has seen, for ex-
ample, six photocopies of letters of which 
the originals are in a large manuscript 
collection in the Library of Congress, he 
can hardly claim to have examined that 
Library of Congress collection. Some be-
lieve that accuracy in citation demands 
reference to the photocopy rather than 
to the original. While the Library of 
Congress will hardly perish because of 
such mis.attribution, many libraries de-
pend upon head counts for their fund-
ing; librarians, archivists, and curators 
believe that they have a role in the schol-
arly process somewhat more significant 
than that of the stock clerk, and they 
expect, and will even demand, contact 
with any researcher who wishes to make 
use of manuscript collections. They quite 
properly resent use of selected photo-
copies as a method of avoiding careful 
examination of coherent collections. In 
negotiating purchases of documents cost-
ing hundreds of dollars for relatively 
small numbers of sheets of paper, they 
must justify this expenditure in a world 
where research could proceed with pho-
tocopies of the same documents costing 
pennies. Libraries which have created 
microfilm editions of some of their manu-
script collections have recognized that 
the age of the scholarly pilgrim is closing 
without, however, surrendering the right 
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to provide access to their collections on 
their own terms. 
Confronted with various questions 
concerning access, the Grant Association 
conducted an informal canvass of simi-
lar projects, but discovered no consensus. 
A few projects are open, a few are 
closed, but many have either not yet 
realized the implications or have not 
yet decided on a policy. Some files are 
open to some scholars-those "who can 
help us more than we help · them" -and 
closed to others. This middle course ap-
pears especially dangerous since it 
could give rise to charges of favoritism, 
heightened as some collections once 
open are forced either to restrict access, 
or to have .access closed to them by es-
sential libraries. After considering the 
problem with much painful ambivalence, 
the directors of the Grant Association 
finally settled upon a policy which at-
tempts to provide the greatest aid to all 
other scholars in the field without harm-
ing the project itself: 
Because of various problems grow-
ing out of limitations of space, staff, 
and time, agreements with institutions 
and individuals who own original docu-
ments, and publishing commitments, 
the Ulysses S. Grant Association has 
reluctantly decided that it cannot pro-
vide researchers with access to its files 
of photocopies of documents it does not 
own. 
Original material, unavailable else-
where, owned by the Grant Association, 
is open to all qualified researchers. 
The Grant Association has been 
organized to prepare an edition of The 
Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, and cannot 
practically or legally assume the func-
tion of a library or archive. 
In order to further scholarship, re-
quests for information concerning the 
location of original documents, as well 
as other requests for biographical and 
bibliographical i'nformation, will be 
answered to the best of our ability 
within the limitations of staff and time. 
If these remarks indicate strict oppo-
sition to derivative archives, then a few 
more words are needed. Manuscript ma-
terial essential to the study of American 
history is scattered across this country 
in an illogical pattern which often frus-
trates or distorts research. Unique ma-
terials essential to understanding our 
past can be held, and abused, as private 
property, and there is no reasonable 
prospect of any massive bureaucratic 
shuffling of these resources to put pa-
pers physically where they belong log-
ically. Almost all librarians and most 
private collectors recognize that owner-
ship of manuscript material imposes 
responsibility as well as pleasure. In col-
lectiJ.?.g material for documentary publi-
cation, editors have been repeatedly en-
couraged by generous cooperation at 
many points. But documentary editions 
meet only part of the need of making 
manuscript sources generally available. 
Since scholarship has so long been 
shaped and inhibited by the physical 
location of the sources, and the situation 
is not improving, the creation of deriva-
tive archives, now technically possible, 
might well be placed high on the li-
brary agenda. One location, for example, 
for the photocopied papers of leaders of 
the American Revolution, or one large 
collection in black history drawing on 
manuscripts available across the coun-
try, could create new dimensions of 
scholarship. Such collections must, of 
course, be created with a full under-
standing of their nature and purpose in 
the form of a relationship between con-
senting libraries. Source locations must 
be carefully noted on the photocopies; 
researchers must be induced to comply 
with conditions for citation. In the mean-
time, informal dissemination of photo-
copies, including general use of files as-
sembled for purposes of documentary 
editing, creates more scholarly problems 
than it solves. 
- - ----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
j 
To the Editor: 
I should like to comment on H. W. Ax-
ford's editorial, "An Overlooked Cost of 
Achieving a Participatory Environment" 
(CRL, Jan. 1974, p.S-6). Mr. Axford points 
out that one of the costs to librarians in or-
der for them to achieve "full faculty status 
and a larger role in the decisions which af-
fect their professional lives" will be a rais-
ing of "the aspirations of many within the 
profession." 
What are the aspirations? Presumably, 
librarians aspire to full faculty status, which 
implies, among other things, that they are 
willing to be judged by the same criteria 
as other faculty. But my observations sug-
gest that many librarians have another as-
piration: they want to be supervisors. These 
two aspirations are not necessarily incom-
patible but they can result in contradictory 
behavior patterns. 
There is, I believe, a conflict of identities 
within many librarians, an internal conflict 
which results in ambivalent behavior by 
many individuals who are acting at the 
same time according to distinct and poten-
tially antithetical models of ·conduct. 
One model I call the industrial-business 
or boss-employee model. The boss-employ-
ee model of relationships poses a hierarchi-
cal relationship by which the boss is at the 
top issuing, through a "chain of communi-
cation," a series of dicta by which acti'ons 
are to be conducted or "business" is to be 
carried on. All decisions are made by the 
boss and these decisions are to be carried 
out without question by the employee. This 
results i'n a dependency psychology among 
employees. They do not act; they only re-
act. They rarely innovate or suggest innova-
tions; they only follow boss-established 
precedents and conserve what has been. 
Their standards of conduct and job per-
formance are not internal but are imposed 
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from without. They are judged by the boss 
according to qualitative but more often, 
quantitative criteria of productivity or oth-
er contributions to the good of the corpo-
ration or business. In their public and cor-
porate lives they must be concerned with 
the public image of the firm, even though 
at times the private realities may conflict 
with the public image. The viability of the 
firm demands this kind of loyalty to the 
firm. For meeti'ng the boss and market-
place definitions of satisfactory perform-
ance of duties they are rewarded or penal-
ized. If they feel the rewards are too sli'ght 
or their penalties too severe they may have 
recourse to union organization which, pre-
sumably, insures a more equitable distribu-
tion of rewards and protects the employee 
against penalties. To insure their economic 
well-being, then, they enter into an adver-
sary relationship with the boss who, hope-
fully, will be more charitable wi'th rewards 
and less prone to impose penalties. 
I think the above boss-employee model 
outlined is a fair description of what ac-
tually applies in the corporate and business 
world. At its best, it works and produces 
a tensely harmonious and mutually reward-
ing relationship between boss and employ-
ee; at its worst, it breaks down, invoking 
a disruptive, adversary relationship between 
boss and employee. 
I submit that the boss-employee model 
has been internalized by many librarians 
and has become a model for conduct so 
deeply internalized that the fact that it is 
a model can be determined only in its ef-
fects. Paradoxically, the individual guiding 
himself by this model acts at the same time 
or, at least, pays lip service to another 
model of behavior, the professional model. 
This professional model has been or ought 
to have been arrived at, first, by rigorous 
formal education, an education which as it 
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progresses or advances imposes common 
and eventually internalized criteria of per-
sonal and professional integrity, honesty 
when confronted with often unsettling 
truths or with data that challenges estab-
lished conclusions, and an education which, 
hopefully, results in a professional who can 
meet his professional responsibilities with 
a minimum of or no supervision. He is au-
tonomous; knowing what he has to do, he 
does it. Under ideal conditions, the neo-
phyte professional enters his profession 
with an internalized, professional code of 
conduct. In his profession, his colleagues 
are not potential threats or competitors for 
the beneficence of the ''boss"; rather, he 
and his colleagues are peers, mutually re-
spectful each of the other as professionals, 
and the "boss" is simply another profession-
al with a special demanding charge of su-
pervising other professionals and the pro-
fessional activity according to commonly 
recognized and accepted professional stan-
dards. If there is any "dependency" psy-
chology resulting from the professional 
model, it is the dependency of the profes-
sional upon the professionally recognized 
standards of behavior, not upon criteria im-
posed by the boss according to the boss-
employee model. 
Many librarians have internalized both 
the boss-employee model and the profes-
sional model of standards, relationships, 
and conduct. These internalized models in 
one person can issue in ambivalent atti-
tudes and conflicting conduct. 
To achieve full faculty status, librarians 
will have to pay the cost. Part of that cost 
will be a rigorous self-examination by each 
librarian. "What," the librarian must ask 
himself, "do I really want to be? Employee 
or Professional?" 
To the Editor: 
William R. DuBois 
Northern Illinois University 
Libraries 
DeKalb 
Mr. Edward Johnson's article "Applying 
'Management by Objectives' to the Univer-
sity Library" (CRL, Nov. 1973) caught my 
attention, since the Oakland University Li-
brary, following University-wide MBO pol-
icy, is in the process of instituting such a 
program in all departments and faculty 
committees. I have also devoted a great 
deal of time in investigating this topic as 
it was the basis of my MLS project and I 
am currently doing further research on it 
in my MBA studies. 
The importance of sound objectives has 
been recognized for some time. Peter 
Drucker, writing in 1954, utilized objec-
tives as the basis for a management system. 
Since then MBO has been embodied suc-
cessfully and unsuccessfully in many orga-
nizations. Librari'ans, having witnessed the 
popularity of MBO for the past twenty 
years, are beginning to jump on the band-
wagon, often without due regard to wheth-
er this program can be viable in their or-
ganizations. Administrators would do well 
i'n investigating the pitfalls of MBO before 
"experimenting" with it as Mr. Johnson sug-
gests. MBO is not a panacea one can simply 
experiment with. It has to grow and de-
velop over a period of time. The writing of 
meaningful objectives requires a great deal 
of thought and time. F. D. Barrett, presi-
dent of Management Concepts, Ltd., states 
that management must realize that: "The 
time required to realize the full impact of 
MBO is not a matter of months but a few 
years." 
The popularity of MBO is largely due to 
logical appeal, not proven correlation to 
managerial effectiveness in most cases. Dale 
D. McConkey, who is a Management fac-
ulty member at the UniVersity of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, has been engaged in a study 
of MBO and its relationship to managerial 
effectiveness and hopes to publish the re-
sults this year. Librarians should become 
familiar with the reasons for failure of 
MBO that are cited by him in an article in 
Business Horizons (August 1973) . 
Twenty years of MBO practice have 
shown that this process is effective in orga-
nizations whose management is character-
ized by an open style that encourages par-
ticipation but does not foster permissive-
ness. MBO is least effective in autocratic 
situations or bureaucratic organizations 
complfcated by red tape, strict procedures 
and several levels of outside controls. (The 
latter power structure is unfortunately often 
the case with academic libraries.) 
The key word in Management by Objec-
tives is "Management" and not "Objec-
tives." It is a method of managing and a 
poorly implemented MBO can freeze a poor 
organizational design so that things will 
never improve. 
Since Mr. Johnson only cites the reclassi-
fication project as an example of MBO, it 
is unclear whether his entire library ac-
tually exercises this process. What his ar-
ticle describes under the broad guise of 
MBO is going through the motions of set-
ting objectives and performance proce-
dures in one specific narrow area. It does 
not necessarily follow that the true MBO 
concept will effectively take hold through-
out the organization. I want to caution col-
leagues who may be unfamiliar with the 
MBO process that a great deal more work 
is involved in instituting such a program 
and the procedures outlined by Mr. John-
son are deceptively easy and do not include 
many hours of hidden costs. 
Success of MBO depends on a complete 
understanding of the program. Mr. John-
son's very limited citation of one source, al-
though an excellent one, does not lead to 
a thorough investigation of the topic. I beg 
to differ with Mr. Johnson's concluding 
statement that "the attainment of a specific 
goal might prove less important than the 
capacity to measure, quantitatively and 
qualitatively, the factors contributing to the 
success or failure of an operation through 
management by objectives." The most im-
portant consideration in MBO is getting re-
sults or achieving objectives. I would hate 
to think that MBO is nothing but a sophis-
ticated measuring tool for factors involved 
in failure! In fact, MBO was originated to 
contain the tendency of overemphasizing 
the measuring process at the expense of re-
sults. 
Results-centered MBO is a natural for 
managing task-oriented departments such 
as Classifying and Cataloging but it is diffi-
cult to implement this system in such areas 
as Public Services, Education, and Refer-
ence. The output of the latter three is dif-
ficult to measure. Getting MBO to work in 
these areas is a matter of using a partici'pa-
tive style of leadership and designing an 
appraisal system based on output. For an 
organization with the right kind of man-
agement philosophy, MBO holds promise 
of a bright future but •tcanned MBO" by 
itself can lead to planned failure. 
Librarians might be further ahead inves-
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tigating the newly emerging contingency 
or situational management theories which 
show indications of being more relevant to 
service and educational organizations. It is 
predicted that by 1980 this will be the path 
that leads management out of the existing 
jungle of theories. By 1980 task-oriented 
MBO might be as much on the wane for 
service institutions as McGregor's Theory X, 
and librarians might, be wiser to act in con-
junction with the future rather than react-
ing to past practices of businesses, but this 
is a discussion outside the scope of this let-
ter. 
Rita Sparks 
Business and Economics Librarian 
Oakland University 
Rochester, Michigan 
To the Editor: 
Having played an adversary role in my 
last interaction with Beverly Lynch in this 
journal, I am pleased to be able to give 
general support to the thrust of her recent 
paper, "'The Academic Library and Its En-
vironment" ( CRL, March 197 4). Librari-
ans are in great need of internalizing the 
concepts of the open system theory and ap-
plying them to library operations. 
Her paper includes two matters which 
I feel compelled to criticize, however. One 
is her definition of an open system and the 
other is her description of the nature of my 
dissertation research. 
Her paper infers a basic understanding 
of the open system except for the deletion 
of one critical element. She describes the 
open system in terms of acquisition of re-
sources and energy from the environment, 
their transformation into products, and the 
export of the finished products or services 
back into the environment. The thrust of 
her argument seems to be that recognition 
of the organization's place within its en-
vironmental setting constitutes the basic 
character of an open system. Actually, the 
input-process-output sequence characterizes 
general systems theory. To get from there 
to the open system requires the addition of 
the concept that the output is exchanged 
in the environment for the inputs needed 
for reenergizing the system and that the 
value of the output is determined in the en-
vironment. This part of the cycle i's easier 
to follow in the sale of automobiles than in 
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library service, which sometimes leads li-
brarians to act in ways ·that harm them-
selves and their libraries. 
My second criticism has to do with her 
characterization of my dissertation research 
as limited to the relationship between de-
cision making process and staff satisfaction. 
I built my research model on the open sys-
tem theory, which recognizes several or-
ganizational subsystems including mainte-
nance and production. In doing so, I at-
tempted to evaluate performance manifesta-
tions of these subsystems. Staff satisfaction 
is part of the maintenance subsystem and 
is i'nternal to the organization, as indicated 
by Mrs. Lynch. But I also measured faculty 
evaluation of the library as a production 
measurement. Moreover, it measures the 
value of the library from the perception of 
a vital enyironmental unit. The pattern of 
statistical interrelationships was such that 
I i'nferred a possible indirect effect of man-
agerial style and its decision making process 
on the quality of the library. Staff job satis-
faction was related to both of these and in 
such a pattern as to suggest that participa-
tive management creates high job satisfac-
tion among the s·taff, which in turn is asso-
ciated with a pattern of performance that 
the faculty perceives as of high quality. 
This is a simplistic statement of my re-
search, however, which included the mea-
surement of many other factors that were 
thought to have potential effect on library 
quality. Three of them came from outsi'de 
of the library and therefore reflect the en-
vironmental forces Mrs. Lynch feels should 
be dealt with. These are ( 1) library auton-
omy, which is a measure of freedom dele-
gated to the library to make decisions im-
portant to its operation, ( 2) the number of 
doctoral degrees granted by the university 
to whi'ch the library is attached, as a mea-
sure of graduate education and research 
which the library must respond to, and (3) 
perquisites granted to professional librari-
ans, which almost always are determined 
beyond the library. Each of these had inter-
esting relationships wi'th intralibrary fac-
tors. For example, the number of doctoral 
degrees granted is highly related to the 
physical decentralization of the library col-
lection which in turn is an important pre-
dictor of professional staff size. Autonomy 
appeared to be a rather important concept, 
but there was some evidence that it comes 
in two diverse packages. This matter was 
not explored in depth in the dissertation 
but has been examined further for a publi-
cation now under way. There appear to be 
two patterns by which deci'sion making is 
delegated to university libraries, and they 
tend to be mutually exclusive. The overall 
autonomy granted a library might be less 
important than the delegation of control 
over key matters. 
Maurice P. Marchant 
Associate Professor 
Graduate Department of Library 
and Information Sciences 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, Utah 
To the Editor: 
0 fortunate Worcester-Heart of the 
Commonwealth-is number one in library 
resources. Extrapolating from Table I of 
Robert B. Downs' article "Library Re-
sources in the United States" ( CRL, March 
1974), which lists "Library Centers of Not 














for a combined total of 50,463,730 vol-
umes. This puts Worcester 3,337,812 vol-
umes ahead of erstwhile first-place New 
York City. 
Can one say more, except perhaps to re-
call Mark Twain's observati'on (variously 
attributed to Disraeli, Labouchere, Hewitt, 
or Frost) "There are three kinds of lies: 
lies, damned lies, and statistics." This cave-
at applies of course to the above manipu-
lation of figures, and not to Mr. Downs' 
compilation. 






Non-Book Materials Cataloging Rules; In-
tegrated Code of Practice and Draft Re-
vision of the Anglo-American Catalog-
ing Rules British Text Part Ill, prepared 
by the Library Association Media Catalog-
ing Rules Committee. London: National 
Council for Educational Technology with 
the Library Association (Available from 
Councils and Education Press), 1973. 
( N CET Working Paper No. 11) 
The initiative for the establishment of the 
Media Cataloging Rules Committee came 
from a meeting called by NCET in 1970, 
at which representatives of a number of as-
sociations recommended the setting up of 
a centrally held machine-readable file of 
records related to available media re-
sources. Among the needs of such a file 
would be standardization of inputs; and a 
major recommendation of the meeting was 
that a standard form of description of the 
vari'ous types of materials was a first re-
quirement for further development. 
At the same time, the Library Associa-
tion was aware of the inadequacy of the 
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) 
of 1967 with respect to non-book materials. 
The British Text was particularly vulnera-
ble to critici'sm in that it omitted much of 
the material drafted by the American au-
thors (ALA, Library of Congress, Canadian 
Library Association) as Part 3, Non-Book 
Materials. Other standards of non-book ma-
terials cataloging also were published dur-
ing this peri'od-the AECT' s Standards for 
Cataloging Non-print Materials and the 
1970 draft of Jean Riddle Weihs' Non-book 
Materials: The Organisation of Integrated 
Collections. The m'terest of the NCET and 
Library Associ'ation in the establishment of 
authoritative cataloging standards for non-
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book materials resulted in the setting up of 
the Media Cataloging Rules Committee by 
the Library Association, with substantial 
financi'al support from the NCET. As work 
progressed, information and ideas were ex-
changed with Jean Riddle Weihs and her 
colleagues in Canada; and the committee 
was represented by its chairman at the Dal-
las (June 1971) and Chicago (June 1972) 
American Library Association meetings. At 
the Chicago meeting, preliminary drafts of 
the British "general rules" were examined 
in some detail and recommended in prin-
ci'ple as a basis for the revision of the 
AACR. 
This publication has been designed first 
and foremost as a self-contained code of 
practice in its own right. However, as the 
rules themselves indicate, occasional refer-
ence to the full text of the AACR is likely 
to be needed in the soluti'on of more ab-
struse problems common to the cataloging 
of all categories of materials, i.e., the estab-
lishment of a particular form of heading. 
Often it was convenient to adopt or refer 
to existing rules in AACR rather than to in-
vent new ways of saying the same thi'ng. 
To facilitate eventual incorporation into the 
AACR, an attempt has been made to con-
form to the general structure and notational 
style of individual rules in the AACR. 
In offering the rules as a .draft standard 
for the revi'sion of the AACR, the commit-
tee makes one very important recommenda-
tion: that the present AACR chapters 10 
(Manuscripts), 11 (Maps, etc.), and 13 
(Music) are not embraced by this draft, 
that these chapters should preferably be 
taken out of the present Part III and re-
grouped in closer relationship with parts I 
and II (dealing with written and printed 
materials) with whi'ch they have a closer 
affinity than with the rest of Part III. The 
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present draft is seen as a replacement for 
the remaining AACR chapters in Part III: 
12 (Motion Pictures and Filmstrips), 14 
( Phonorecords), and 15 (Pictures, Designs, 
etc.). 
The format of the rules is that Chapter 1 
(General Rules) sets out the general prin-
ciples, procedures, and requirements com-
mon to all the non-book materials. Chap-
ters 2 (Graphics and Three-dimensional 
Representations), 3 (Motion Pictures), and 
4 (Sound Recordings) are supplementary 
to Chapter 1; each sets out only the special 
provisions necessary for the range of ma-
terials it covers, where these extend, mod-
ify, or otherwise differ from the general 
provisions of Chapter 1. 
In only one area was the committee un-
able to complete its work: a chapter of spe-
cial rules for the cataloging of computer 
records. It is hoped that attention will be 
given to the work of Ray Wall and to the 
proposals of the ALA Subcommittee on Ma-
chine Readable Records in any continuing 
work which the Media Cataloging Rules 
Committee undertakes. 
While this publication is still a draft, it 
is one of the most carefully constructed sets 
of standards for the cataloging of non-book 
materials available, with input from the Li-
brary Association, the American Library As-
sociation, Jean Riddle Weihs and her col-
leagues from the Canadian Library Asso-
ciation, and the NCET. As such it merits 
careful attention by all librarians and me-
dia specialists.-Nancy L. Eaton, General 
Libraries, The University of Texas at Aus-
tin. 
Organization and Staffing of the Libraries 
of Columbia University. Prepared by 
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. Westport, 
Conn.: Red grave Information Resources, 
1973. 
There seems to be a distinct inability to 
realize that the miasmi'c swale from Boston, 
Massachusetts to Washington, D.C. be-
comes more disconnected from the United 
States as time goes on, more fictitious, more 
divorced from reality. Viz., when the Asso-
ciation of Research Libraries (housed in 
Nixon Bay) chose to sponsor a study "to 
provide guidance for the improvement of 
other university libraries," presumably its 
eighty-odd members, it had it funded in the 
Columbia University Library, the least 
typical library, in the least typical univer-
sity, in the least typical city in the country. 
The typical ARL library is non-major, non-
private, non-Ivy League, non-Eastern, and 
non-urban. The typical library disease is 
malnutrition, not gout. So this study was 
fatally Hawed from the beginning. 
It describes the Columbia University li-
braries and their present organization, 
analyzes their central problem in the uni-
versity, and proposes a reorganization and 
staffing pattern to meet the problem. It con-
cludes with a plan for implementing the re-
organization. 
The description of Columbia's libraries 
informs us early (on pages 14-15) that the 
university has 16,000 students, 4,100 facul-
ty, and 7,300 staff. "Begobl" says I, "and 
no wonder it is that Columbia goes broke, 
with one employee for each 1.5 students!" 
Other sources inform us that BAH left out 
7,000 part-time students and neglected to 
mention that only 1,600 of the faculty are 
full-time. We are once again in the won-
drous presence of the mechanical tongs of 
the Management Consultant Experts, who 
manipulate facts seen through a glass dark-
ly and even more dimly understood. We 
suffered through a plethora of them on 
Long Island in the sixties; Westat has just 
hung another turkey around ARL' s neck. 
WHEN will we give up these astringent 
studies, totally devoid of any sensitive 
knowledge of the dynamics of libraries (no 
matter how high-priced they are) that pa-
rade under the rubric of "management"? 
With our confidence in the statistics al-
ready shattered on page 15, we proceed 
through a thoroughly Army-type platitudi-
nous instructional program about the Colum-
bia libraries that feeds us a dreary, unin-
structive recitation of its objectives and 
twelve graphs, maps, charts, and pie-graphs 
in ten pages of the worst tradition of use-
less graphics. We are then liberated from 
an exposition that could be intelligently 
presented in two pages, and launched into 
the Recommended Plan of Organization. 
Here, obviously, BAH should be at home. 
But if they are, it doesn't pay to visit 
• 
them. The problem BAH see as a multipli-
cation of specialties in the university re-
quiring ever more sophisticated help in the 
libraries. Historically, Columbia has re-
sponded to this development by devising 
a system of thirty-five specialized libraries 
operating as self-contained units. BAH see 
the professional librarians in these units di-
verted by administrative and operational 
concerns at the expense of their develop-
ment of specialized instructional, reference, 
and research skills. Their proposed reorga-
nization is intended to redress this condi-
tion by freeing the specialists from their ad-
ministration-oriented prisons. U nfortimate-
ly, this study does not solve the problem. 
BAH do not consider the limitations in-
herent in the small number of specialists on 
the Columbia staff vis-a-vis the wide range 
of specialties in the university, nor the ad-
vantages of specialist-administrators, nor 
the enormous advantage of having the spe-
cialists on the line in the building with the 
subject-oriented faculty and students. They 
rather propose to solve the problem by re-
deploying and redefining the staff, with no 
great increase in numbers required. At this 
point in the book we look forward to a 
Loaves and Fishes act, producing help for 
the Old Church Slavonicists by resurrecting 
that journalism librarian from his daily op-
erational tomb. 
BAH never heard of Occam's Razor; and 
their proposal for reorganization, which 
bristles with useless, unnecessary complex-
ities, needs a good clean shave, after which 
we would find ourselves in approximately 
the kinds of solutions used elsewhere to 
solve the specialist problem. First of all, it 
leaves untouched in thei'r self-containment 
the libraries for law, medicine, archives, 
rare books, architecture, and East Asian 
studies. Why it is not necessary to liberate 
professionals to develop specialty skills for 
law, medi'cine, and architecture, three of 
the most radically changing disciplines in 
the entire span of knowledge, is not dis-
cussed. 
The rest of the libraries would be inter-
related in an organization bifurcated into 
service and resource groups, backed up by 
a processing and business support group. 
Services are to be first line, second line, and 
third line (increasing in depth of sophisti'-
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cation with the numbers). How to make 
the user feel happy as he is battered about 
in this three-cornered ping-pong is not 
made clear, and where to locate the lines 
geographically in an extensive library sys-
tem is not considered. There would be 
three service centers for humanities, social 
sciences, and sciences, each with a primary 
center and with allied libraries, and each 
with an access department and an instruc-
tional materials and services department. 
The allied libraries remain small, special-
ized collections, each with a full range of 
services with minimal staff (what the re-
port considers bad in its beginning). The 
senior librarians still perform multiple func-
tions, but now with split reporting lines-to 
service and resource groups. Nothing here 
promises to free professional librarians to 
develop their subject specialties for the 
greater glory of Columbia. 
The resource group contains high-pow-
ered subject specialists for third-line refer-
ence in depth, book and binding selection, 
original cataloging, faculty and curriculum 
coordination, and current: awareness activ-
ities-quite a tutti-frutti of very diverse 
skills. It is divided into two divisions, for 
resource development and utilization and 
for bibliographical control, each with units 
for humanities, social sciences, and sciences. 
There would be a cross-over here of special-
ists from the service group centers. Where 
in the melange the user goes to dig out his 
specialist in Coptic village social problems 
is not made clear. Indeed, the entire study 
shows ignorance of the critical importance 
of the strategic location of human resources 
in relation to user movements in library sys-
tems. We finish off the organization with 
a support group that contains records and 
processing and business services depart-
ments that do what their titles suggest. 
All of this has the true academic stink 
that suggests an undergraduate assignment 
in a field scarcely known, that has to dig 
up a .. new" answer to show its nonexistent 
authority. The scheme does not even have 
the virtue of high imagination, rather being 
weighed down by the leaden shoes of the 
management consultant mentality. 
Nothing in the reorganization promises 
to free the specialist librarian from his or-
ganizational chains. This can be done only 
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by multiplying staff members with ad-
vanced subject knowledge and springing 
them loose from daily duties into greater 
contact with the faculty and into continu-
ing staff development programs, all of 
which takes time and money. There is no 
cut-rate soluti'on via organization to the de-
velopment of additional subject specializa-
tion on library staffs. 
So, in addition to being conducted in the 
wrong library this study does not produce 
much of use to Columbia or anyone else. 
It does contain lots of charts and diagrams 
and lots of very detailed schedules, and two 
ideas that Columbia has used-that there 
be a planning department (long talked 
about in libraries but seldom tried) , and 
that the university librarian be elevated to 
vice-president, a post that Jim Haas as-
sumed shortly after the study. Good head, 
that lad! Although he was responsible for 
instigating this study, he has not let it in-
fect his library system to any great degree. 
-Ellsworth Mason, University of Colorado, 
Boulder. 
Harrison, Helen P. Film Library Tech-
niques (Studies in Media Management 
[New York: Hastings House, 1973]). 
277p. $16.50. 
Helen P. Harrison, media librarian at the 
Open University and a Fellow of the Brit-
ish Library Association, has produced an 
exhaustive combination state-of-the-art sur-
vey and practical technical manual dealing 
with film libraries. 
The material covered is extensive and 
well organized. Information on the function 
and purpose of film librari'es, their history 
and organization, and future developments 
is supported by highly detailed and prac-
tical technical applications presented in a 
scholarly and informed manner. 
Cataloging and information retri'eval are 
discussed in depth, as are matters of copy-
right and economics. The section on admin-
istration and planning contains prescriptive 
guidelines which are flexible, and which 
can be generalized to apply to functions 
and conditions in varying situations. 
Film is a medium which poses a signifi-
cant number of problems to the archivist, 
handler, and organizer. Storage and preser-
vation, requirements for intermediary de-
vices and utilization, copyright, and of 
course, cataloging procedures are examples 
of aspects which relate to library proce-
dures, but which require specialized tech-
niques for implementation. 
Development and applications of tech-
niques are further complicated by the di-
versity in film libraries. These can be iden-
tified as di'stribution, documentary produc-
tion, feature production, government, gov-
ernment research, national archives, news-
reel, and television, as well as the educa-
tional film libraries. Aims, policy, and con-
tents will vary among these libraries, af-
fecting their procedures. 
Considerable attention is devoted to cata-
loging and classification, particularly shot 
listing. A shot list is a record of the con-
tents of the film, with the amount of de-
tail determined by the type and function 
of the film library. Essential features to be 
recorded include title, credits, footage, type 
of shot, description of shot, and sound 
(commentary, speech, or natural sound ef-
fects) . N ewsfilm and stockshots require de-
tailed analysis in order to permit access to 
one short sequence among many hundreds 
of thousands of pieces. The analysis can ex-
tend to notes on placement of the camera, 
its angle and movement, and the distance 
of the subject from the camera. For the li-
brarian trained in handling analytics for 
print cataloging, this process may seem pro-
hibitive in terms of time and cost, yet it is 
an essential procedure in working with film 
other than feature or educational films. 
Harrison's comparison of the cataloging 
codes of practice for use in film libraries is 
based on her intimate knowledge of oper-
ational techniques. While she is highly sup-
portive of the requirement for international 
standards, she has good reason to express 
doubt that rules being formulated for gen-
eral libraries and resource centers will be 
entirely adaptable to the needs of special-
i'zed institutions and single-medium collec-
tions. Special libraries serve their clientele 
in an individualized manner, and film li-
braries have intrinsic requirements peculiar 
to their function. 
A brief review can merely reference the 
extensive information contained in this 
work, which combines a high degree of 
scholarship and a wide practical expertise. 
The monograph is well indexed and well 
designed as a communication arts book 
should be. A glossary of terms would be 
useful, as would be an appendix of abbrevi-
ations found throughout the book. 
For the American reader, the National 
Film Library, formed in 1935, now the Na-
tional Film Archive, and the references to 
BBC programming will reinforce the aware-
ness that British techniques of information 
storage and retrieval are indeed highly ad-
vanced, given impetus and support by the 
well-supported public services aspect of 
British programming. 
Although the work is highly specialized 
in its major application, it contains much 
practical information and is recommended 
as a source book of information on film and 
information retrieval techniques in a signifi-
cant format.-Gloria Terwilliger, Director 
of Learning Resources, Northern Virginia 
Community College, Alexandria. 
OTHER BOOKS OF INTEREST 
TO ACADEMIC LIBRARIANS 
Atkinson, Frank. Librarianship. Hamden, 
Conn.: Linnet Books, Shoestring Press, 
1974. 112p. (ISBN 0-208-01351-2). 
R. R. Bowker & Co. El-Hi Textbooks in 
Print 1974. New York: Bowker, 1974. 
466p. $19.95. (70-105104). (ISBN 0-
8352-0697-1) . 
Carey, R. J. P. Library Guiding. Hamden, 
Conn.: Linnet Books, Shoestring Press, 
1974. 186p. $10.00. (73-18477). (ISBN 
0-208-01350-4). 
Downs, Robert B. British Library Re-
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sources. Chicago: American Library 
Assn., 1974. 332p. $25.00. (73-1598). 
(ISBN 0-8389-0150-6). 
Gale Research Co. Book Review Index: 
1972 Cumulation. Detroit: Gale Re-
search, 1973. 530p. $45.00. (ISBN 0-
8103-0557-7). 
Greene, Jon S., ed. Standard EducationAl-
manac 1973!74. Orange, N.J.: Academic 
Media, 1973. 506p. $25.00. (68-3442). 
(ISBN 0-87876-039-3). 
London, Keith. Documentation Standards. 
New York: Mason & Lipscomb, 1974. 
253p. $12.50. (73-12155). (ISBN 0-
88405-052-1 ) . 
Marc 2 Research. Index to All Books on the 
Physical Sciences in English, 1967 
through January, 1974. Rockville, Md.: 
Marc 2 Research, 1974. 457p. $27.00. 
(74-75515). (ISBN 0-914358-01-4). 
Marshall, John David. Of, By, and For Li-
brarians. Hamden, Conn.: Shoestring, 
1974. 242p. $8.00. (73-16428). (ISBN 
0-208-01333-4). 
Sugden, Virginia M. The Graduate Thesis. 
New York: Pitman, 1973. 157p. $6.95. 
(73-82105). 
Trzyna, Thaddeus C., ed. Directory of Con-
sumer Protection and Environmental 
Agencies. Orange, N.J.: Academic Me-
dia, 1973. 627p. $39.50. (72-75952). 
(ISBN 0-87876-032-6). 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare. Records, Computers and the 
Rights of Citizens. Washington, D.C.: 
GPO, 1973. 344p. $2.45. (73-13449). 
(ISBN 0-262-08070-2). 
Waters, Marie B. Worldwide Directory of 
Computer Companies, 1973-7 4. Orange, 
N.J.: Academic Media, 1973. 633p. 
$39.50. (77-114301). (ISBN 0-87876-
33-4). 
·ABSTRACTS 
The following abstracts are based on those prepare.d by the ERIC Clear-
inghouse on Information Resources, Stanford Center for Research and De-
velopment in Teaching, School of Education, Stanford University, Stanford, 
CA 94305. 
Documents with an ED number may be ordered in either microfiche 
(MF) or hard copy (HC) only from ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 
P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda, MD 20014. Orders must include ED number 
and specification of format desired. A $0.50 handling charge will be added 
to aU orders. Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $10.00. 
Orders from states with sales tax laws must include payment of the 
appropriate tax or include tax exemption certificates. 
Documents available from the National Technical Information Service, 
Springfield, VA 22151 have NTIS number and price following the citation. 
Library Job Descriptions, Examples Cov-
ering Major Work Areas. Dale E. Shaf-
fer. 1973. 44p. (ED 078 845, MF-
$0.65). 
The writing of job descriptions is a uni-
versal management practice in every type 
of organization. Whatever the size or type 
of library, the need exists for written de-
scriptions of every job performed. There are 
no standard job descriptions available be-
cause work duties differ among libraries. 
Tasks are grouped differently and jobs are 
given different titles. The organization of 
a small library, for example, is quite differ-
ent from that of the large library having a 
high degree of specialization. Total work 
performed in operating different types of 
libraries is delegated in widely varying 
ways. This is a fact of librarianship and 
probably cannot be avoided. The job de-
scriptions presented herein are offered as 
examples for library directors to use as 
guidelines in drafting statements to fit their 
own particular operations. In total, the de-
scriptions attempt to cover most of the ma-
jor work activities performed in libraries, 
whether they be in public, college, univer-
sity, or special libraries. Although the state-
ments were prepared for use in a small col-
lege library, they are equally adaptable to 
any type of library. It is highly recommend-
ed that a unique job description be written 
for every job in every library. Professional 
management requires the use of such tools 
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in the proper allocation and division of 
work. 
Library Goals and Obectives: Literature 
Review. Norman J. Crum, ERIC Clear-
inghouse on Library and Information Sci-
ence, Washington, D.C. 1973. 42p. (ED 
082 794, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29). 
The literature of library goals and objec-
tives is reviewed, evaluated, and structured 
to serve those in university, public, and spe-
cial libraries who are planning the future 
direction of their organizations. The empha-
sis is upon overall goals and objectives-not 
low-level, organizational nor state or other 
area-type goals. Background factors and 
trends, types and definitions, benefits and 
importance, broad surveys, guidelines and 
problems of formulation, further research 
recommendations, and a bibliography of 
141 references, arranged by author, make 
up the review. 
Faculty Loan Regulations in ARL Aca-
demic Libraries. University Libraries 
Technical Paper No. 4. Paul Gherman 
and others, Wayne State University, De-
troit, Michigan. 1973. 9p. (ED 082 792, 
MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29). 
A survey of faculty loan regulations in 
force at Association of Research Libraries 
( ARL) academic libraries indicated that 
there is little equity, between faculty and 
students, of loan regulations; that it is not 
possible to determine loan policies from the 
regulations that support policy; and that 
many of the libraries appear to be unable 
to force compliance with faculty loan regu-
lations. 
Academic Library Statistics: 1963/64 to 
1971/72. A Compilation of Statistics 
from the Seventy-Eight University Li-
brary Members of the Association of 
Research Libraries. Association of Re-
search Libraries, Washington, D.C. 1972. 
119p. (ED 082 791, MF-$0.65, HC-
$6.58). 
Statistical data is presented in tabular 
form for the member libraries of the Asso-
ciation of Research Libraries ( ARL) under 
the following headings: volumes in library, 
volumes added (gross), volumes added 
(net) , total microform units in library, cur-
rent periodicals, professional staff full time 
equivalents, nonprofessional staff full time 
equivalents, total staff full time equivalents, 
student assistants full time equivalents, li-
brary materials, binding, total materials in 
binding, total salaries and wages, other op-
erating expenditures, total library operating 
expenditures, Ph.D.'s awarded, and number 
of Ph.D. fields. 
Advice on Making a College Orientation 
Video-Tape. Margaret Guss and others. 
1973. 9p. (ED 082 781, MF-$0.65, HC 
-$3.29). 
The purpose of this article is to assist li-
brarians who are preparing a videotape 
orientation program suitable for large au-
diences, composed mainly of college fresh-
men. It results from the authors' experi-
ences of planning and taping a television 
library orientation program and is directed 
toward the librarian who is required to pre-
pare such a program but is inexperienced 
in videotaping. Stress is placed upon the 
practical, videotaping hints and common 
pitfalls to be avoided, rather than the tech-
nical aspects. 
Proposal for a University of California/ 
California State University and Colleges 
Inter-Segmental Machine-Readable Li-
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brary Patron Card. By Kenneth Weeks, 
California University, Berkeley, Institute 
of Library Research. 1973. 27p. (ED 082 
777, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29). 
It is proposed that the University of Cali-
fornia and the California State University 
and Colleges systems cooperate in the de-
velopment of a compatible machine-read-
able library patron card or badge that 
would meet the requirements of campuses 
in both systems. For discussion purposes, 
this report suggests the basic features to be 
included in such a card. As to physical 
characteristics, the card should be designed 
to be compatible with a wide variety of 
available badge reader I transactor equip-
ment. As to contents, the card should in-
clude the following machine-readable ele-
ments: borrower J.D. number (Social Se-
curity number when available), borrower 
status code, and campus code. A campus 
coding scheme is suggested. Borrower 
name, borrower status code, university or 
college (including campus) name, and val-
idation or expiration date should be human-
readable. Signing of the card should be ac-
complished as part of the card preparation 
process; inclusion of photograph could be 
left to local option. The back of the card 
should carry conditions governing its use, 
as well as campus administrative informa-
tion. 
Interlibrary Loan Borrowing: A Method-
ology for Analysis. By Michael A. New-
sham. 1973. 120p. (ED 082 771, MF-
·$0.65, HC-$6.58). 
The research reported in this paper ex-
amined data related to the characteristics 
of interlibrary loan borrowers, the ma-
terial borrowed, the question of cost and 
time it takes to acquire the material, and 
staff information and procedures. The vari-
ables were coded onto computer cards and 
then tabulated into frequency tables by the 
computer. There were four major findings 
discovered as a result of this investigation. 
First, the average total time it takes for a 
request to be filled is twenty-three days. 
Borrowing costs were insignificant, while 
75 percent of the photocopied requests cost 
only ten cents per page. The concept of a 
heavy user of interlibrary loan from one de-
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partment or agency was the third major 
finding. The fourth and final finding was 
the percentage breakdown of the number 
of requests filled on successive passes. This 
methodology could conceivably be applied 
to the interlibrary loan services of other 
medium and large research libraries. 
Library Automation: Guidelines to Cost-
ing. By Geoffrey Ford. Office for Scien-
tific and Technical Information, London, 
England. 1973. 60p. (ED 082 757, MF-
$0.65). 
As with all new programs, the costs asso-
ciated with library automation must be 
carefully considered before implementation. 
This document suggests guidelines to be 
followed and areas to be considered in the 
costing of library procedures. An existing 
system model has been suggested as a stan-
dard (Appendix A) and a classification of 
library tasks originally devised for the Brit-
ish Library is put forward as a tentative ba-
sis for a standard (Appendix B) . A check 
list of cost headings is given in Appendix 
G. Given a basis such as is provided by 
these, the costing of manual and automated 
procedures can proceed. Appendices C- F 
refer to particular data recording methods. 
The heads to be considered in costing pro-
posed systems (in particular, automated 
systems) are covered in some detai'l, and 
it is recommended that decisions on imple-
mentation of new systems are made only 
after estimates of costs have been made for 
a well-defined planning period. An accurate 
knowledge of costs assists in the decision-
making process. Costing is a straightfor-
ward exercise when carried out systemat-
ically; the difficult task is the allocation of 
resources. In the university field this in-
cludes a long look at the university as a 
whole, and this work is now beginning to 
be done. The appendices to this report are 
intended to give assistance in the analysis 
of costs and the preparation of budgets. 
A Study with Computer-Based Circulation 
Data of the Non-Use and Use of a Large 
Academic Library. Final Report. By 
John Lubans, Jr., and others. Colorado 
University, Boulder, Libraries. 1973. 85p. 
(ED 082 756, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29). 
Computer-based circulation systems, it is 
widely believed, can be utilized to provide 
data for library use studies. The study de-
scribed in this report involves using such 
a data base to analyze aspects of library use 
and non-use and types of users. Another 
major objective of this research was the test-
ing of machine-readable circulation data 
serving as the resource for a variety of com-
puter-based studies. These studies were de-
signed to supply information for decision 
making in libraries in such areas as collec-
tion development and book budget alloca-
tions. This document reports upon a study 
of the value of computer-based circulation 
data in administrative decision making in 
a large academic library. Computer pro-
grams were written to produce a variety of 
outputs including listings for survey pur-
poses of non-users/ users; books most fre-
quently used; use of the library by depart-
ment or major of the user; and, the use of 
books by their classification code by aca-
demic level of user. It is the conclusion of 
this study that such experimental by-prod-
ucts of a computer-based circulation system 
offer useful data for book selection, bud-
getary allocation, and the surveying of the 
library's clientele. A major question is 
raised as to what is library use/non-use. 
From the survey in this study it may be i'n-
correct to categorize users or non-users as 
individuals who do or do not take out books 
for home use. 
Standards Recommended for Canadian 
Community College Libraries. Canadian 
Association of College and University Li-
braries, Ottawa (Ontario) . Canadian 
Community College Library Committee. 
1973. 9p. (ED 081 458, MF-$3.00). 
In November 1970, the Canadian Asso-
ciation of College and University Libraries 
appointed a committee to examine existing 
standards and to recommend to the associa-
tion's membership, standards appropriate to 
Canadian community colleges. Under the 
heading of Qualitative Standards recom-
mendations are made for administration 
and organization, the budget, building, col-
lections, services, and staff. Quantitative 
Standards recommendations cover the 
budget, collections, seating, and staff. 
.. 
Newfrqm ColumlS1a 
ISSUES IN LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION 
WARREN TSUNEISHI, THOMAS R. BUCKMAN, 
and YUKIHISA SUZUKI, Editors 
International views on the administrative and 
fiscal environments of university libraries in the 
next decade are presented in this book, a result 
of the second U.S.-Japan Conference on Libraries 
and Information Science in Higher Education. 
$7.50 
TWO RENAISSANCE BOOK HUNTERS 
The Letters of Poggi us Bracciolini to Nicolaus 
de·Niccolis 
PHYLLIS GOODHART GORDON, Editor and 
Translator 
The rediscovery of lost classical manuscripts was 
a primary activity of the Italian Renaissance. 
These letters reflect the experiences of two men 
through whose efforts a large portion of classical 
I iterature has survived to the present day. 
Records of Civilization, #91 $17.50 
AMERICAN BOOK-PRICES CURRENT 
INDEX 1965-1970 
This Cumulative Index is a complete summary of 
the five-year period 1965-1970 and includes all 
the items listed in Volumes 72 through 76. 




Any Book in Print: 
... and Do It Fast 
Whether it is a book listed in Reference Services Review, 
CHOICE, Publishers Weekly or other journals, we will deliver 
any titles published in the United States or Canada and deliver 
them fast. 
We take pride in the fact that several major academic 
libraries have made surveys which show that the average 
elapsed time of delivery is less on orders placed with Book 
House (names on request). 
Our trained and competent staff is dedicated to our policy 
of "Concerned Service", which means that every customer is 
given personal service to see that no stone is left unturned in 
our efforts to serve you as quickly and accurately as is human-
ly possible. 
And we are human. No computer will keep repeating the 
the same error of title, edition, price or credit for return. 
Our discount schedules are competitive, naturally ! Why 
not give Book House a trial order and find out what "Concern-
ed Service" can do for you ! 
ANY QUESTIONS? CALL 517-849-9361 COLLECT! 
Let us know if you want to receive our newsletter. 
1
'"BOOK HOUSE 
The House of Superior Library Service 




for Discri01inating Test Users 
Edited by OSCAR K. BUROS 
ll[\lfT ests in 
11[fl Print IT. In press- to be 
published late 1974 - acomprehen-
sive index to tests. test reviews, and 
the literature on specific tests; about 
1 .QOQ two-column pages;$50.00.TIPII 
includes a bibliography of approxi-
mately 2500 tests published in Eng-
lish as of March 1974; over 16,000 
new references through 1971 on the 
construction, use, and validity of spe-
cific tests; a cumulative name index 
for each test with references; a com-
plete title index of all published tests 
(including out of print); and a name 
index of all authors of tests, reviews, 
excerpts, and references in the Men-
tal Measurements Yearbook series . 
ln]n Person~ity Tests 0 U and Revta.vs 
1970; 1690 pages; $45.00. "The sec-
ond of four monographs covering spe-
cific sections of the first six Mental 
Measurements Yearbooks. * A great 
deal of new material is also presented 
for the first time."- Wayne H. Holtz-
man,AmJOrthopsychiatry, July 1970. 
Earlier Volumes 
m1~ ~nili Mental 
Measurements Yearbook 
1972; 2032 pages in 2 volumes; $70 
per set. "Indispensable ... comprises 
all the values of its predecessors, but 
in larger measure ... simple, clear 
indexing system ... statistics can give 
only the most inadequate picture ... 
the newest edition lists 1,157 tests 
with 12,372 references. For 546 of the 
tests, there are 798 original reviews 
by 439 reviewers, supplemented by 
another 181 reviews excerpted from 
39 journals."- Test Service Bulletin 
of The Psychological Corporation, 
May 1972. 
n00 Reading_Tests 
DUO and Revta.vs 
1968; 542 pages; $20.00. "Brings to-
gether in convenient form the enor-
mous amount of bibliographical mater-
ial about reading tests of the past and 
present that have been available here-
tofore only by consulting separately 
the six Mental Measurements Year-
books." - Frederick B. Davis, Ed & 
Psycho/ Meas, Autumn 1969. 
Needed for Full Coverage 
1965 The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook. Reprinted 1971 ; 1751 pages; $45.00. 
1961 Tests in Print. Reprinted 1974; 508 pages; $15.00. 
1959 The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook. 1321 pages; $35.00. 
1953 The Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook. Reprinted 197 4; 1188 pages; $30.00. 
1949 The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook. Reprinted 1974; 1062 pages; $25.00. 
1941 The 1940 Mental Measurements Yearbook. Reissued 1972; 672 pages; $22.50. 
1938 The 1938 Mental Measurements Yearbook. Reissued 1972; 430 pages; $20.00. 
~ Order directly from 






TIIE DICTIONARY CATALOG OF TIIE 
PRINTS DMSION 
The Research Libraries of The New York 
Public Library 
The Dictionary Catalog of the Prints Division records on 
approximately 83,000 cards the holdings of the literature 
in books and periodicals on prints and print making in The 
New York Public Library. The Library has a remarkably 
comprehensive collection of reference books, consisting of 
historical and technical works on print making, both west-
ern and eastern, book illustration, biographies of print 
makers and catalogs of works, bibliographies of prints and 
periodicals devoted exclusively to prints and print making. 
In addition, the catalog reflects the holdings of a selective · 
group of illustrated boo'ks containing original graphic work, 
as well as scrapbooks on prominent American cartoonists. 
The extensive clipping files relating to individual artists 
and some selective subjects are also made accessible 
through form cards in the publication. These files of ephem-
era are a unique source of information not found elsewhere. 
5 Volumes Prepublication Price: $340.00 
ISBN: 0-8161-1148-0 After January 31, 1975: $425.00 
Prices do not include shipping and handling charges. 
Prices outside the U.S. are 10% higher. 
C!IO G.I~HALL &CO. 
70 Lincoln Street Boston, Massachusetts 02111 
DICTIONARY CATALOG OF THE 
G. ROBERT VINCENT VOICE UBRARY 
Michigan State University 
This catalog represents a unique collection of taped re-
cordings of the voices of famous people. The collection 
particularly emphasizes the recorded voices of well-known 
personalities in politics, the arts, academia, show business 
and popular culture. Recordings document the people and 
events of the 20th century with strengths in the history of 
radio, WW I. WW II, American isolationism, the Nurem-
burg trials and the U.N. The collection includes the re-
corded voices of Theodore Roosevelt, Sarah Bernhardt. 
Rudolph Valentino, Ma-Fk Twain, Mahatma Gandhi and 
Pope Leo XIII. The catalog is in dictionary form and ar-
ranged primarily by speaker, but headings also include 
subjects and, when appropriate, titles. 
1 Volume ISBN: 0-8161-1149-9 Price: $45.00 
DICTIONARY CATALOGUE OF THE 
BYZANTINE COLLECTION OF THE 
DUMBARTON OAKS RESEARCH LIBRARY 
This collection covers all aspects of Byzantine history and 
culture, with particular strengths in art. architecture, ar-
cheology, and published literary and historical texts and 
documents. The collection provides extensive coverage of 
the late Graeco-Roman world, of early and mediaeval Islam, 
and of the world of the Orthodox Slavs, in addition to the 
history and civilization of the Byzanti~e empire itself. The 
library, a part of Harvard University, contains over 82,000 
volumes including bound periodicals. In addition to hold-
ings on political, social and econoJiliC history, there is a 
large body of material on church history and liturgy, as 
well as canon and civil law. Scholarship in Slavic languages 
and in modern Greek is strongly represented. 
12 Volumes Prepublication Price: $980.00 
ISBN: 0-8161-1150-2 After January 31, 1975: $1225.00 
UNITED STATES LOCAL IDSTORY CATALOG 
The Research Libraries of The New York 
PubUc Library, Local History and Genealogy Division 
This catalog lists the separate bound monographs and 
serials in the Research Libraries' United States local his~ 
tory classification scheme. It is a supplement to the Dic-
tionary Catalog of the Local History and Genealogy Divi-
sion of The New York Public Library, published by G.K. Hall 
& Co., but it may also be used independently by readers 
with particular interests in United States local history. The 
catalog is a modified shelf list, arranged alphabetically 
by state and alphabetically by locality within each stat~. 
The collection has secured the published county, city and 
town and village histories for all areas of the U.S. through 
a consistent acquisition policy. Because Alaska and Hawaii 
were only recently admitted to statehood, their represen-
tation in this catalog is limited to recent acquisitions. 
2 Volumes Prepublication Price: $120.00 
ISBN: 0-8161-1147-2 After January 31. 1975: $145.00 
You can get a one year subscription to every 
priced title in our files for 
1,813, 119.94 
... but our services encompass so much 
more than just the sale of subscriptions. 
Our Title Information Department constantly 
seeks additional information and titles ... 
our irregular series number in the thousands. 
We have a lot more to offer than $1,813,119.94 
worth of subscriptions! 
Call or write for full information. 
(price subject to change, naturally!) 
EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
division of ..:::E?\ 
826 South Northwest Highway 
Barrington, Illinois 60010 
(312) 381-2190 
P. 0. Box 2543 
Birmingham, Alabama 35201 
(205) 879-2113 
161 Forbes Road 
Braintree, Mass. 02184 
(617) 843-2383 or 843-2384 
415 Douglas Plaza Building 
8226 Douglas Avenue 
Dallas, Texas 75225 
(214) 369-7591 or 369-7592 
Suite 110-B Diamond Hill Complex 
2480 W. 26th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80211 
(303) 433-3235 
P. 0. Box 92901 
Los Angeles, California 90009 
(213) 772-2381 
512 Nicollet Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
(612) 333-5081 
EBSCO Building 
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701 
(201) 741-4300 
681 Market Street 
San Francisco, California 94105 
(415) 391-3500 
5406-A Port Royal Road 
Suite 200 
Springfield, Virginia 22151 
(703) 321-7516 or 321-9630 
17-19 Washington Avenue 
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670 
(201) 569-2500 
Six Thorncliffe Park Drive 
Toronto, Canada, M4H 1H3 
(416) 421-9000 ' 
NOW! FROM BAKER & TAYLOR-LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
MARC TAPE CATALOGING AND PROCESSING 
At Baker & Taylor all titles on MARC tape as 
supplied by the Library of Congress are now 
available cataloged and processed -and there 
is no extra charge if LC numbers are not in-
cluded on your order. 
Catalog cards using Library of Congress classi-
fication and subject headings and Unabridged 
Dewey classification with Library of Congress 
subject headings (LC/LC and Dewey/LC) pro-
vide descriptive cataloging, subject analysis 
and classification exactly as on MARC tape. 
Processing materials are computer produced 
and supplied with your books. 
Cataloging and processing from MARC tape 
offers you a wide variety of call number for-
mats at no extra cost. Here are a few examples 
of Baker & Taylor's low cost LC/LC and 
Dewey I LC processing options: 
Fully cataloged and processed book, 
including cards, label, book pocket 
and book card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89¢ 
Fully cataloged and processed book 
without Mylar jacket . . . . . . . . . . . . 65¢ 
*Unattached processing kit .... . . .. 35¢ 
*Catalog cards only ..... .... .. ... 25¢ 
• (Available with book orders only) 
Additionally, at your option, titles not accessi-
ble from MARC tape are often available from 
Baker & Taylor's computer file of Dewey/LC 
and Abridged Dewey /Sears cataloging, pre-
pared by our own professional library staff. 
Each prder for processed books must be ac-
companied by a specification sheet. Request 
the specification sheet for the type of cata-
loging you prefer. Write to your nearest Baker 
& Taylor Library Service Center. 
The Baker & Taylor eo .• 
EASTERN DIVISION 
SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08876 
50 Kirby Avenue, Tel: 201-722-8000 
N.Y. City Tel: 212-227-8470 
SOUTHEAST DIVISION 
COMMERCE, GEORGIA 30529 
Tel : 404-335-5000 
MIDWEST DIVISION SOUTHWEST DIVISION 
MOMENCE, ILLINOIS 60954 CLARKSVILLE, TEXAS 75426 
Gladiola Avenue Industrial Park 
Tel: 815-472-2444 Tel: 214-427-3811 
Chicago Tel: 312-641-3233 
New Books Inspection Center 5820 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036, Tel : 213-938-2925 
WESTERN DIVISION 
RENO, NEVADA 89502 
380 Edison Way 
Tel : 702-786-6700 
THE AUTHORITY. 
When you need objective information on 
library equipment, furniture, and supplies, 
there is only one published authority-Library 
Technology Reports. 
Library Technology Reports is a unique 
bimonthly consumer publication of the Amer-
ican Library Association. LTR is designed to 
provide critical, objective evaluations of 
products used in libraries, media centers, 
and other educational institutions. 
Testing and evaluation are conducted by 
nationally recognized independent testing 
laboratories and consultants, among which 
are R. A. Morgan Company (microform read-
ers); United States Testing Company (audio-
visual equipment); William R. Hawken As-
sociates (microform reader /printers); 
Buyers Laboratory Inc. (photocopiers, type-
writers, steel library shelving, and library 
furniture). 
For additional information and a sample issue, write to: 
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 EAST HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 
Rise above · 
the paperwork. 
Richard Abel Company 
has a plan. 
Richard Abel Company has a proven approval 
plan that has freed hundreds of libraries from 
the massive detail it takes to select books. And 
we'd like to do the same for you. We'll free you 
from checking dozens of lists, catalogs and 
reviews, cross checking, verifying, correspond-
ing, arguing, re-verifying, processing hundreds 
of individual orders, invoices and writing a 
multitude of payment checks to a multitude of 
book sellers. Here's what you get with the free 
Richard Abel Approval. Program (RAAP): 
1. The Abel Company works with you. You tell 
us the subjects, publishers, and non-subject 
parameters such as the academic level , 
language, format, type of publishers, etc. We do 
the gathering. You do the selecting. 
2. More options than any service offered on the 
market today. 
3. A greater range of subjects and non-subject 
parameters to choose from, which gives you 
greater control of the collection completeness 
you desire. 
4. We tailor approval plans to fit the needs of 
large or small libraries. 
5. Service that covers more publishers faster 
than any other approval plan available. 
6 The only approval plan with world-wide 
coverage. 
7. The services of many experienced subject 
and language specialists. 
8. Approval books 6 to 12 months ahead of 
reviews. 
9. There are no orders to write and you only pay 
for the books you decide to keep. 
10. The approval plan is compatible with the 
Richard Abel Standing Order Plan and elimi-
nates duplication. 
If you would like to eliminate most of your 
paperwork, take advantage of a fully integrated 
standing order service for over 35,000 series, 
and have time for more effective decision 
making, just mail the coupon or call your nearest 
Abel rep about the Richard Abel Approval Plan 
and let's RAAP Phone: 80Q-54 7-3551 Toll Free. 
Let's RAAP 
0 Please have your representative see me. 
0 Please send more information. 
Name __________________________ __ 
Library ________________________ _ 
Address. ________________________ __ 
City/State/Zip. __________ _ 
Richard Abel & Company, Inc. 
P 0 . Box 4245/Portland, Oregon 97208 
(503) 645-3511/Telex 36-0458 
OFFICES IN: Arlington, Tex. • Atlanta, Ga • Blackwood, N.J. 
Denver, Colo. • Glendale, Cal. • Marion, Oh io • Z ion, Ill. 
Waltham, Mass. • Mill Valley. Cal. • Toronto . Canada 
Amsterdam • London • Sydney • Sao Paulo. 
NEW UP-TO-DATE BOOKS FROM NOYES DATA 
Noyes Data has developed specific publishing techniques that allow 
the publication of technical and business books in hard cover within 
a matter of months after acceptance of manuscript. Dl!e to rapid 
changes in technology and business conditions, the publication of 
these latest developments in a durable binding is important to you. 
HARDCOVER BOOKS PUBLISHED SUMMER 1974 
POLLUTION CONTROL IN THE ORGANIC CHEMICAL INDUSTRY by M. Sittig: 
This book intends to assist the chemical engineer in treating chemical waste prod-
ucts and effluents in conjunction with prudent raw material choices and thus bring 
about process economies. ISBN 0-8155-0536-1; 305 pp.; $36 
SUGAR ESTERS-PREPARATION AND APPLICATIONS by J.C. Johnson: Sugar esters 
have many potential end uses. In food products, pharmaceuticals, · cosmetics, ad-
hesives, flame retardants, plasticizers, other chemical products. Since the raw mate-
rials come from agriculture, the supplies are renewed annually, and n<;» danger of de-
pletion exists. ISBN 0-8155-0537~X; 305 pp.; $36 
HOT MELT ADHESIVES-MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATIONS by M.J. Satriana: Hot 
melts have gained wide acceptance in packaging, shoemaking, and bookbinding. 
They are being used increasingly in product assemblies of all kinds. Because hot 
~elts are 100% solid, no curing time, no evaporation of solvents, and no drying 
equipment are required. ISBN 0-8155-0538-8; 300 pp.; $36 
DEHYDRATION OF NATURAL AND SIMULATED DAIRY PRODUCTS by M.T. Gilli•: 
Numerous food products, derived from milk and eggs, and capable of dehydration 
and agglomeration, are given extensive technical treatment, and many manufacturing 
processes are described. The last section discusses methods for producing "non-
dairy" products including coffee whiteners, dessert mixes, and whipped toppings. 
ISBN 0-8155-0539-6; 328 pp.; $36 
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES-FORMULATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY by L.F. 
Martin: In view of the wide utility and consumer acceptance of these adhesives, the 
book describes not only basic resin processes, but also provides t'lundreds of new for-
mulations. ISBN 0-8155-0540-X; 308 pp.; $36 
FIRE RESISTANT AND FLAME RETARDANT POLYMERS by M.W. Ranney: The U.S. 
market for these materials is expected to double within the next three years. This 
includes reactive intermediates and non-reactive additives which impart fire retar-
dance to plastics, foams, textile fibers, and paints. These production methods are 
described in detail. ISBN 0-8155-0541-8; 338 pp.; $36 
SANITARY LANDFILL TECHNOLOGY by S. Weiss: This Pollution Technology Control 
Review describes modern engineering methods for waste disposal by this practice. 
ISBN 0-8155-0542-6; 300 pp.; $18 
ndc NOYES DATA CORPORATION Noyes Building, Park Rid9e, N.J. 07656 
ORDER· YOUR MAGAZINE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS ••• ONCE 
AND FOR ALL! 
r5iit1 P. W. Paxon Compe,ny, Inc. -··-UJ!LJ ~ w.,..... ~ ---:.:: ==- . 
•---•- • --.-.-vi• - ,._....,.. 
............... --..Jt-
Save hours and dollars - time and money . . . place one 
order. and receive one invoice from the world's only fully-automated 
library' magazine subscription agency. Faxon's invoice provides 
you with the followin9 information and more: 
• your ·customer number · 
• your P .0. # or authorization 
• complete bill-to and ship-to addresses 
• the title of each periodical 
• the period for which each title has been ordered 
• · whether the titles are new,· renewal, or additional copies 
• the frequency of each periodical 
• t~e availability of a title page and index 
• -the published price of each periodical 
• whether a title is slow, irregular, discontinued, etc. 
• special information such as changes in title, mergers, etc. 
As a Faxon customer you also receive the benefits of FACS, 
our new automated claims system; ·our Serials Updating Service 
Bulletin; and much more. 
For a full description of our capabilities and adaptability 
to your library procedures, write for a copy of our Service Bro-
chure and annual Librarians' Guide to Periodicals, or call toll-free 
- 1-800-225-7894. . 
Llbrarr business is our 'onlr buslne11-lince 1111. 
[W8F.W. FAXOn COIDPADY.IDt 
15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass. 02010· 
NOW IN PRINT 
-·-
Edited by Paul Wasserman 
and Esther Herman of the 
University of 'Maryland 
School of Library and 
Information Services. 
First Edition • viii + 455 
pages • Covers offerings 
of 732 museums • 492· 
column Title and Keyword 
Index • 30-Column Subject 
Index to museums according 
to their major areas of 
interest • 24-column 
Geographic Index. 
CIP: L.C. Card No. 




Thousands of subjects are covered in the more 
than 10,000 books, booklets, exhibit catalogs, films, 
and other media which are available for sale or 
distribution by th'e 732 museums, ~alleries, art 
institutes, and similar institutions mcluded in 
Museum Media. 
The key to the institutionally-arranged volume is • 
an exhaustive 492-column Title and Keyword Index. 
This index lists not only the titles of the materials 
but also makes it poss1ble to find materials according 
to the artists, works, media, periods, concepts, 
subjects, movements, and countries mentioned in 
their titles. Thus, the index provides direct 
references to authoritative, often unique materials 
dealing with innumerable specialized topics. 
Because its keyword index makes possible a direct 
subject approach, Museum Media serves as both a 
reference source and acquisition aid for librarians, 
students, museum and gallery personnel, re· 
searchers, and others interested in using the pre-
viously hard to locate materials currently available 
from museums and other primary sources. 
699 
WASHINGTON COUNTY MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 
Box 423 
Hagerstown, Maryland 21740 (301) 739-S727 
O r dering Info r mation: Slide lectur es and filmstrips are 
available o n loan. 
Books, Booklets & Monographs: Your Museum - H. Paul 
Kotun, 1970, 10 pp., 9 illus., free . 
Catalogs: Andrew Wye th - 1970, 20 pp., 9 illus., $ . SO. 
40th Anniversary Exhibit, Monet- 1971, 12 pp. , 6 illus., $ .SO. 
H enry Livingsto n Hillye r - 19 72 . 
John Louis Wellington- 1972, 12 pp., 2 illus., $.SO. 
F.ilmstrips: Art in the 'SO's and '60's- Part I-IV, 4 color 
filmstrips each with text , on various subjeets. 
The Bauhaus - Part I-IV, 4 co lor filmstrips each with text . 
Pamphlets, Leaflets: Washington County Museum of Fin e Art s: 
October (etc. ) at the Museum - H. Paul Katen, folder, 
3 illus . 
Slides: Ame rican Drearp: Myth or R eality - Parts I and II, 
~h part contain s 80 slide's, cassette (o r L. P. r ecor ding, 
MUSEUM MEDIA IS SENT UNDER GALE'S 
USUAL 30-DAY FREE-TRIAL POLICY 
PLACE YOUR STANDING ORDER NOW TO 
RECEIVE FUTURE EDITIONS OF MUSEUM MEDIA 
GALE RESEARCH COMPANY 
BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, Ml 48226 
